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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent
vs.

Samuel Davis
Defendant/Appellant

)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NUMBER
44476

)

CLERK'S RECORD

APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTD
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
THE HONORABLE CYNTHIA K.C. MEYER DISTRICT JUDGE
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING

MS. SARA B. THOMAS
STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER
3647 LAKE HARBOR DR
BOISE
ID
83703

MR. LA WREN CE WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO
700 W. JEFFERSON, STE 210
BOISE ID 83720

Date: 10/19/2016

User: KIPP

First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County

Time: 11 :05 AM

ROA Report
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Judge

Date

Code

User

4/1/2015

MISC

JLEIGH

Court Minutes - For Search Warrant

James D Stow

4/9/2015

SWRT

JLEIGH

Search Warrant Returned

Penny E. Friedlander

INVT

JLEIGH

Inventory Of Seized Property

Penny E. Friedlander

ORPP

JLEIGH

Order Preserving Seized Property

Penny E. Friedlander

MISC

JLEIGH

Court Minutes - For Search Warrant

Clark A. Peterson

ORDR

JLEIGH

Order For A Search Warrant

Robert Caldwell

SWRT

JLEIGH

Search Warrant Returned

Scott Wayman

INVT

JLEIGH

Inventory Of Seized Property

Scott Wayman

ORPP

JLEIGH

Order Preserving Seized Property

Scott Wayman

SWRT

JLEIGH

Search Warrant Returned

Scott Wayman

INVT

JLEIGH

Inventory Of Seized Property

Scott Wayman

ORPP

JLEIGH

Order Preserving Seized Property

Scott Wayman

SWRT

JLEIGH

Search Warrant Returned

Scott Wayman

INVT

JLEIGH

Inventory Of Seized Property

Scott Wayman

ORPP

JLEIGH

Order Preserving Seized Property

Scott Wayman

4/21/2015

NOTE

OREILLY

Judge Simpson

To Be Assigned

4/22/2015

NCRF

OREILLY

New Case Filed - Felony

To Be Assigned

CRCO

OREILLY

Criminal Complaint

Anna Eckhart

AFPC

OREILLY

Affidavit Of Probable Cause

To Be Assigned

ORPC

OREILLY

Order Finding Probable Cause

WARI

OREILLY

Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: 100000.00 Anna Eckhart
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J Issued 4/22/15

csos

OREILLY

Case Status Order *******SEALED*******

To Be Assigned

XSEA

OREILLY

Case Sealed

To Be Assigned

STAT

OREILLY

Case status changed: Inactive

To Be Assigned

NOAP

OREILLY

Notice Of Appearance

To Be Assigned

DRQD

OREILLY

Defendant's Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRQD

OREILLY

Plaintitrs Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRSD

OREILLY

Plaintitrs Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

HRSC

GARZA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 06/25/2015 08:30 AM)

James Combo

HRSC

GARZA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
06/26/2015 01 :30 PM)

James D Stow

GARZA

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

4/15/2015
4/17/2015

6/9/2015

6/10/2015

Anna Eckhart

6/15/2015

STIP

KIPP

Stipulation To Continue Or Vacate Preliminary
Hearing

To Be Assigned

6/16/2015

PSRS

LUCKEY

Plaintitrs First Supplemental Response To
Discovery

To Be Assigned

Samuel J Davis

44476
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C . Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

User

6/24/2015

WRTA

LEGARD

Arrest Warrant Returned, Served Defendant:
Davis, Samuel J

To Be Assigned

CSOR

LEGARD

Case Status Order *****OPEN*****

To Be Assigned

XUNS

LEGARD

Case Unsealed

To Be Assigned

STAT

LEGARD

Case status changed: Pending

To Be Assigned

HRSC

LEGARD

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First
Appearance 06/24/2015 02:00 PM)

James D Stow

ARRN

LEGARD

Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance
scheduled on 06/24/2015 02:00 PM:
Arraignment / First Appearance

James D Stow

CRNC

LEGARD

No Contact Order: Criminal No Contact Order
Filed Comment: Stay 300ft Away From
Expiration Days: 365 Expiration Date: 6/23/2016

To Be Assigned

HRVC

LEGARD

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled James D Stow
on 06/26/2015 01 :30 PM : Hearing Vacated

HRVC

LEGARD

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
James Combo
Conference scheduled on 06/25/2015 08:30 AM:
Hearing Vacated

HRSC

GARZA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 07/09/2015 08:30 AM)

James D Stow

HRSC

GARZA

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
07/10/2015 01:30 PM)

Clark A. Peterson

GARZA

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

NCOS

LUCKEY

No Contact Order Served

HRHD

WATKINS

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
James D Stow
Conference scheduled on 07/09/2015 08:30 AM:
Hearing Held

CONT

WATKINS

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Clark A. Peterson
on 07/10/2015 01 :30 PM : Continued

PSRS
HRSC

LSMITH

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 07/23/2015 08:30 AM)

Clark A. Peterson

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
07/24/2015 01 :30 PM)

James Combo

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

KITE

DONNENWIRT

Inmate Request Form

To Be Assigned

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - NU

To Be Assigned

HRHD

HUSHMAN

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
Barry E. Watson
Conference scheduled on 07/23/2015 08:30 AM:
Hearing Held

CONT

HUSHMAN

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled James Combo
on 07/24/2015 01
:30 PM : Continued
44476
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7/21/2015
7/23/2015
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Judge
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

User

7/24/2015

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 08/13/2015 08:30 AM)

Robert Caldwell

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
08/14/2015 01 :30 PM)

Scott Wayman

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

Judge

8/6/2015

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - NU

8/13/2015

PHWV

RILEY

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
Robert B. Burton
Conference scheduled on 08/13/2015 08:30 AM:
Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over)

SOUN

RILEY

Bound Over (after Prelim)

HRVC

RILEY

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Scott Wayman
on 08/14/2015 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated

ORHD

RILEY

Order Holding Defendant

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Cynthia K.C. Meyer
09/03/2015 03:00 PM)

LARSEN

Notice of Hearing

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/14/2015

To Be Assigned

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Robert B. Burton

8/17/2015

PSRS

LUCKEY

Plaintitrs Third Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/21/2015

KITE

KIPP

Inmate Request Form

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/31/2015

INFO

MCCANDLESS Information

9/3/2015

ARRN

LARSEN

Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court
scheduled on 09/03/2015 03:00 PM:
Arraignment/ First Appearance

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Valerie Legg
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLEA

LARSEN

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-6501
Robbery)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLEA

LARSEN

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401
Burglary)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
10/22/2015 02 :00 PM)

Cynthia K.C . Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Heari ng Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
11/02/2015 09:00 AM) 3 day trial

Cynthia K.C . Meyer

NOHG

LARSEN

Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And Trial

Cynth ia K.C. Meyer

9/10/2015

PLWL

MCCANDLESS Plaintitrs Witness List

9/15/2015

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

9/16/2015

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - GM

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/20/2015

PSRS

LUNNEN

Plaintitrs Fourth Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

LARSEN

Hearing result for
Pre-Trial Conference
Cynthia K.C . Meyer5
44476
scheduled on 10/22/2015 02:00 PM : Continued

10/21/2015 Samuel
CONT
J Davis

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

User

10/21/2015

CONT

LARSEN

STIP

MCCANDLESS Stipulation for Mediation

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
12/03/2015 02:00 PM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
12/07/2015 09:00 AM) 3 day trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

LARSEN

Notice of Pre-Trial Conference and Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/22/2015

Judge
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 11/02/2015 09:00 AM: Continued 3 day trial
Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/23/2015

ORDR

LARSEN

Order For Mediation

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/17/2015

SUBF

ESPE

Subpoena Return/found - NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBF

ESPE

Subpoena Return/found - GM

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Mediation 12/15/2015
09:00 AM) To be held in Courtroom #14 @JJC.

John P. Luster

HOFFMAN

Notice of Mediation

John P. Luster

11/24/2015

INHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference
scheduled on 12/03/2015 02:00 PM: Interim
Hearing Held

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

CONT

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 12/07/2015 09:00 AM: Continued 3 day trial

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
12/23/2015 09:00 AM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
01/04/2016 09:00 AM) 3 day trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOHG

LARSEN

Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

12/15/2015

HRHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Mediation scheduled on
John P. Luster
12/15/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Held To be held
in Courtroom #14 @JJC.

12/17/2015

SUBF

ESPE

Subpoena Return/found - NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

12/23/2015

INHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference
scheduled on 12/23/2015 09:00 AM: Interim
Hearing Held

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

CONT

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 01/04/2016 09:00 AM: Continued 3 day trial

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
02/18/2016 03:00 PM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled
44476(Jury Trial Scheduled
03/07/2016 09:00 AM) 3 day trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer6
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

User

12/23/2015

NOHG

1/14/2016

SUBF

LARSEN
HUFFMAN

2/18/2016

MNSP
MEMO

MCCANDLESS Motion To Suppress

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MCCANDLESS

Memorandum of Law in Support of the
Defendant's Motion to Suppress Evidence and
Dismiss

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

INHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference
scheduled on 02/18/2016 03:00 PM: Interim
Hearing Held

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

CONT

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 03/07/2016 09:00 AM: Continued 3 day trial

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
04/21/2016 03:00 PM)

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
Cynthia K.C. Meyer
05/02/2016 09:00 AM) 4 day trial-CERTAIN SET

NOHG

LARSEN

Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/23/2016

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine
03/25/2016 08:00 AM) Bugbee-half day

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/25/2016

NOTH

LUCKEY

Notice Of Hearing For The Defendants' Motion
To Suppress Evidence Dismiss

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/29/2016

SUBF

Subpoena Return/found-NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Subpoena Return/found-NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PSRS

KOZMA
KOZMA
LUNNEN

Plaintiff's Supplemental Response To Discovery
Regarding Expert Witness

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PSRS

LUNNEN

Plaintiff's Fifth Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRVC

LARSEN

Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine
scheduled on 03/25/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing
Vacated per Bugbee- Bugbee-half day

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine
04/15/2016 08:00 AM) Bugbee-half day

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Amended Notice of Hearing

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/4/2016

BRIE

Brief in Opposition to Motion to Suppress

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/11/2016

PSRS

LARSEN
MCCANDLESS
MCCANDLESS

Plaintiff's Sixth Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/12/2016

HRVC

LARSEN

Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine
scheduled on 04/15/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing
Vacated Bugbee-half day

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine
04/28/2016 09:00
AM) Bugbee-half day
44476

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBF
3/16/2016

3/18/2016

Samuel J Davis

Judge
Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Subpoena Return/found - NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

4/12/2016

User

Judge

LARSEN

Amended Notice of Hearing

CONT

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference
Cynthia K.C. Meyer
scheduled on 04/21/2016 03:00 PM: Continued

CONT

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 05/02/2016 09:00 AM: Continued 4 day
trial-CERTAIN SET

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
05/19/2016 03:00 PM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
06/06/2016 09:00 AM) 4 day trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

LARSEN

Amended Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And
Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBF

BAXLEY

Subpoena Return/found - GM (04/15/16 hrg)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBF

BAXLEY

Subpoena Return/found - GM (05/02/15 hrg)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBF

BAXLEY

Subpoena Return/found - NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/14/2016

PSRS

MCCANDLESS Plaintiff's Seventh Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/15/2016

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - GM

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

4/27/2016

SUBF

KOZMA

Subpoena Return/found-NU

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLWL

SANCHEZ

Plaintiff's Witness List

Cynthia K.C . Meyer

HRHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine
scheduled on 04/28/2016 09:00 AM: Hearing
Held Bugbee-half day

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

FILE

MCCANDLESS New File Created # 2

5/2/2016

PRSD

SANCHEZ

Plaintiff's Eighth Supplemental Response To
Discovery

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

5/6/2016

ORDR

LARSEN

Memorandum Decision And Order On
Defendant's Motion To Suppress

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

5/19/2016

INHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference
scheduled on 05/19/2016 03:00 PM: Interim
Hearing Held

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated : under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PTSO

LARSEN

Pretrial Settlement Offer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLEA

LARSEN

A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-6501
Robbery)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRVC

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 06/06/2016 09:00
AM: Hearing Vacated 4
44476
8
day trial

4/13/2016

4/28/2016

Samuel J Davis

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Judge

Date

Code

User

5/19/2016

PSIO1

LARSEN

Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Sentencing Date

PSIO2

LARSEN

HRSC

LARSEN

PSI Facesheet Transmitted
Document sealed
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/14/2016
03:00 PM)

5/25/2016

MNDS

LUCKEY

Motion To Dismiss Count II

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

7/6/2016

PSIR

LARSEN

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

7/7/2016

FILE

SANCHEZ

7/14/2016

HRHD

LARSEN

Presentence Investigation Report
Document sealed
*****New File Created - #2 PSI*****
Document sealed
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
07/14/2016 03:00 PM: Hearing Held

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

ORDR

LARSEN

Order To Dismiss Count II

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DMOP

LARSEN

Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor (118-1401 Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Burglary)

AINF

LARSEN

Amended Information

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

ORRP

LARSEN

Order to Report to Probation Department

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PROB

MMILLER

Probation Ordered (118-6501 Robbery) Probation Cynthia K.C. Meyer
term: 10 years. (Supervised)

SNPF

MMILLER

Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-6501 Robbery)

SNIC

MMILLER

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-6501 Robbery) Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Confinement terms: Credited time: 433 days.
Discretionary: 120 days. Penitentiary
determinate: 5 years. Penitentiary indeterminate:
5 years.

STAT

MMILLER

Case status changed: closed pending clerk
action

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

7/15/2016

OSEX

MMILLER

Order Suspending Execution Of Judgment And
Sentence And Notice Of Right To Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/25/2016

APSC

KIPP

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/26/2016

MISC

SANCHEZ

Post-conviction Financial Statement

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/30/2016

ORDR

RILEY

Order Re: Transcript Payment

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

9/23/2016

NAPL

KIPP

Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Cynthia K.C. Meyer

9/30/2016

NLTR

KIPP

Notice of Lodging Transcript

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/3/2016

LETO

LARSEN

Letter From Defendant Re Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/6/2016

MOTN

LUCKEY

Motion For Attorney Withdrawal And For
Appointment Of Counsel At Public Expense On
Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Samuel J Davis

44476
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Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
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Case: CR-2015-0006054 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Defendant: Davis, Samuel J

State of Idaho vs. Samuel J Davis
Date

Code

User

10/12/2016

ORDR

LARSEN

Order Granting Attorney Withdrawal And
Appointment Of Public Defender For Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

ORPD

LARSEN

Defendant: Davis, Samuel J Order Appointing
Public Defender Public defender Public
Defender

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Samuel J Davis

Judge

44476

10

Page 1 of 3

Lo~,of 1K-COURTROOM2 ori 4/1/2015

{c;..Description NC Davis, Samuel 20150401 Search Warrant
~
Judge James Stow
~ ;.:>-:,
1 C>.,,/4-z:l
Clerk Barbara Watkins
/'
~

~6

Location

Date 4/1/2015

Time

I Speaker

. -

11 1K-COURTROOM2

Note

I

10:46:13 AM J

Calls case, Mr Whitaker PA, Det Urhig

,G.~C:31 AM

C

Oath given

10:46:41 AM

PA

DX

10:46:44 AM

Detective
Neil Uhrig

Work for PFPD 9 yr. duties, detective, POST Certified 1/2007

1 10:47:18 AM

Investigations for robberies and theft type cases.

[ 10:47:32 AM

On 3/17/15

Iapprox 5:57 pm a 911 call was received from Check -n- Go.

110:47:44 AM

Robbed at gun point. officers arrived
1 10:48:18 AM
10:48:38 AM
10:49:11 AM

j

10:49:56 AM
10:50:10 AM
10:50:29 AM
10:51:26 AM

10:52:39 AM

10:53:46 AM

D
D
B[
D
D
g

Victim teller, Andrea Cuounts. Money was taken from her till.

Surveillance footage. From the video able to see a male with a
firearm black in color
885 cash was handed to him. Saw a vehicle silver in color black
grill. Male with black hoodie. She followed him out and saw him
get into a newer gray.

I

I 10:54:30 AM I

I
I

IIAHO 32
It is by the Walmart in PF.

Sitting in 2 different parking lots. Walmart first around 4:45 for
about 45 min. Then pulled into the Check- n - Go parking lot.

Observed what appeared to me a male exit. From video, wearing
a black hoodie. Dark Green cloth over his nose. Wearing black
gloves. Blue jeans and darker colored shoe.

Saw him enter the door. Appeared to be a black semi-automatic
pistol, in his hand. He was holding the gun like someone that
was previously in the military.
Video was enhanced to get a better look at the weapon.
Springfield XD semi automatic, with a laser.

Iit only lasted about 1 minute. Approx 5:56 or 5:57 pm

I

10:54:52 AM

She followed to he door and saw him get in the vehicle, she gave
me a partial number on the plate AHO 32. Silver color newer
Dodge Charger.

10:56:04 AM

Yes. ISP contact with similar vehicle about 36 min later at the
Exon Gas Station in Kingston .

Samuel J Davis
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4/1/2015

Lo 0 of 1K-COURTROOM2 on 4/1/2015

1 10:56:56 AM
110:57:20 AM
110:57:44 AM

I
ID
ID

Page 2 of 3

11have lived in this area approx 8 yr. It takes about 1/2 hr to get to
Kingston.
ISP pulled him over for speeding. He pulls into the parking lot of
the Exon station.
She only noticed that the plate noted it was from out of state,
from Missouri. AHO E9B.

10:59:31 AM

2015 Silver Dodge Charger that was pulled over by ISP. It looked
to be the same similar car. With the Missouri plate on it. Does not
look similar to ID or WA state plates

11:00:29 AM

ISP officer approached the vehicle. The driver made an excited
utterance that he had a firearm in the vehicle. Trooper did not
see the weapon.

11 :01 :15 AM

Male Samuel James Davis. That is the person that I am seeking
the SW for.

11:01:35 AM

He disclosed that he had about $700 cash in the vehicle. He said
that he was coming from Spokane from his lawyers office about
a hearing for a divorce. He said that hearing was the same day.

11 :02:34 AM

Yes. He said that he was in Airforce up to 6 mo ago. Stationed at
Fairchild AFB

I 11 :03:20 AM I

IIsP released him.

I

11:03:33 AM

Yes, I believe Mr Davis is a suspect in this robbery. Found out
that he lives in Vienna MO. One of the detectives spoke with the
chief of police of Vienna, MO. Chief indicated that he has been
showing off the Springfield pistol to others.

11:04:48 AM

Cellphone. They were able to pull a cell phone 573-338-2944. he
works for a bail bonds, Ken Nickels bail bond.

11:05:55 AM

Research gave another number 573-388-5050, he has used
several different numbers ·

11:06:16 AM

I have training in computers and cell phones.

11:06:57 AM

RE: cell phone towers and cell phones

111 :08:47 AM
11 :09:30 AM

I

We are listing first of march to the 17th. People will research
about committing a crime.

IPA

No further questions

I
I

11 :09:34 AM J

RE: location to be searched . AT&T and US cellular

11 :09:51 AM

PA

2 locations

Det

I know there is a specific carrier for each phone. 2050 uses US
cellular, based out of IL. I have talked with US cellular and they
will serve the search warrant. I personally looked at the phone

J

2944 was address through AT&T

11 :09:55 AM

11 ·11 ·33 AM
11 :11 :46 AM
Samuel J Davis

AT&T is based out of FL, 2944 is an AT&T number, confirmed
44476
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4/1/2015

Lo~ of 1K-COURTROOM2 on 4/1/2015

11:12:28AM

i

Page 3 of 3

Det

that it an AT&T cell phone

J

Find PC for the SW for the offense of Robbery. Number of days
to serve?

11:12:s~Wet

14 days.

11 :13:11 AM J

Authorized day time or night time for the search

11:13:32 AM IPA

11

11 :13:34 AM IJ

IJ off record

11 :13:38 AM I end

I

I

Nothing further

I

Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord. com
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Logo . . ,1K-COURTROOM6 ,_., 4/15/2015

L~---l{)D'J'i
Description NC Davis, Samuel 20150415 Search Warrant
Judge Peterson
Clerk Cassie Poole
('
Date 14,1512015
Time

! Speaker

I 09:36:44 AM IJudge
Peterson
[ 10:48:51 AM II
10:48:56 AM

II 1K-CO'ttffT~OOM6

Location

11

() J. /)~

--

----

Note

II

I

On the record in regards to search warrant
Cell phone accounts 573-338-2050

I

I! Ms. Mcclinton obo state
McClinton,
Laura

10:4.S:59 AM !c1erk

I

110:49:09 AM McClinton,
Laura

jca/1s

I

I

lox

I

10:49:13 AM

Neil Uhrig. I employed as detective city of post falls as detective
1 month. I have been with post falls since July 2006, I am post
certified since January 2007.

10:49:45 AM

Here for search warrant. I have previously applied for search
warrants related to this individual, cell phone records. Here for
cell ph one records. Prior search warrants learned cell phone
was roaming off US cellular network, records not held by US
cellular. US cellular - closest tower is Verizon tower near burglary
scene.

10:50:4'6 AM

I am looking for ay and all records related to 573-338-2050 to
include account holder names, social security number number,
email addresses , account creation fates, incoming and outgoing
calls beginning 3/15-3/119/15, dates and times of calls, call
phone numbers, duration, towers used, the distance of signal,
cell phone location based on gps, any saved texts and voice
messages

10:51:47 AM

We know robbery occurred 3/17/15 the suspect remained in area
about 1 hr before robbery, suspect was using that tower at that
time. People who commit crimes will use cell phones to research,
collaborate.

10:52:53 AM

The 17th of march 2015 just before 6 pm male walked into check
and go store with a fire arm male pointed gun at cashier said
give me all your money, male fled out the door got in darker gray
charger partial plate AHO, out of state plate, not Washington
state.

10:53:46 AM

D

I
Samuel J Davis

Officers responded to scene, I was handling detective, did
attempt to locate, all surrounding agencies get broadcast to look
for vehicle

I
44476
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4/16/2015

Log of lK-COURTROOMi(

10:54:09 AM

110:55:12 AM

D

Page 2 of2

4/15/2015

Exit 43 Trooper McDevitt pulled over charger with plate
beginning with AHO with Missouri license plate for speeding.
Male identified self as Samuel Davis using Missouri license. The
male gave information was driving thru Post Falls from Spokane,
He was was there for child custody case. He was stationed at fair
child air force base 6 months prior to robbery.
He held firearm holding finger outside trigger, indicating suspect
was trained in law enforcement or military.

10:55:29 AM

During stop admitted having firearm and at least 700 cash in the
vehicle. At end of the stop Trooper let him go, we continued
investigation, received information in relation to traffic stop,
pulled stop video. We have done video annalists, describes likely
gun

10:56:14 AM

Following robbery Mr. Davis showed gun to Missouri officer. Part
of investigation is trying to track down cell phones, ,learned he
work for bail bond company in Missouri, learned his cell phone
information from bail bond website. 573-338-2050 is his cell
phone. During time of robbery his phone was being used

10:58:07 AM

Thru the original search warrant learned his phone was roaming
not on us cellular tower, we know us cellular uses cdma
technology. There is cdma tower right next to robbery location
with in 200 yards that is a verizon tower, Verizon confirmed they
hold records from their towers for a year. Verizon does business
under Cellco partnership
540 W. Prairie ave 83815

10:59:20 AM

Surveillance shows the suspect wearing hoody and cloth over his
face, his mouth and nose. Trooper McDevitt did not have body
cam so could not see Samuel Davis but could hear him. Mr.
Davis does meet general characteristic from Surveillance video.
We know a silver charger was in the area for about 1 hr prior to
robbery, we know that from Walmart video footage. You can not
see the license plate number from Walmart.

11:00:39AM

Based on information find probable cause to believe information
would aid in collecting information on Robbery. The person Mr.
Davis and his cell phone have been detailed here. In addition to
messages which is essentially speculative, the call information
would also include gps and other locators that would assist in
placing in area of crime. Think appropriate for records to be
obtained.

Judge
Peterson

11 :02:02 AM

I14 days

I

11 :02 :31 AM E
Produced by FTR Gold TM
www.fortherecord.com
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s fATE OF IDAHO r
COUNTY OF KOOTE~AIJ
FILED:
·

BARRY MCHUGH
Prosecuting attorney
501 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-1871
Telephone: (208) 446-1800

2015 APR 22 Af1 If: 9

lli1

~I TRICT COUijl'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ~~tAnffit.s¥,tteroF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Cf../ 9,(o OS 1/

CASE NO.

)
SAMUEL JAMES DAVIS

)
)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF PROBABLE CAUSE
Agency Report #15PF05029

)
)
)

DOB:
SSN:

)
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO

)

)
: ss.
)

County of Kootenai

Detective NEIL UHRIG, being duly sworn, deposes and says that:
I am a detective for the Post Falls Police Department for the City of Post Falls.
The basis for the request for the issuance of a WARRANT is set forth in the
SUMMARY OF ROBBERY INVESTIGATION REPORT AND POLICE REPORT
15PF05029 attached hereto, and incorporated herein. I further depose and say that I
have read the reports and all the contents are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and that I am the author or that I personally know the author of the reports
to be a law enforcement officer whom I believe to be credible and reliable.
DATED THIS

2. 2-

d

ayo

f

(.\

p11,1c.-

2015

, ~

-

'

I] .,,r'\
AFFIA

Subscribed and Sworn to before me this

,2LJday of

tlµu.

/

2015.

~~#~
JUDGE
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SUMMARY OF ROBBERY INVESTIGATION
15PF05029
Robbery
03/17/1517:56 hrs
Check n' Go, 740 N Cecil Rd
Detective Neil Uhrig, Post Falls Police Department

On March 1ih, 2015, Andrea P Counts (DOB
was working as the manager and sole
on-duty employee at the Check n' Go cash advance business located at 740 N Cecil Rd, Post
Falls, ID 83854. Andrea opened the store at 10:00 hrs that day and was preparing to close the
store at 18 :00 hrs.
Meanwhile, as Andrea was working at the business, a silver passenger car with a black grill
pulled into the Walmart parking lot across the street at approx 16:43 hrs (as shown on Walmart
CCTV footage). The car remained in the parking lot, facing towards the Check n' Go until 17:24
hrs, at which time the car pulled out of the Walmart parking lot and into the Check n' Go parking
lot.
At approximately 17:55 hrs, a white male, described by Andrea to be in his mid-twentie, exited
the silver passenger car and entered the Check n' Go alone and proceeds to rob Andrea at
gunpoint. The suspect displayed a gun and pointed it at Andrea. Andrea turned over
approximately $885.00 in cash to the suspect and he fled out the front door. Andrea followed the
male out the door and saw that he got into a charcoal grey "muscle car", possibly a Dodge
Charger, with an out of state plate starting with "AHO". He fled at approx 17:56 hrs.
The business had surveillance video cameras and it showed the robbery. The suspect was a
white male in a black pull-over jacket with a light-colored line around the neck, a black hoodie
pulled over his head, a dark green cloth over his mouth and nose, and blue jeans. He was
wearing black gloves. The suspect got into a silver passenger car with large silver rims and a
black grill. The suspect was armed with a black semi-automatic pistol. The video was enhanced
and analyzed. The gun appeared to possibly be a Springfield XP pistol with a laser attachment.
The suspect kept his finger off of the trigger in the "indexed" position. This is a technique that is
commonly taught in law enforcement and military firearms training.
An attempt to locate (ATL) on the suspect vehicle description was put out to area law
enforcement agencies. At approx 18:33 hrs on 03/17/l 5, approximately 36 minutes after the
robbery, ISP Trooper Todd McDevitt conducted a traffic stop on a 2015 Silver Dodge Charger
bearing Missouri AHO-E9B at the Exxon at 1-90 milepost 43 (Kingston). The stop was for
speeding, with the added reason for the ATL. According to Google maps, this location was 36
miles from the site of the robbery and takes 35 minutes to drive to that location from the site of
the robbery. The driver, as sole occupant was Samuel James Davis (DOB
A copy of Trooper McDevitt's dash cam video has been acquired from ISP and it was reviewed.
The video showed that car does appear to be a match for the suspect vehicle from the robbery.
As soon as Trooper McDevitt approached the vehicle, Samuel announced that he had a weapon

Samuel J Davis
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in the vehicle. He told Trooper McDevitt that he was enroute from Spokane Washington to his
home in Missouri. He claimed he was in Spokane due to a custodial court hearing. From
Spokane court records, it was confirmed that Samuel did bave a court hearing on March 1ih,
2015 regarding child custody. Samuel told Trooper McDevitt that he works in fugitive recovery,
working for Ken Nickles Bail Bonds.
Trooper McDevitt ran Samuel's driver's license and learned that he was the subject of a
restraining order. Trooper McDevitt stated in his video that Samuel was wearing jeans and a red
t-shirt.
During the course of the stop, Trooper McDevitt asked Samuel if he stopped off in Post Falls.
Samuel said "no". He claimed not to know exactly where Post Falls was, stating it was
"somewhere in the middle". Samuel said he drove directly from his lawyer's office in Spokane.
During the stop, Samuel told the trooper that he at one point had been stationed in the military at
Fairchild AFB. He told the trooper that he had been discharged from the military.
Trooper McDevitt explained to Samuel that an AT: had been put out on for a Dodge Charger for
holding up someone with a 9 millimeter in Post Falls. Samuel responded "wow, a 9 millimeter".
He stated this with a nervous laugh.
Another trooper joined the stop and asked Samuel if he had a large amount of cash with him.
Samuel said he had money to get back and forth between Spokane and Missouri. He said he had
about $700.00 cash.
The trooper asked Samuel about a badge that he was in possession of. Samuel told the trooper
he was a fugitive recovery agent. The trooper questioned Samuel about some jackets he
observed in the vehicle. One was described as a camo jacket. Samuel described the other as his
"work out jacket". Samuel was released from the scene and drove away.
The facts related to the traffic stop clearly made Samuel a person of interest in this case. The
authorities in Samuel's home town of Vienna, Missouri were contacted and it was requested that
they assist our investigation. On 03/30/15, Vienna Officer Mark Friedmann made contact with
Samuel at his home located at 104 Hwy V, Vienna, MO. During the contact, Samuel was in
possession of a Springfield XD .45 ACP pistol with a laser mounted in front of the trigger guard.
Samuel's silver 2015 Dodge Charger was present and the officer photographed it. The
photographs were reviewed and it does appear that Samuel's vehicle would be a match for the
suspect vehicle used in the robbery.
The Vienna Police had Samuel's work cell phone number on file and indicated it was 573-3382050. According to the Ken Nickles Bail Bond company website, 573-338-2050 is listed as
Samuel's number as well. On April 1st, 2015, a search warrant was obtained for US Cellular for
cell phone records related to this number. Records were received from US Cellular that
indicated that the Samuel's work cell phone was roaming on the Verizon network at the time of
the robbery.

Samuel J Davis
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On April 15th, 2015, a search warrant was obtained for cell phone records from Verizon related
to Samuel's work cell phone. Records were received and were analyzed (see analysis report for
in-depth information). The records show that Samuel's phone was in the Post Falls area on
March 1ih, 2015 by at least 13: 17 hrs. His phone was used numerous times throughout the
afternoon in the west area of Post Falls. It is also known that prior to time; his cell phone was in
the Spokane area.
As mentioned previously, the suspect vehicle parked in the Walmart parking lot at approx 16:43
hrs. The cell phone records indicate that Samuel's phone was used to make a call at 16:44 hrs in
an area close to Walmart and the Check n' Go. Numerous calls were made in that area until
17:24 when the last call was made from the cell phone in that area. Samuel's cell phone was not
used on tbe Verizon network again until 21 :23 hrs on March 17th in Great Falls, Montana.
The cell phone records place Samuel in the area of the robbery shortly before the crime was
committed. The traffic stop also solidifies that Samuel could have been in the area of the
robbery 35 minutes prior to the stop, which was at the time of the robbery. Samuel matches the
physical build of the suspect, drives a vehicle that matches the suspect vehicle, with a license
plate that starts with AHO, and has been seen in possession of a firearm that matches the type
used in the robbery.
The most damming evidence tying Samuel to this robbery is that he lied to Trooper McDevitt
during the traffic stop. Samuel told the trooper that he did not stop off in Post Falls and drove
straight through from Spokane. The cell phone records clearly show that Samuel was in Post
Falls for over four hours on the day of the robbery.

In reviewing all of the facts of this case, I submit that probable cause exists to believe that
Samuel Davis committed Robbery, in violation of LC. 18-6501, on March 17th 2015. A felony
arrest warrant is requested on the charge.

I certify and declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that
the foregoing is true and correct.

~
Date

Samuel J Davis
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POST FALLS POLICE DEPARTMENT
Officer Report for Incident 15PF05029
Address: 740 N CECIL RD; CHECK N GO

Nature: ROBBERY

POST FALLS ID 83854

Location: PF4

Offense Codes: RFCS, ALAR
Received By: J. OPPEDYK

Agency: PFPD

How Received: T

Responding Officers: K. ROSENAU, B. KNIGHT, P. EISMANN, N. UHRIG
Disposition: ACT 03/17/15

Responsible Officer: N. UHRIG
WhenReported: 17:58:1203/17/15

Occurred Between: 17:57: 19 03/17/15 and 17:57:19 03/17/15

Assigned To:
Status:

Status Date: **/**/**

Date Assigned: **/**/**

Detail:

Complainant: 441842
Last: PROTECTION I

First:

Due Date: **/**/**

Mid:

AND ALARM

co
DOB: **/**/**
Race:

Sex:

Dr Lie:
Phone: (877)357-1808

Address:
City: , ID 83854

Offense Codes
Observed: RFCS Robbery, Fireann, Chain Store

Reported: ALAR Alann
Additional Offense: RFCS Robbery, Fireann, Chain Store
Additional Offense: ALAR Alann

Circumstances
DNRR Do Not Release Report
Unit:

Responding Officers:

K.ROSENAU
B.KNIGHT
P.EISMANN
N. UHRIG
Responsible Officer:
Received By:
How Received:
When Reported:
Judicial Status:

1159
1134
1138
1124
Agency: PFPD
Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/**
Clearance: DI REPORT TAKEN

N. UHRIG
J. OPPEDYK
T Telephone
17:58: 12 03/17/15

Disposition: ACT Date: 03/17/15
Occurred between: 17:57:19 03/17/15

04/22/15
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Page 2 of 12

Officer Report for Incident 15PF05029

MiscEntry: Kl115

and: 17:57:19 03/17/15
Description :

Modus Operandi:

Method:

Involvements
Date

Type

Description

04/22/15
Samuel J Davis
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Officer Report for Incident 15PF05029

Narrative
Incident Report

1. Applicable crime and code section :
Robbery I . C. 18-6501
2. Report narrative:
On 3/17/15 at approximately 1758 hours I, Sgt Rosenau with the Post Falls Police
Department, was dispatched to 740 N Cecil Rd, Check'n Go, in Post Falls,
Kootenai County, Idaho for report of a silent hold up alarm.
As I was enroute to the business Communications advised they had a female
employee from the Check'n Go on 911 advising they had just been robbed at gun
point. Communications further relayed the employee gave a vehicle description
of a newer model Dodge Charger, or similar muscle car, dark grey in color with
dark tinted windows, black 22-24 inch rims, low profile tires, and a partial
unknown state license plate of AHO ?33. The employee was unable to give
communications a direction of travel on the vehicle.
I arrived on scene and made contact with the female employee, identified by her
Washington driver's license as Andrea P. Counts
First contact with
Counts it was easy to see that she was shaken fro
cident. Other
responding Officers were asked to ATL the vehicle.
I asked Counts first for a description of the suspect. Counts advised the
suspect was a white male in his early to mid 20's. She further advised the male
was wearing a black jacket with hood, blue jeans, white tennis shoes, and had a
grey mask covering the lower portion of his face.
Counts stated the male was
approximately 5'9-5'10 with blonde hair, blue eyes and a skinny build. Counts
then advised the male was pointing a black semi auto pistol, possibly a 9MM,
with silver tip at her.
Counts advised the male said "give me all your money
now!"
At this time I sent out the description of the male to the other responding
Officers and also had communications put an ATL out for the suspect male and
vehicle.
I asked Counts was happened next.
Counts advised that she emptied her drawer at
her station and gave him the money, which she first estimated was between $800
and $850. Counts advised the male asked "Is that all?" to which she said yes
and he walked out of the business.
I asked Counts how long the male was in the
store total and she stated less than 2 minutes all together.
Counts advised as the male suspect left the business she activated her silent
hold up alarm, which is by her money drawer, and then went to the window and
observed the male get into the newer model dary grey Dodge Charger, described
above, and leave the parking lot.
Counts advised she did not get a direction of
travel for the vehicle but then entered her duress code on the alarm panel at
the front of the store because she was unsure if the silent alarm went off .
I asked Counts is she
it was different than
plate as white on the
further advised there

recognized the licene plate on the vehicle and she advised
anything she had ever seen . Counts described the license
bottom flowing upward to yellow and then pink . Counts
appeared to be a floral pattern in the center of the

04/22/ 15
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Officer Report for Incident 15PF05029

license plate. We attempted to look up plates matching the description given
but were unable to locate any that matched at the time.
I asked Counts if there was any way to determine exactly the amount of money the
male made off with. Counts advised she could total her drawer and let me know.
Counts did this and advised the male made off with exactly $885.00. Counts
advised she thought the denominations of the bills were 2- $20s, 2- $10s, 7$5s, 15- $ls, and the rest $100 bills.
At this time Detective Uhrig arrived on scene and began his investigation.
his narrative for further on his investigation.

See

It should be noted that we were able to gain access to the cameras and obtained
a photo of the male, which Detective Uhrig has.
My VieVu and Coban footage of this incident was downloaded to the server and
confirmed they were there.
3. Date, time, reporting Officer :
Tue Mar 17 20:49:47 PDT 2015 K Rosenau, Klll5
4 . Approved by:
Sun Mar 22 22:32:53 PDT 2015 K Rosenau, Klll5
Investigative Log: N. Uhrig Kll24
On 03/17/15, I Det. Uhrig responded to this incident. Upon arrival, I made
contact with Sgt. Rosenau, who briefed me on the incident. I met teller Andrea
P. Counts, who seemed rather calm for a person that had just been through a
robbery. As my investigation pressed on, Andrea's emotions started to show and
she cried.
Andrea balanced her drawer and determined that her drawer was off by $885.00,
indicating that most likely was the amount that was stolen. She recalled that
the bills were mostly one hundred-dollar bills. She recalled there being $40.00
in twenty-dollar bills.
Andrea told me that the suspect in this incident was a "white boy" with no
accent. He was wearing a black zipped-up jacket, blue jeans, and running shoes.
Andrea described him as calm and he was not shaking. Andrea recalled that he
stated "give me all your money", "I'm serious" and "I want all of it". She
could not recall if he had been wearing gloves or touching anything. Andrea
stated that the suspect fled in a charcoal-colored Charger with limo tint
windows and 22 inch black rims. Andrea told me that she may have observed the
suspect vehicle in the business parking lot earlier in the day.
Andrea told me she tried to hit the hold up alarm during the robbery, but her
nails were too long to depress the button. She was able to work her knuckle
into the button to set it off. After the suspect fled, she went to the alarm
panel and entered the panic code.
I inquired about Andrea's background. She told me she has worked at the branch
since December 2014 and came up to Post Falls from Las Vegas, where she worked
at a check-cashing business. She told me she had never been robbed before.
Andrea works six days a week at the branch and is the only on-site employee .
Andrea told me that she did file bankruptcy on 03/05/15 .
Andrea allowed me to review her cell phone.

She had numerous recent text

04/22/15
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Otncer Report for Incident 15PF05029

messages with a subject under the name Greg Fet who appeared to be a black male
on his photo on her phone. None of the messages appeared suspicious. His
number was listed at 509-218-8963.
I did notice that Andrea made two
unanswered outgoing calls at 5:37pm and 5:40pm to *6715095302236.
From
experience, I known that dialing *67 before a number blocks the caller ID from
displaying on the receiving phone.
I asked Andrea about these calls. She told
me that she was calling her friend's ex-boyfriend, who had been harassing her
friend via telephone.
She told me his name was Daniel and thought his last name
was Kelly.
Andrea told me that it was branch policy to only have $200.00 in the drawer,
depositing in the drop safe throughout the day anything over that amount.
Andrea explained that since she was getting close to closing time, she was going
to deposit it all at one time.
She said this policy change was due to the last
robbery that the branch experienced.
Andrea provided a written statement (see attached).
I dusted the front door
area for latent prints . I did collect two smudged prints and collected them on
a single print card.
I took photographs of the scene.
While on scene, Andrea was able to get her manager, Jill Ashby (208-401-6680) on
speaker phone. Jill is based out of Boise, ID. Jill was able to access the
CCTV system in the branch.
She emailed me two stills from the robbery.
The first still is of the suspect holding a gun at Andrea.
The gun is black in
color and appears to be a semi-automatic pistol. He is holding the gun in his
right hand and reaching for the money with his left. The suspect is white,
wearing a black jacket with a hood pulled up. A dark colored cloth is covering
his nose and mouth.
The suspect is wearing black gloves.
The second still is of the suspect running out of the branch.
From this view,
his pants can be visualized and they are blue jeans . He is wearing brownish
colored shoes.
I went into the neighboring business, Top This and inquired if they had any
exterior cameras.
Employee Piper advised that they do not.
I walked the
parking lot and checked for exterior camera. None were observed.
I visited
neighboring business H&R Block and inquired about cameras. They did not have
any cameras.
At the conclusion of my on-scene investigation, I waited until Andrea locked up
the branch and escorted her to her car.
Detectives reviewed BOSS photographs for both time frame and wildcard plates
based on the partial provided by Andrea. No matches were located.
The two CCTV stills were updated to the PFPD Facebook account and included in a
press release.
Check n' Go emailed me three CCTV video clips of the robbery. The clips were in
a proprietary format and uses the March Networks Evidence Reviewer to play them.
Clip #1 is recorded from an eye level camera at the front door facing the
interior of the branch. Andrea can be seen working the counter. At approx
5:55:55 PM, The suspect enters the store with the pistol pointed at Andrea. He
then approaches the counter, all while holding Andrea at gunpoint At approx
5:56:12 PM, the suspect runs out of the store with money in his left hand and
the gun in the right.
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Clip #2 is recorded from the exterior of the building at the front door facing
south/soutwest. The camera catches the door, the sidewalk, and part of the
parking lot. The suspect is observed at 5:55:44 PM walking north/northeast
towards the front door of the business. At 5 : 55:55 PM, he enters the branch.
At 5:55:13 PM, he runs out of the branch and into the parking lot at a
south/southwest direction. The suspect enters a silver passenger car with
silver rims and a black grill and drives S/B out of the frame.
Clip #3 is a camera that is above and behind Andrea. The suspects approached
Andrea at the counter and robs her at gunpoint using what appears to be a black
semi-automatic pistol. The suspect indexes his finger (does not put his finger
on the trigger). The male is wearing black gloves, a black pull-over wind
breaker-type jacket, a black hood over his head, and a dark green cloth over his
lower face .
The videos shows Andrea eventually following the suspect out of the branch while
writing on a notepad. It appears she was trying to write down details so she
could recall them for police.
On 03/18/15, Andrea agreed to take a polygraph reference this investigation.
She met with contract polygrapher Ted Pulver and did submit to the examination.
Mr. Pulver reported that she passed the polygraph.
A number of tasks have been completed in this investigation. COPLINK was used
to check for possible matches on the partial plate. Nothing of value was
located. The Spokane Airport Police has contacted the rental car companies at
the airport. The following vehicle was rented out during the timeframe of the
robbery :
Vehicle rented in last 3 days- Grey Dodge Challenger/Oregon plate
488 - GJE/Enterprise Rent - A- Car
Renter:
Steven Pollock
11222 E Fairview Dr
Spokane Valley
DOB
Lis

e of AZ

Phones 509 926 6629
509 315 6629
Employer: Textron
On the same date of this incident, ther e was a bank robbery in Spokane. I have
contacted the Spokane Police detective handling that investigation , Det. Neil
Gallion. We compared CCTV i mages and there was some noticeable differences
between the suspects. The jackets the suspects are wearing are different. In
the Spokane robbery, no weapon was displayed. Det. Gallion and I agree that our
suspects are most likely not the same people.
I have reached out to the Washington stateline Port of Entry to see if their
camera system records plates or video footage. I was advised that their license
plate readers only keep records of commercial v ehicles. They said they would
check on v ideo f ootage for me .
I met with Walmart asset protection and received a disk containing CCTV footage
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from before the robbery.
From the footage, it appears that the suspect vehicle
drove N/B Cecil and into the Walmart parking lot at 16:43 hrs. The suspect does
au-turn and parks in a spot near Cecil, facing toward Check n' Go, providing a
line-of-sight toward the branch. At 17:24 hrs, the vehicle pulls out of the
parking lot and turns S/N Cecil and then pulls into the parking lot of the strip
mall where the Check n' Go is located.
From the Check n' Go footage, we know
that the suspect committed the robbery at 17:55 and fled at 17:56.
We have received a tip that Joshua Ericson could be the suspect in this robbery.
The information regarding the tip is contained in report #15PF05090.
Apparently, Joshua fled the area after the robbery to Eugene OR with his
girlfriend Shelby Grigsby.
Joshua failed to show up for work at Perfection Tire
on the day of the robbery.
Shelby, who works at Club Tequila, also failed to
show for work. The Club Tequila reported a business burglary in the early
morning hours of 03/18/15 under report #15PF05073.
Club Tequila listed Shelby
as a suspect, as she was one of three people to have a key to the business.
I investigated the Club Tequila burglary and determined that Joshua was the
person that did burglarize the business.
I am seeking a warrant for his arrest
under that case number.
It is unknown to what level Shelby was involved.
Joshua is listed as having blue eyes, which would match our robbery suspect. On
03/20/15, I produced a photo line up for six males with just their blue eyes
exposed. Joshua's photo was presented in the line up.
I showed the line up to
Andrea and she picked out Joshua's photo as the one most closely resembling the
suspect•s eyes.
Joshua is known to drive a Mitsubishi Lancer, which does not match the suspect
vehicle in the robbery, but clearly that does not mean he did not have access to
the suspect vehicle.
I have reached out to the Spokane Auto Theft Task Force to inquire about any
vehicles matching the suspect vehicle that had been reported stolen on or about
03/17/15.
I also inquired about stolen license plates.
In speaking with Jill Ashby, I learned that the branch had two past managers
that got in trouble for giving out loans to friends and family, against company
policy. She listed them as Kayleen Stoudt and Ashley Taylor. Kayleen
reportedly had a drug problem and Ashley has issues with her finances.
It
should be noted that Kayleen was investigated for forgery at Check n' Go under
14PF20534.
I responded to Perfection Tire, where I spoke with manager Brandon Schillinger.
He confirmed that Joshua failed to show for work on 03/17/15.
I asked him if
Joshua would have been able to take a customer's vehicle during the day . He did
not think he could have, as he did not come into work, but said he could not
rule it out.
I inquired about where Joshua does his banking. One of the
employees at the shop said that Joshua uses a Wells Fargo atm card.
I have contacted the Washington DOT and inquired about the CCTV cameras they
have on I-90 in Spokane.
I was advised that the cameras do not record.
Tue Mar 24 16:21:21 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
Wed Mar 25 13:45:28 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
On 03/25/15, I received a tip from Deputy US Marshal Bill Downey out of Spokane .
He advised that they received information that Travis R. Keene (DOB
was possibly the robber.
Travis's sister called the Marshals and sa
Travis looked like the suspect in the photographs we put out. Travis was
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arrested in California last night on a felony RSO warrant.
of a revolver.

He was in possession

I have reviewed Travis's wanted poster. His physicals are 6'05" 190, Blk, Haz.
Travis's physicals are not a match for our robber.
Wed Mar 25 13:48:55 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: C. Jones, Kll72
Mon Mar 23 11:55:46 PDT 2015, C. Jones
I (C. Jones) met with Andrea in my office today regarding the above incident.
Andrea was looking for counseling services, I gave her a list of referrals and
had her complete an application for Crime Victims Compensation (CVC). Andrea
also had questions regarding the investigation, I let her know that I would have
Detective Uhrig contact her once he was in the office .

I have e-mailed

eve

with Andrea's application.

Mon Mar 23 11:58:20 PDT 2015
Thu Mar 26 14:57:08 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
During the course of the burglary investigation, Josh denied involvement in this
robbery. His girlfriend Shelby Grigsby was interviewed and she denied that he
had any involvement in this robbery. See 15PF05073 for further on these
interviews.
I did procure a warrant for Josh's arrest related to the burglary. On 03/23/15,
the Eugene Police Department arrested Josh on the warrant. At my request,
Eugene PD Officer Rosales interviewed Josh about the robbery. His report is
attached. Josh denied committing the robbery, was willing to take a polygraph,
and consented to a search of his cell phone. Ofc. Rosales is having an exam
done on the phone and will forward me the results. Ofc. Rosales searched Josh's
vehicle and found no evidence related to the robbery.
On 03/25/15 at approx 16:20 hrs, the Spokane Police Department had a bank
robbery at the Washington Trust Bank at 27 E Indiana. The suspect was caught by
an off-duty officer and was identified as David C. Burns (DOB
I received an email from Spokane PD
physicals 5'11", 190, gray hair, blue eyes.
c r ime analysis regarding this crime.
Thu Mar 26 15:03 : 12 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
Fri Mar 27 13:53:14 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
I have developed and distributed a LE only bulletin on this case seeking leads
I have received the results of the off-line NLETS
regarding the vehicle.
vehicle search, which I am in the process of analyzing.
Fri Mar 27 13:54:09 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
Wed Apr OB 16:32:37 DT 201 5 N. Uhrig Kl l 24
From the CCTV f ootage from both Check n' Go and f rom Walmart, we have learned
that the suspect vehicle is actually silver with silver rims, not black as
From my training and experience, I know it is
originally reported by Andrea.
common for crime victims to misstate descriptions due to the emotional distress.
Clearly, having a gun pointed at you and being robbed would cause a person to
suffer e motional dist re ss.
During the r obbery, t he sus pect was hol d i ng the g un in h is right h a n d and kept
his finger "indexed ", which is a term used to describe when a person keeps their
finger out of the trigge r guard of a gun . This is a technique that is used in
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police and military training.
A suspect has immerged in this case; Samuel James Davis (DOB
of
Vienna, Missouri.
During the original response to the robbery, dispatch put out
broadcast to area agencies to attempt to locate, which read the following:
"ATL ARMED ROBBERY SUSPECT - VEH IS A NEWER MODEL CHARCOAL 21-22" BLK
LOW-PROFILE RIMS, PINK/YEL LICENSE PLATE UNK STATE POSSIBLE PLATE OF AHO633.
MALE DRIVING IS A WHI MALE, BLU EYES, BLND HAIR, BLK JACKET W/ A HOOD, BLU
JEANS, EARLY TO MID 20S, THIN BUILD, APPROX 5'9"-5'10". HE TOOK $800-900 AND
DISPLAYED WHAT APPEARED TO BE A 9MM BLK PISTOL W/ A SILVER TIP"
At approx 18:33 hrs on 03/17/15, approximately 36 minutes after the robbery, ISP
Trooper Todd McDevitt conducted a traffic stop on a 2015 Silver Dodge Charger
bearing Missouri AHOE9B at the Exxon at I-90 milepost 43 (Kingston). The stop
was for speeding, with the added reason for the ATL. According to Google maps,
this location is 36 miles from the site of the robbery and takes 35 minutes to
drive to that location from the site of the robbery. The driver, as sole
occupant was Samuel James Davis. Trooper McDevitt conducted an investigation at
the scene of the stop and at the conclusion of the stop released Samuel Davis.
A copy of Trooper McDevitt's dash cam video has been acquired from ISP and I
have reviewed it.
I learned the following information from the video. The car
does appear to be a match for the suspect vehicle from the robbery. As soon as
Trooper McDevitt approached the vehicle, Samuel announced that he had a weapon
in the vehicle. He told Trooper McDevitt that he was enroute from Spokane
Washington to his home in Missouri. He claimed he was in Spokane due to a
custodial court hearing . Samuel told Trooper McDevitt that he works in fugitive
recovery, working for Ken Nickles Bail Bonds .

Trooper McDevitt ran Samuel and learned that he was the subject of a restraining
order. Trooper McDevitt stated in his video that Samuel was wearing jeans and a
red t-shirt.
During the course of the stop, Trooper McDevitt asked Samuel if he stopped off
in Post Falls. Samuel said "no". He claimed not to know exactly where Post
Falls was, stating it was "somewhere in the middle".
Samuel said he drove
directly from his lawyer's office in Spokane. During the stop, Samuel told the
trooper that he at one point had been stationed in the military at Fairchild
AFB. He told the trooper that he had been discharged from the military .
Trooper McDevitt explained to Samuel that an ATL had been put on for a Dodge
Charger for holding up someone with a 9 millimeter in Post Falls. Samuel
responded "wow, a 9 millimeter". He stated this with nervous laugh.
Another trooper (unidentified as of this writing) joined the stop and asked
Samuel if he had a large amount of cash with him.
Samuel said he had money to
get back and forth between Spokane and Missouri. He said he had about $700.00
cash .
The trooper asked Samuel about a badge that he was in possession of. Samuel
told the trooper he was a fugitive recovery agent. The trooper questioned
Samuel about some jackets he observed in the vehicle. One was described as a
camo jacket. Samuel described the other as his "work out jacket".
Samuel was relea s ed from the scene and drove away .
I have conducted research into Samuel.

I located his Facebook at
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https://www.facebook.com/samuel.j.davis?pnref=friends.search. There is a
photograph of Samuel on the profile of him in his Air Force ABU uniform. Open
source information confirmed that Samuel works for Ken Nickles Bail Bonds in
Missouri. According to the bail bonds website, Samuel's work number is
573-338-2050.
Larry Kirkhart, criminal investigator with the KCPAO, has provided video
enhancement services in this case, specifically he took the CCTV footage from
the robbery itself and from the ISP traffic stop and enhanced portions of it.
He was able to enhance the video to a point that we believe that the firearm
used in the robbery was a Springfield XP with a laser attachment.
The police department in Vienna MO, where Samuel lives was contacted and
assistance was requested. They located his silver Dodge Charger parked in the
driveway of his home in Vienna.
They provided us with two photos via email of
the vehicle and it does appear that it could have been the vehicle used in the
robbery. Of note, the grill is black, which matches the video footage from
Walmart.
We have also received a police report from Vienna MO (VPD case #15-035).
It
documents the officer's investigation into the vehicle for us on 03/30/15.
According to the report, the officer spoke with Samuel and showed him a pistol
that he had in the car.
it was a Springfield CD .45 ACP pistol with a laser
mounted on it.
According to the Vienna Police Department, Samuel's personal cell phone number
is 573-308-2944. This was based on the number he had provided on his water
bill.
On 04/01/15, I presented two cell phone search warrant records to Judge Stow at
the KC court house.
This was done on the record and with the assistance of KCPA
Dep. J. Whitaker. Warrant #1 was for records related to Samuel's work cell of
573-338-2050 possessed at US Cellular in Itasca IL. Warrant #2 was for recorded
related to Samuel's personal cell of 573-308-2944 possessed at AT&T in North
Palm Beach, FL.
I provided oral testimony. Judge Stow found probable cause and
issued the search warrants.
I faxed the warrants to the above-mentioned cell phone provides and then
received confirmation from them that they did indeed receive them.
Wed Apr 08 16:32:49 DT 2015 N. Uhrig K1124
Wed Apr 08 16:41:20 DT 2015 N. Uhrig K1124
On 04/07/15 at approx 14:33 hrs, I received US Cellular's response to the search
warrant via email.
The email contained five digital files containing phone
records.
I have conducted an initial analysis of the records and did not note
anything of value that provided direct evidence of the robbery.
I was
specifically looking at cell phone tower data to see if Samuel's work cell phone
was in the area of the Check n' Go from 16:43 to 17:56 on 03/17/15, the times we
know from CCTV that the suspect was in that area.
It appears, from the records,
that Samuel's cell phone was roaming outside of the US Cellular network, so no
US Cellular tower data was available in the records. The records to show that
the phone is registered to Samuel Davis .
Wed Apr 08 16:45:41 DT 2015 N. Uhrig K1124
Tue Apr 14 16:45:50 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig K1124
The US Cellular warrant has been returned to the courts. As of 04/14/15, AT&T
has not returned the records ordered.
I called them and they stated it was
still being processed. With the 14 day window closing on the warrant on
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04/15/15, an extension would be needed to keep the warrant valid.
On 04/14/15,
I went on the record with Judge Caldwell, who found probable cause and issued
the extension on the warrant (officially called the Amended Search Warrant).
I
faxed it to AT&T and called and confirmed they we received it.
Tue Apr 14 16:52:41 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
Fri Apr 17 15:33:38 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
On 04/14/15 at approx 18:34 hrs, I received AT&T's response to the Search
Warrant and Amended Search Warrant via email.
It included seven digital files
of cell phone records for 573-308-2944. According to these records, the
subscriber for the phone is Sue G. Huss of Laquey MO.
It is unknown how Samuel
Davis is connected to Sue. As mentioned above, the phone number was provided by
the City of Vienna and the number was used on Samuel's water bill.
I have sent
an email to the City of Vienna asking for clarification.
I contacted Soly Haddock of US Cellular via email and she advised that on
03/17/15, Samuel's work phone was using the Verizon network.
In order to
determine which tower Samuel was using with his phone, it required me to secure
a search warrant for Verizon Wireless regarding records of Samuel's phone being
on their network. On 04/15/15, I testified on the record before Judge Peterson
and provided oral testimony in support of probable cause.
KC Deputy Prosecutor
Laura Mcclinton was present and assisted me with this. Judge Peterson found PC
and issued the search warrant for the records.
I then faxed the search warrant
to Verizon.
At approx 13:54 hrs on 04/15/15, Verizon emailed me their response to the search
warrant. Records were received and were analyzed (see analysis report for
in-depth information). The records show that Samuel's phone was in the Post
Falls area on March 17th, 2015 by at least 13:17 hrs. His phone was used
numerous times throughout the afternoon in the west area of Post Falls.
It is
also known that prior to time; his cell phone was in the Spokane area.
As mentioned previously, the suspect vehicle parked in the Walmart parking lot
at approx 16:43 hrs. The cell phone records indicate that Samuel's phone was
used to make a call at 16:44 hrs in an area close to Walmart and the Check n'
Go. Numerous calls were made in that area until 17:24, when the last call was
made from the cell phone in that area. Samuel's cell phone was not used on the
Verizon network again until 21:23 hrs on March 17th in Great Falls, Montana.
The cell phone records place Samuel in the area of the robbery shortly before
the crime was committed. The traffic stop also solidifies that Samuel could
have been in the area of the robbery 35 minutes prior to the stop, which was at
the time of the robbery.
Samuel matches the physical build of the suspect,
drives a vehicle that matches the suspect vehicle, with a license plate that
starts with AHO, and has been seen in possession of a firearm that matches the
type used in the robbery.
The most damming evidence tying Samuel to this robbery is that he lied to
Trooper McDevitt during the traffic stop. Samuel told the trooper that he did
not stop off in Post Falls and drove straight through from Spokane. The cell
phone records clearly show that Samuel was in Post Falls for over four hours on
the day of the robbery.
In reviewing all of the facts of this case, I submit that probable cause exists
to believe that Samuel Davis committed Robbery, in violation of I.C. 18-6501, on
March 17th 2015. A felony arrest warrant is requested on the charge .
A summary of the investigation has been drafted and saved to the files of this
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case. A case binder has been built as well.
Fri Apr 17 15:33:43 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24

Responsible LEO:

Approved by:

Date
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STATE OF IDAHO
J .·
COUNTY Of KOOTENAIJSS

flLEOi

ORDER

2015 APR 22 AH II: !

The above named defendant having been charged with

And the court having examined the affidavit and police reports, the Court finds probable
cause, based on substantial evidence, for believing that said offense has been
committed and that the said Defendant committed it.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a WARRANT be issued for the appearance
for the above named Defendant.
ENTERED this

r2},.,./ day of ~ /

, 2015.

~~~
JUDGE
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S fATE OF IDAHO

J., r

COUMTY OF KOOTENAIPS \

FILED:

BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833

ORICfNAL

2015 APR 22 AH If: I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-F15-

STATE OF IDAHO,

{_Q OS~

Plaintiff,
vs.

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

SAMUEL J
DOB
SSN:

Agency Case: 15PF05029 P.F.P.D.

Defendant.

Detective Neil Uhrig, appeared personally before me, and being first duly sworn on oath,
that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of: COUNT I: ROBBERY a Felony,
Idaho Code §18-6501 and COUNT II: BURGLARY a Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401,
committed as follows:
COUNTI

That the defendant, SAMUEL J DAVIS, on or about the 1ih day of March in the
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did intentionally and by means of intentional force and/or
fear take from the person of or immediate presence of Andrea P. Counts certain personal
property, to-wit: money, the property of Check 'n Go which was accomplished against the will
of Andrea P. Counts with the intent to permanently deprive her of the property,
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COUNT II
That the defendant, SAMUEL J DAVIS, on or about the 1ih day of March in the
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: Check 'n Go located
at 740 N Cecil Road, Post Falls, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime of theft, all of which
is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against
the peace and dignity of the people of the State ofldaho. Said complainant therefore prays for
proceedings according to law.

PART II
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Court that the defendant, SAMUEL J.

DAVIS, on or about the 1ih day of March, 2015, in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did
pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2520, use a deadly weapon in the commission of a felony, to-wit:
by Samuel J. Davis using a handgun to commit the felony crime of Robbery and/or Burglary, all
of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided
and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho.
DATED this

22

day of+-f}'"-*"p--"'IZ=l-=L'--_ __,, 20!.L_.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

JU day of ~

201..:[;

~~
MAGISTRATE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STA TE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-Fl 5-

{J

Q)'/

1

I

Plaintiff,

ORIGINAL

vs
SAMUEL J DAVIS
D.O.B.: 01/05/1986
S.S.N.: XXX-X:X:-1517
Defendant.

WARRANT OF ARREST
Agency Case: 15PF05029

****************************************************************************************
STATE OF IDAHO,
:Ss.
County of Kootenai.
STATE OF IDAHO TO: Any Sheriff, Constable, Marshal or Policeman of the State of
Idaho: A complaint and/or by way of a uniform citation/report number l 5PF05029 on oath having
been laid before me by DETECTIVE NEIL UHRIG, and it appearing that there is probable cause to
believe that the crime(s) of: Robbery a Felony, Idaho Code § 18-6501 Burglary a Felony, Idaho Code

§18-1401 ; committed in Kootenai County, Idaho, and accusing, SAMUEL J DAVIS thereof.
YOU ARE THEREFORE COMMANDED forthwith to arrest the above-named
defendant, in the daytime or the nighttime, and bring him before me at my office in Kootenai County,
Idaho, or, in the case of my absence or inability to act, before the nearest or most accessible magistrate in
the County.
c,O

BAIL, is fixed at $

_l0'0r 00(),.

;,;..;,1-=-·-5_o/0 clock km. at my office in Kootenai County, Idaho, this d y of
1

~~~·~-~

A.D., 20£C.

~~~
Magistrate, District Court
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From:

0

·-,,belf· Bugbee

Fax: (509) 327-7768

Fax: +1 (208) 446-1188

To : Kootenai Clerk

P~'\13 2 of 5 06/1512015 4:43 PM

::ilAlt:. OF 1[).AOO

}Sc:

0
;::ouNTY OF ~ TENA!
i:1LE[)·
~ 6~

~ PH~:~1

Chris A. Bugbee
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-7277
(509) 327-7768 - facsimile

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

NO. CR-2015-0006054
Plaintiff,

vs.

STIPULATION TO CONTINUE
OR VACATE PRELIMINARY
HEARING

SAMUEL J. DAVIS,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Chris A. Rughee, Attorney of Record for the above named Defendant, and
Jed Whitaker, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and stipulate and agree that the PRELIMINARY
HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE scheduled for June 25, 2015, at 8:30 am, before Judge James

Condo, and the PRELIMINARY HEARING scheduled for June 26, 2015, at 1:30 pm, before Judge
James D. Stow be Vacated or Continued to a suitable time for Court and Counsel. This motion is
based on the file and record to date and is supported by the Affidavit of Chris A. Bugbee, attached
hereto.
Dated this 15 th day of June, 2015

&IN ~f----Jcl \&\OW bN(
JED WHITAKER
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
ISBA#

STlPULA
TION TO CONTINUE - 1
Samuel J Davis

C'>il.
.::, l?"
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CHRIS A. BUGBEE
Attorney for Defendant
ISBA # 6731
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From: K'"llberl:: Bu bee

Fax: (509) 327- 7768

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: +1 (208) 446-1188

P"rie 3 of 5 06/15/2015 4:43 PM

AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS A. BUGBEE

I
Chris A. Bugbee hereby declares, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho,
2
3

that the following is true and correct to the best of is knowledge and belief.
I.

4

5

I am defense counsel for SAMUEL J. DAVIS. I have personal knowledge of the
facts contained herein.

2.

The PRELIMINARY HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE for this matter is
currently scheduled for June 25, 2015, at 8:30 am.

6

The PRELIMINARY

HEARING for this matter is currently scheduled for June 26, 2015, at I :30 pm.
7

3.

8
9
10

Mr. Davis is currently in custody in the State of Missouri, having been arrested on an
arrest warrant issued in the State of IdahQ pursuant to this case.

4.

I have been in touch with Mr. Davis' Missouri attorney, and his mother and father.

5.

I understand from telephone conversations with his attorney and his mother late last
week that Mr. Davis was intending to waive extradition, which would pave the way

11

12

for Mr. Davis' return to Idaho.
6.

I have represented individuals who were arrested out of state on arrest warrants on

13

several prior occasions. Even with Mr. Davis' waiver, it will talce some time to

14

complete the administrative process to bring Mr. Davis from Missouri to Idaho. It is
doubtful that he will be returned by the time of his Preliminary Status Conference or

15

his Preliminary Hearing on June 25 and 26.
16

7.

17
18

Even if he were returned by those dates, I will require time to review the case and
any possible offers with Mr. Davis prior to the hearings.

8.

I have also been in touch with the Deputy Prosecutor, Mr. Whitalcer. He infonns me
that the state has not yet provided all discovery to me. I will need additional time to

19

complete my review of the discovery once it is received.
20

9.

For these reasons I am requesting either a continuance of the Preliminary Hearing

21

dates, or alternatively, I am requesting that the Court simply Vacate the current dates

22

until the Defendant is returned to Kootenai County. Mr. Whitaker informs me that
he would have no objection to re-setting the preliminary hearing dates when the

23

defendant arrives.

24
25

STIPULATION TO CONTTNUE • 2

Samuel J Davis

44476

Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768

37

From: Kimberl•· Bu bee

Fex: (509) 327-7768

10.

This request is not made to improperly delay.

A continuance is necessary to

effectively represent Mr. Davis.

2
3

PA'19 4 of 5 06115/2015 4:43 PM

Fax: +1 (208) 446-1188

To: Kootenai Clerk

11.

I have also discussed this request with Mr. Whitaker and he is in agreement with this
request.

4
5

arru~
Attorney for Defense
ISBA#6731

6
7

8

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _

_:.l_.,_5.___day of .JLLYJCc

, 2015.

9
NAM:
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at Spokane

IO

11

My commission expires:

12

l l-9- IS:

13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Samuel
J Davis
STlPULATION
TO CONTfNUE - 3

44476

Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768
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From: Kimberly Bu bee

Fax: (509) 327- 7768

To : Kootenai Clerk

Paqe 5 of 5 06/15/2015 4:43 PM

Fax : +1 (208) 448-1188

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

1
2

I HEREBY CERTIFY than on the _

___,I_S:;____ _ day of

Jllf'L

• 2015, I

3

caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing docwnent as addressed to the

4

following:

5
6

Via Fax 208-446-1833

KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR
KOOTENAI COUNTY COURT CLERK

Via Fax 208-446-1188

@ ~

7

8

Chris A. Bugbee

9

10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone(509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768
Samuel
J Davis
STIPULATION
TO CONTINUE - 4

44476
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 on 6/24/2015

Page 1 of 1

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel 20150624 First Appearance
Judge Stow
Clerk April Legard
Def Rights
Date !612412015
Speaker

Time

02:13:02 PM
Judge Stow

G~Mnr4
rr1
-~

Location

II

11 1K-COURTROOM6
Note

I

I Understands Warrant

02:13:13 PM

Arrest Warrant
100k Bond Set
Reviews Charges/Penalties
Felony Robbery
Felony Burglary
Reviews Enhancements

02:14:46 PM I Def

]I Understand Charges/Penalties

02:14:59 PM IJ

II Atty Mr Bugbee

I 02:15:06 PM 11Def

I Confirms Counsel

I 02:15:15 PM IIJ

I PH to be rescheduled

02:15:41 PM PA

Request No Contact Order Issued

02:16:24 PM

Issued No Contact Order
Reviews NCO Conditions

J

02:17:38 P~v~ 8.:f

I

Calls Case
Defendant Present In Custody Via Video PA Present - Mr
Brooks

02:13:09 PM Def

J

()

I

I
I

Understands NCO

02:17:42 PM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com

Samuel J Davis
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6/24/2015

State of Idaho
CounLyof Kootenai
ORDER
Fi lcd --c~'--==:!...,,__-'-.J..-t-4---..---,-

At -

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO
KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

-=r,'-rj--- - - - t - -

State ofldaho
ss
ounty of Kootenni
RETURN OF SERVJCE
Filed _ _ __ __ _ _ _
At _ _ __ _ o'clock
M.
CLERK OF THE COURT

BY: ~ - -- -- -Dr.pnty

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff
vs.

~D
~Q. .u_\_
. . s _,.,..._,.~2:A____,,..=-m~UJ""""e_\
_
efendant

Citation No. _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ __

_

~ - -- -Arresting Agency_~\~~(_

DOB

- --

NO CONTACT ORDER

a
a

a

Defendant, having been charged with violating Idaho Code Section(s):
18-918 Domestic Assault or Domestic Battery
18-7905 Stalking
18-901 Assault
18-903 Battery
39-6312 Violation of a Protection Or~3/
18-9 A
avated Assault
18-907 Aggravated Battery
18-923 Attempted Strangulation
l',T Other: -f=.l~L:L~~-- - -- - -- -- - -- - - -

a

a

a

a

a

against the ALLEGED VICTIM(s) - -- -!......1....:.....1.1~ ~.1......---'-'"""""~IC..l-o.___ __ _ __ __ __ _ _
THE COURT, having jurisdiction, and having provided the Defendant with notice of his/her opportunity to be heard,
either previously or herein, ORDERS THE DEFENDANT TO HAVE NO DIRECT OR INDIRECT CONTACT WITH THE
ALLEGED VICTIM, unless through an attorney. You may not harass, follow, contact, attempt to contact,
m · ate with (in any form or by any means including another person), or knowingly go or remain within
feet of the alleged victim's person, property, residence, workplace or school. This order is issued under
Ii
de 18-920, Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 and First District Administrative Order H2005-DW.1
IF THIS ORDER REQUIRES YOU TO LEAVE A RESIDENCE SHARED WIT H THE ALLEGED VICTIM. you must contact
an appropriate law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you while you remove any necessary personal
If disputed, the officer will make a preliminary
belongings, including any tools required for your work.
determination as to what are necessary personal belongings; and in addition, may restrict or reschedule the time
spent on the premises.
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code 18-920 for which bail will be set by a judge;
it is subject to a penalty of up to one year in jail and up to a $1,000 fine. THIS ORDER CAN ONLY BE MODIFIED BY
A JUDGE AND WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL 11 :59 P.M . ON
I, - zt( · ~'9
, OR UNTIL THIS CASE
IS DISMISSED.
If a DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (CIVIL) PROTECTION ORDER IS IN PLACE PURSUANT TO IDAHO'S DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE CRIME PREVENTION ACT (Title 39, Chapter 63 of the Idaho Code), the most restrictive of any conflicting
provisions between the orders will control; however, entry or dismissal of another order shall not result in dismissal
of this order.
NOTICE TO ALLEGED VICTIMS OF RIGHT TO A HEARING: As an alleged victim, you have the right to a hearing
before a Judge on the continuation of this Order within a reasonable time of its issuance. To request that hearing,
and TO AVOID GIVING UP THIS RIGHT you must contact the Clerk of Court, Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W.
Garden Ave., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814. Phone Number 208-446-1170.
The Clerk of the Court shall give written notification to the sheriff's office in the
this order shall be entered into the Idaho Law Enforcement Telecom unications

(o-Z'i-ZOI~

unty of issuance IMMEDIATELY and
tern.
No. _ __ _

Date of Order

JUDGE

Date of Service on Defendant
[ ] Ordered/

DEFENDANT

y to court & forward a copy signed by defendant to arresting agency & KCSO Records)
_ _ __ .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Court ONLY sends copy to agency If faxing NCO after 5 pm)
a Cd'A PA a PFPA a Rathdrum PA a Public Defender

a

Defense Attorney

--r----- - -- - - - - - -- - -

Q ~8,k ~cnd

Samuel J Davis

White Copy - Court File

44476
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Date

DC019 NO CONTACT ORDER Rev. 08/12/09
Yellow Copy - Victim

Pink Copy - Defendant/DA

Gold Copy - Prosecutor

-

Jun.

24. 2015 3:07PM

Mitche11, Haynes, Fried1ander, Pete
::>UllC Ul IUISOU

) S

Cow11yofKootcn11i
ORDER

}

Filed

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO
KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

AL _

~Y-l
s
_ o'clock_

M.

CLl!RX Of 1111! COUll.T

B'V:-=--- - -- - - ~UI)

STATE OF IDAHO

Case No.

Plaintiff
vs.
DOB

~_ __

5

LJQ'-.),o .

~CQ,~~
1s_-<o_Os--.l
_ ____ _

Citation No. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~mue \

\~-"c
-=-- ----- -

Arresting Agency _ .....

efendant

NO CONTAGT ORDER

a
0
D

Defendant, having been charged with vlofatlng Idaho Code Section(s):
18-918 Domestic Assault or Domestic Battery D 18-7905 Stalking D 18-901 Assault
18-903 Batter~
39-6312 Violation of a Protection O~~ D 18-9 A
avated Assault D 18-907 Aggravated Battery
18-923 Attempted Strangufallon
P" Other: ---,J=-1-~~+-- - -- - - - - - - -- - - -

a

against the ALLEGED VICTIM(s) _ _ _

___/.:. . . .l-!....U,,,~~-------'...-~~.-....- -- - - - -- - - - -

THE COURT, having Jurisdiction, and having provided the Defendant with notice of his/her opportunity to be heard,
either previously or herein, ORDERS THE DEFEN DANT TO HAVE NO DIRECT OR lNDlRECT CONT ACT WITH THE
ALU:GED VICT IM, unless through an attorney. You may not harasa, follow, contact, attempt to contact,
commu cate with (in any form or by an~ means including another person), or knowingly go or remain within
.,-,--:-c,11~..,_feet of the alleged victim's person, property, residence, workplace or school. This order Is Issued under
de 18-920, Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 and First District Administrative Order H2005-DW.1
IF THIS ORDER REQUIRES YOU TO LEAVE A RESIDENCE SHARED WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM, you must contact
an appropriate law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you whlle you remove any OQC.Q.Ssar v oersonal
belongings, Including any tools required for your work. If disputed, the officer wlll make a prellmlnary
what are necessary personal belongings; and In addition, may restrict or reschedule the time
determination as
spent on the premises.

to

VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code 18-920 for which ball wlll be set by a Judge;
it is subject to a penalty of up to one year In Jail and up to a $1,000 fine. THIS ORDER CAN ONLY BE MODIFIED BY
A JUDGE AND WILL REMAIN IN EFl=ECT UNTIL 11j5J} P.M. ON
I, - ii( - z,o/(1
, OR UNTIL THIS CASE
IS DISMISSED.
If a DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (CIVIL) PROTECTION ORDER IS IN PLACE PURSUANT T9 1D,AHO'S DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE CRIME PREVENTION ACT (Tltle 39, Chapter 63 of the Idaho Code), the most restrictive of any confllctlng
pro"islons between the orders will control; however, entry or dismissal of another order shall not result In dlsmlssal
of this order.
NOT(CE TO ALLEGED VICTIMS OF RIGHT TO A HEARING: As an alleged victim, you have the right to a hearing
before a Judge on the continuation of this Order within a reasonable time of its issuance. To request that hearing,
and TO AVOID GIVING UP THIS RIGHT you must contact the Clerk of Court, Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W.
Garden Ave., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814, Phone Number 208-446-1170.
The Clerk of the Courl :~hall give written notification to the sheriffs office In the
this order shall be entered Into the Idaho Law Enforcement relecom unicalions

(o -

Date of Order

Z'f - Z,QIS--

JUDGE

unty of Issuance IMMEDIATELY and
tern.
No,_ _ __

{pjZLl I ,sDate of Sen,lce on Defendant
[ ] Ordered I ~ d in open court
oklng 208-446-1407 for service on defendant prior to release from custody (KCSO must return
ant's signed copy to court & forward a copy signed by defendant to arresting agency & KCSO Records)
C Agency_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ (Court ONLY sends copy to agency If fa.-ing NCO after 5 pm)
lnterofflo to· ro
utor: D KCPA [J Cd'A PA D PFPA D Rathdrum PA [J Publlc Defender
Malled to:
um ______________ _______
Faxed t ;

Jall

C Defense Attorney --.-- - - - -- - - -- - - - - -

Q

Samuel J Davis

~rk

°"o.61

44476
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Date
DC019 NO CONTACT ORDER Rev. 08/12/09

Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 on 71" '"015

Page 1 of 1

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20150709 Preliminary Hearing Status Conference
Judge James Stow
Clerk Barbara Watkins

/5t1u.loi./-<1 /U~ ~

Date 17/9/2015 II

I

Time

I 09:06:34 AM

I09:06:44 AM
09:07:13 AM

I DF incustody with Mr Bugbee,

Li
OF

Ms Malek for state

Requesting cont, understand the state has 5 CD's and would like to
review them. He understands right to speedy PH
No obj to cont

PA

09:07:23 AM J
09:07:31 AM

Note

[ Speaker 1·
J

I

!I 1K-COURTROOM12

Location

Re: right to speedy PH
J

Understands that right and will waive speedy PH

I

09:07:44 AM J

jAccepts waiver

09:07:58 AM

Request for bond reduction, argument. he was arrested on an
outstanding in MO. Hired an atty there and hired me on this matter.

DA

I

09:10:02 AM

His family is more than happy to pay for his return. I have talked with the
atty. His family will make sure that he returns.

09:10:36 AM

He served 9 yr activie duty. He started the reserves. If he is not able to
be released his commander would discharge him. He has a job with Fedex. My understanding he has no criminal record. Understand the
seriousness of the charge. If OR not granted would like a reduction of
bond.

09:11:59 AM

PA

09:12:56 AM l oA

IObj to bond redu . $100,000 is appropriate.
I My client is willing to sign a waiver of extradition.

09:13:34 AM

llend

I

Comments re: provisions of bond. I am concerned about the long
distance situation and the seriouness of the charge. Decline to reduce
bond. Grants cont PHSC and PH will be reset

J

I 09:14:12 AM

I

I
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com

Samuel J Davis
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7/9/2015

(

!

KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

MUST BE FILLED OUT COMPLETELY BEFORE REQUEST WILL
ONLY ONE REQUEST PER KITE
Inmate's Name:

Circle One:

~~FdmTENl\J }SS

R :I}

JAIL BUREAU
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE)

J~ l~~iit~SEBM 3: f Q

5 ;:, Mvl. ,._ DA ...1 · ,

Medical

c,imo ~
Haircut

--

Chaplain
Classification
Law Library

Appeal
Complaint
equesf--..

7_
l'V\.----,'-7,---......C.....a~v"--'r~
- f____..Oc.:....A---'-T--"'e--=-s---<-,_
Explanation:_ _ W--'--h~<-_,..._____,,_· ~'---"-'-

~:f_ 1-_...---",..,'-----'-AJ=""=-T- =
b _...e;:_11' ----',.__r-_-.,_t _ .J___,o:....C<._--'
~--='-'-1J._ _

I , Lt~

Inmate's Signature:___,"---=----.o=--__--=-?--.--:::"-;-- - --

- --

-

-

- --

-

---J.' -1---1 _ __

ID# ~?-1-1':3 Date/Time

7bl ~e_.
I

I

_

/b}o

(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form)

Answer: [ ] Approved [ ] Denied

. I\
Copy to File

'xl
'

Samuel J Davis

ID#_ __

44476

Date _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
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JAILSHR#307 Rev. 5/14

Log of 1K-COURTROOM17

'7/23/2015

Page 1 of 1

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel 20150723 Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference
Judge Watson
Clerk Kim Hushman

KHzutL.1J,U2---·

Date 17/23/2015

Judge
Watson

I09:05:47 AM IDA
09:06:27 AM
PA

09:07:26 AM

I 1K-COURTROOM12

Location

Speaker

Time
09:05:37 AM

I

i0e1

I

Note
Calls Case
PA Present, Whitaker
Defendant in custody present with Bugbee
Req continuance 1 more time; made be heading towards plea;
working withe state; maybe set out 3 weeks;
No obj; alot of evidence; not all of discovery has even been
given to defense; work w/Mr Bugbee on offer; ready to go to
prelim; witnesses are available now. Will be out next week and
in trial the following.

Iwith
Understands req; enough time w/counsel; right to speedy; Ok
21 day reset

09:07:57 AM jJ

IIReluctantly grant; reset w/in 21 days per DA request

I

09:08:13 AM

IReviews KITE from def; send to atty

I

09:08:40 AM

END
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com

Samuel J Davis
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Page 1 of 1

Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 on 8/13/2015

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel 20150813 Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference
Judge Burton
Clerk Breanne Riley

fr'-

Date !a1131201s

Time

I

Speaker

II

Location

.

Note

II

Judge Burton

Calls Case. Defendant present, in custody
PA Present
DA Present, Mr Bugbee

09:18:01 AM

DA

Waive PH

09:18:20 AM

Def

!waives rigth to PH

09:17:38 AM

09:18:27 AM
09:18:43 AM

Judge Burton

I

111 K-COURTROOM12

I

I

Bound over to District Court. Assigned to Judge
Meyer

End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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8/13/2015

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAP '
324 Y ' 1l 'EN A VENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D

::ouNTY OF KOOTENAI
1~ IDAHO 83816-9000

Bi,.,)'cBI/

STATE OF IDAHO

FILED
~
T
CLERK OJ,' THE DISTRICT COURT

vs.
SAMUEL J DAVIS
DOB:

FELONY CASE# CR-2015-0006054

ORDER

.UI.

-~,~DEPUTY
fL.rttOLDING

1\ j DJSMJSSING CHARGE(S)

CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- ROBBER\'-118-6501
COUNT 2- BURGLARY -118-1401

Amended to: - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - --

[
r\

] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted.
~Specify dismissed cha(ge(s) on above line, lf olher charges slill pending)

~~

[

-

~

:reliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed cbarge(s),
Preliminary hearing having been held in U1e above enlitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty
thereof,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court.
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the clef ndant be admitted to bail in the amount of$
committed to the cuc·tody of the Kootenai County Sheri ff pending the givtng of such bail.
[

/D::J ,::rnn)
I

and is

] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pied guilty to the
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court.

THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO J

ENTERED this

Pay A'(j
of

UDGEC;~ tt/h

---

I

g

,20_jj.

Judge
Copies sent _ _!_ _!_ _ as follows :
[W,ms1::cutor ~

-fen e Attorney ~

6:C>8P
- f )<Di-fondant

~

~CA Office at fax 446-1224

~ s s igned District Judge: [ ]interoffice delivery 'F}faxed

il4.L& r'.>i?rut (if in custody at fax 446-1407) 3 '. ~ p

/2..
Deputy Clerk k:_,,,), ~

--013
'?

[ ] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO)

Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case
Samuel J Davis

44476
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Rev7/13

KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
JAIL BUREAU
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE)
MUST BE FILLED ouT COMPLETELY BEFORE REQUEST WILL BE

ONLY ONE REQUEST PER KITE
Inmate's Name:

Sp.~vr_l.., DA v1- s

iFILED:
lJfl1l~~w:~8rENAllss

t0Jb!~\IJo Pit 3: OS

Date: -'-::::-'-~~----~,-...,.;+.,___~ ~
Pod: ---'-----==-'--'"-'--'----- - - ' , l ' - - - - - Cell:
-~'-"------- - -Name/Number:
,5 2 1 9s £:
~~~~~----

Circle One:
'

\ Me~
__(_ / / / _
ome /Court Contact ,
C(Jt ~/

Explanation:

r:J" c~

J

,/

'

\L.f+t,,• d

-1-'

Appeal
Complaint
~

f.) r

t .._&-

.S C()..rt.L
3

Chaplain
Classification
Law Library

C./,Jc.

,.s

]~ ate/Time

t

ez-2 a

THIS REQUEST IS NULL AND VOID IF INMATE WRITES BELOW THIS SPACE

~

ACTION

Routed to:,--'Ld:2_-==-----"'=--'-L;a;::__
/ ----,f
_f- 1 - - - -(to be filled

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

inbyeputy receiving request form)

Answer: [ ] Approved [ ] Denied
Reason :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

-----.;14---.,...------ -

. ':;2cr,c/,
<:)

Responding Staff Signature:
Copy to File _ __
Samuel J Davis

/.¥fc4 ?

-e: ~

Date

- -- -- - - -- -

Copy to Inmate_ __
44476
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BARRY MCHUGH I
~tenai Couhty Prosecuting Attorney
01 '.N. GovemmentWay/P. O. Box 9000
oeur d Alene ID 838 16-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-2168

s tMTE oF 10AHO
155
~OUHT Y OF KOOTENAI!
FILED:

Assigned Attorney
Jedediah James Whitaker

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-Fl5-6054

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

INFORMATION

SAMUEL J DA VIS
D.O.B.: 01/05/1986
S.S.N.: XXX-:XX-1517
Fingerprint #:
Defendant.

BARRY MCHUGH, Proset:uling Allumey iu aud fo1 the County of Kootenai, State of
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse SAMUEL J

DAVIS with committing the crime(s) of: COUNT I: ROBBERY, Idaho Code § 18-6501 and
COUNT II: BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows:
COUNTI
That the defendant, SAMUEL J DAVIS, on or about the 1ih day of March in the
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did intentionally and by means of intentional force and/or
fear take from the person of or immediate presence of Andrea P. Counts certain personal
property, to-wit: money, the property of Check ' n Go which was accomplished against the will
of Andrea P. Counts with the intent to permanently deprive her of the property,

INFORMATION
Samuel J Davis

44476
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COUNT II
That the defendant, SAMUEL J DAVIS, on or about the 1J1h day of March in the
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: Check ' n Go located
at 740 N Cecil Road, Post Falls, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime of theft, all of which
is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against
the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho.

PART II
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Court that the defendant, SAMUEL J.

DAVIS, on or about the 1?1h day of March, 2015, in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did
pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2520, use a deadly weapon in the commission of a felony, to-wit:
by Samuel J. Davis using a handgun to commit the felony crime of Robbery and/or Burglary, all
of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided
and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho.
DATED this 28 day of August, 2015.
BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

Jedediah James Whitaker
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
st

I hereby certify that on the 31 day of August, 2015, a true and correct copy of the
mailed
faxed rJ hand delivered
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows:
emailed r JusticeWeb
Defense Counsel
CHRISTOPHER ALDEN BUGBEE

r
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Log of lK-COURTROOMIO on 9/3/2015

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20150903 Arraignment
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Valerie Legg
Date 191312015
Time

I Speaker I

I 03:21 :21 PM IJudge
Meyer
03:21:52 PM

03:23:28 PM

II 1K-COURTROOM10 -.--

Location

11

l~J-(}

Note

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Tara
Malek for State.

Chris
Bugbee

When I left my office, I grabbed the wrong pile of files, ask the
court to loan me the information. We will be entering not guilty
pleas, and parties have agreed to mediation.

Def

Waive reading of information. Confirms name, dob and ssn on
information.

03:23:46 PM Judge
Meyer
03:26:23 PM
Def

Advises def of rights. Advises def of charges and penalties.
I have some college education, understand English, enough time
with atty, understand atty and court, satisfied with legal services,
not under influence, no mental or physical condition that would
impair judgment.

03:26:58 PM Judge
Meyer

IExplains plea options.

03:27:15 PM !Def

II Plead not guilty to Robbery

I
I

03:27:20 PM

Def

Plead not guilty to Burglary.

03:27:41 PM

Judge
Meyer

We will set the matter for a three day trial in November.

03:29:13 PM

Judge
Meyer

Counsel will let me know what happens in mediation and we will
take it from there.

03:29:23 P~ d
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9/3/2015

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-FlS-6054

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
SAMUEL J. DAVIS

ORDER FOR MEDIATION

Defendant.

The Court having before it the stipulation of the parties in accordance with I.C.R. 18.1,
and good cause appearing now, therefore,
THE COURT DOES HEREBY ORDER mediation in the above entitled matter with
Judge Luster.
ENTERED this

,Z ?~~f---=0~...-=------=--------'

6c.Jo~ ,

I hereby certify that on the d J day of
2015, copies of the foregoing
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to:
_J..__
l.....::::::::: Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-44ci 1833 k<-P/1.r~..,f<n.1~
_ _ _ Defense Counsel Kootenai <;:oun ty Public ~nder FAX 208- 446-1701

t1

-:::.:., g:;:i~.~oun~ ~j_K~ ,S'~~-B e,ml:EJ ?, ,>7-77Ml

JIMBRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Samuel J Davis

(2)tJ_ ~
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Log of lK-COURTROOMlO on 12/3/2015

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20151203 Pre Trial Conference
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan
Date 12/3/2015

Time
02:18:41 PM

11

Speaker
Judge Meyer

Location

1K-COURTROOM10

II

Note

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Jed
I_Whitaker
for State.

02:19:09 PM Chris Bugbee

Request to continue this until January. He will waive speedy

02:19:42 PM Judge Meyer

Explains speedy trial right

:20:13 PM Def

erstand. Waive speedy trial.

· 0:23 PM Judg

ept waiver of speedy trial.

02:20:39 PM Judg
02:21:01 PM

End
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12/3/2015

Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 12/23/2015

Page 1 of 1

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20151223 Pre Trial Conference
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan

~~c}--

I

Date 12,2312015

Time

Location

111 K-COURTROOM9

Speaker

09:17:01 AM Judge
Meyer

I 09: 17:36 AM IJudge

Meyer

09:17:41 AM
Chris
Bugbee
09:18:10 AM Judge
Meyer
09:19:20 AM

I

Note
Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Alex
Klempel for State.
I understand we are asking for a continuance
Yes. We completed mediation and we made progress and
there is a chance we can get a resolution. If not we will be filing
a motion. Agree to a March trial date. He has already waived
speedy

!we will selthis in March.

I

End
Produced by FTR Gold TM
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2

3
4

5

6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY

7

8
9

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

NO. CR-2015-6054

Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
SUPPORT OF THE
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE AND
DISMISS

vs.

10
SAMUEL DAVIS,
11
Defendant.

12
13

COMES NOW the defendant, SAMUEL DAVIS, by and through his attorney of record,

14

Chris A. Bugbee, and hereby submits the following memorandum of law in support of his

15

motion to suppress his alleged illegally obtained confession and any and all evidence obtained

16

therefrom.

17

I.

18
19

ISSUE

Whether the defendant adequately invoked his right to counsel during the custodial
interrogation.

20

II.

21

LAW & ARGUMENT

A confession is determined involuntary when, looking at the totality of the

22
circumstances, the defendant's will was overborne. State v. Troy, 124 Idaho 211, 214
23
(1993)(Citing Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S . 279, 287 (1991)).

In determining the

24
25

voluntariness of a confession, the court must look to the characteristics of the accused and
the details of the interrogation. Id. This includes 1) Whether Miranda WamBlfl&M'~f9lffill.P.S.
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f

2) the age of the accused, 3) the accused's level of education or low intelligence, 4) the

2

length of the detention; 5) the repeated and prolonged nature of the questioning; and 6) the

3

deprivation of food or sleep. Troy, 124 Idaho at 214 (Citing Scheckloth v. Bustamante, 412

4
5
6

U.S. 218, 226 (1973)).

Prior to Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452 (1994), if a suspect

attempted to invoke his right to counsel during a custodial interrogation, the officers were
required to inquire further as to the sincerity of the request before continuing the

7
interrogation. Davies, 512 U.S. at 460-461; State v. Whipple, 134 Idaho 498, 502 (Ct. of
8
App. 2000).

Now, officers are no longer required to inquire further when a suspect

9
10
11

ambiguously invokes the right to counsel. Id However, additional factors have been set
forth to consider whether the invocation of the right to counsel or the right to remain silent

12

was adequately invoked. Id These factors include the plain meaning of the suspect' s words,

13

the officer's response to those words, the suspect's speech patterns, content of the

14

interrogation, demeanor and tone of the interrogating officer, the suspects conduct during

15

questioning, the point at which the suspect invoked the right, the questions which drew the

16

invocation, the officer's response, and who was present during the questioning. Whipple,

17
18

134 Idaho at 503. When a defendant alleges an interrogation to be coercive, the State bears
the burden of proving voluntariness of the defendant's confession by a preponderance of the

19
evidence. Lego v. Twomey, 404 U.S. 477, 489 (1972); State v. Yager, 139 Idaho 680, 685,
20
85 P.3d 656,661 (2004); State v. Johns, 112 Idaho 873, 878, 736 P.2d 1327, 1332 (1987).
21
In Davis, the Supreme Court rationalized the purpose of the requirement to cease

22
23

interrogations after the right to counsel has been invoked. There, the Court reasoned that

24

requiring an officer to cease an interrogation where it is objectively unclear whether the

25

suspect wanted a lawyer present "'would transform the Miranda safeguards into wholly
irrational obstacles to legitimate police investigative activity' ... because it Jl8at~Wfl%P.S
... .LL'r'.ttl'!(f.''Monroe.
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1

prevent the police from questioning a suspect in the absence of counsel even if the suspect

2

did not wish to have a lawyer present."

3

(1994)(Quoting Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96, 102 (1975)).

4

5

Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 460

In Troy, Troy was being questioned by an officer at the police station regarding the
abuse of one of his children. At the onset, the officer informed Troy of his Miranda rights.

6

Troy understood and signed a waiver of his Miranda rights. During the questioning, the
7

officer proposed conclusory statements against Troy, who, if answering in the affirmative,
8
would be confessing to the allegations. There, the police officer told him he was free to
9
10
11

leave at any time during the interview. The officer told Troy that he did not believe Troy's
story and th_at the prosecutor was intending to file charges. The court held that neither of

12

these statements were coercive and that Troy did not unambiguously invoke his right to

13

counsel. Troy, 124 Idaho at 215-216.

14

In Whipple, the suspect, Whipple, voluntarily arrived at the police station for

15

questioning by a specific police officer, Angel. Angel had Whipple sign a waiver of his

16

Miranda rights as a preliminary precaution. Whipple, 134 Idaho, at 502. Whipple spoke for

17
18

nearly an hour about the circumstances of his relationship with the victim, his wife. Whipple,
134 Idaho, at 503. Angel asked about the incident when the injuries took place, and Whipple

19
responded, "I don't wanta say man .. . I don't wanta say that ... no more, no more". Id
20
Angel asked, "No more what," and Whipple said that he became angry when his wife asked
21

22
23

him to leave and got angry. Id He then confessed to hitting her with a hammer. Id Whipple
attempted to suppress the statements made after he had said, "no more," but the court found

24

the statement insufficient to be considered an invocation of his right to remain silent or his

25

right to terminate the interrogation. Whipple, 134 Idaho, at 504.

q9f~§,~·~;
Here, the defendant was approached at his home in Missouri by tw8"Mafi~~
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f

for questioning in regard to allegations of robberies that occurred in Idaho and in Spokane,

2

Washington. The defendant was read his Miranda rights, but never signed a waiver of those

3

rights. It is unclear whether he understood and orally waived those rights. In fact, based on

4
5

the recorded interview, it seems clear that he did not fully understand his rights. The video
shows that he continued to inquire about his right to counsel, specifically doubting that he

6

could have one because he could not afford an attorney. The video also shows that the
7
officers made no effort to correctly answer the defendant's questions, and that they ignored
8

9
10
11

the defendant's misunderstanding about his right to counsel. Rather, they allowed him to
mistakenly believe that the fact he could not afford his own attorney mattered. They made
no effort to inquire as to the sincerity of defendant's request to have the assistance of counsel.

12

Instead, they aggressively pushed their agenda forward. During questioning, the officers

13

explained that they knew that the defendant had committed the crimes and that he needed to

14

"come clean." They insisted he speak with them, or they would extradite him back to Idaho.

15

"Here's how it goes. [W]e have enough evidence to prove that you did this,

16

and you are going to be under arrest for the robbery, you're going to be

17

extradited back to Idaho, so you might as well come clean so we can say he

18

was honest and came clean.

[Y]ou need to help yourself out and take

19
responsibility for what you did and that looks a lot better than us going and
20
tearing your house apart and trying to find everything that was associated to
21
the robbery. [Y]ou're caught, bottom line is you're caught. It just depends

22

on whether you want to be responsible and fess up to what you did."

23
24

There is substantial evidence based on the totality of the circumstances to

25

support the defendant's contention that his confession was made involuntarily. The
defendant was approached at his home in Missouri by surprise by police
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with serious allegations. The video and audio recording of the interrogation shows

2

that the Idaho detectives' tone and demeanor were threatening and intimidating.

3

The defendant's responses consistently related more to his desire for counsel than

4

to the facts sought by the officers.

5

Although the defendant expressed his intent using the words, "I think," the

6

remainder of the sentence clearly denotes his desire to consult with an attorney. In

7
particular, the defendant unequivocally expressed his desire to terminate the

8
conversation by saying, "I think I need to speak with a lawyer before I say anything
9

10
11

else." A reasonable police officer in the position of the interrogating officers would
have recognized this coherent request for counsel, and would have terminated the

12

interrogation at that time.

l3

"should," "could," or "would like", but rather used the word "need." In interpreting

14

the phrase "I think" based on its ordinary meaning in relation to the factorial

15

analysis; the statement expresses an oral thought of desire at a particular moment.

16

This is unlike the use of the word, "maybe," which denotes a conflict of thought by

17

18

Significantly, the Defendant did not use the words

the speaker as opposed to an absolute statement or request. Also, when coupled
with the word "need", the use of the phrase "I think" clearly expressed the

19
defendant's desire for legal assistance in responding to the officers' aggressive

20
interrogation.

21

22
23

In response to the defendant's obvious statement that he needed and desired legal
assistance, the officers failed to consider or respond to the defendant' s requests for an

24

attorney in any way designed to determine the sincerity of his unambiguously stated desire.

25

Rather, their response was clearly designed to overcome his desire for the assistance of
'!!PW~ P.S.
counsel by imploring him instead to do the "right thing." In the contelf~r NIH
·rjn'N:~onroe
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discussed between the officers and the defendant "doing the right thing" meant giving up his
1

2
3

right to counsel and confessing to the robbery. They even went so far as to suggest that the
prosecutor might agree to forego extradition if the defendant would simply confess. Clearly,

4

this was a calculated ruse to encourage the defendant to give up his desire to have an attorney

5

present, as the state never intended anything other than to extradite the defendant back to

6

Idaho.

7

When confronted with the defendant's statement that he wanted counsel, but could

8

not afford to pay an attorney, they ignored the defendant's clear misunderstanding that he

9

10

was entitled to an attorney at public expense.

Indeed, rather than clearing up that

misperception of his right to counsel, they took advantage of it.

On top of that their

11
demeanor and tone was intimidating and threatening. In total, the officers asked three times
12

whether the defendant wanted to talk to them - each time the defendant requested the
13
14

assistance of counsel.
As mentioned above, the officers took advantage of the fact that the defendant hoped

15

16

to remain in Missouri rather than being immediately extradited back to Idaho. The defendant

17

expressed to them that this was important to him for two reasons: 1) He was recently married

18

and did not want to leave his wife alone in Missouri, and 2) He had just begun two new jobs

19

which he did not want to lose. The officers clearly suggested that the only way he could

20

avoid extradition to Idaho was by doing the right thing and confessing to the robbery.

21

22
23

Accordingly, the defendant's confession was involuntary because his will was
overborne by the nature of the interrogation. The defendant was confronted by out-of-state
officers, who demanded questioning in a Missouri police department under a real threat that

24
the defendant would be tom away from his family and his source of supporting his family
25
unless he confessed. During the interrogation the defendant adequate!¥
and r.eoeatedlv
°Bugbee
Jo\v Office,1'.S.
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1

requested counsel. Even if - considered in isolation - each request for counsel is considered

2

inadequate, collectively the totality of the circumstances would have lead a reasonable

3

officer to believe that the defendant wanted and expressed an unequivocal desire to be

4
5

assisted by counsel during the interrogation. It is particularly troubling that the officers'
consciously ignored the defendant's statement that he could not afford an attorney. This was

6

an obvious indication that the defendant did not understand that he had a right to counsel
7

even if he could not afford to hire one. The officers purposefully failed to correct this
8
9

10

misunderstanding. For these reasons, the statements made after the right to counsel was
invoked should be suppressed.

III. CONCLUSION

11

Based the foregoing, the defendant hereby requests that this court suppress his

12
13

confession and any and all evidence obtained therefrom.

14

15

Respectfully Submitted this 18th day of February, 2016.

16

-~

17

CHRIS A. BUGBEE
ISBA# 6731
Attorney for the defendant

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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Officer Report for lnefclent 15PF05029
case. A case binder has been guilt as well.
Fri Apr 17 15133:43 PDT 2015 N, Uhrig Kll24
Ned Apr 22 16:52:55 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
On 04/2~/1$, I presented this case to Judge Bekhart, who found prooagle cause
and eigned off on tha complaint and warrant for Robbery and Burglary. Bond waa
set at $100,000.00.
wed Apr 22 16:53:51 PDT 2015 N. Uhrig Kll24
Thu Jun 11 10:37:22 POT ~015 N. Uhrig K1124
On 05/06/15, I drafted a search warrant affidavit for use by the Mieeouri
authorities to seek a search warrant for Samuel 1 s home and vehicles. I emailed
the affidavit to Vienna MO Chief of Police Shannon ThompeoP,
On 05/07/15, the special prosecutor for Maries county, Missouri presented a
se.irch warr.int to a judge in their jurisdiction. The judge 1Hl.\ed the warrant ,
granting ten dayti for Ha.rc:h of samuel•s home at 104 State Highway v in Vienna
and his Dodge Charger.

Captain Greg McLaan and I travelled to Vienna, Missouri to ~ueation
Samuel and to assist in tha service of the search warrant on hie home. upon
arrival, I learned that the Vienna Police h&d Samuel in custody on our arrest
warrant, that they had the Dodge Charger 5eo~re, and Samuel's house was being
held by Vienna officers.
On 0$/0~/lS;

We reapohded to the Maries county courthouse, where Samuel was being held. Upon
arrival, we sat down with Samuel in a recorded intei:-view room in the baeement of
the courthouse at approx 16:22 hrs. l rec09ni~ed S.imuel from hie driver••
lic&nee photo, as well as from his raceboolc pa9e.

I advised Samuel of hia rights under Miranda. He acknowledged his rights and
was willing ~o talk with me. we questioned Samue1 about his involvement in
robberies and at first he denied being involved in any robberies.
Samuel then a~atad the followin91
"I think I need to tall( to a lawyer 'before I aay anything l!llse, :t mean I want to
belp yo\l guy, out (1,1I1int:elligiblel I got so much on the line".
Samuel told us he was in the Air Force ~eserves, a job at Fed Ex, and a child.
Clearly, Samuel wae thinking a.bout whether he ~hould seek an attorney or not.
Captain McLean explained to Samuel that we had enough evidence to prove that he
committed the .t·obbery in Post Falls. Samuel wali .iclviaed he would be held for
the robbery and extradited back to Idaho, It wa1;1 explained to him that we would
be doing a search warrant on hio house and ce:r.

Samuel aaked what type of deal 11 we could do". It was explained to him that we
could not make deals. I told him the most I could do is p~o~iAe to m&l<e a call
to the assigned prosecutor and advise them of hhi dde of the story. I
explained to Samuel that he could seek out an attorney and 90 that route, or he
could tell us what happened.
Samuel began to think ano started to talk. captain McLean interrupted Samuel
asked him if he 111antud to talk wich us. Samuel eaid "yeah".
sam\1el told us he c:ame to $pokane for a custody hearing. Samuel expl-'i.ned he
wae driving a~ck and co~nting o~t hie monay, trying to see how m~ch ~o~ey he

06JI 1/15
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Ofncer Report for Incident 16PF05029
had. Samvel taid he pulled off into the Walmart parking lot to sleep. samuel
explained that he epoke with a friend and they recommended that he stop by the
Cheok n' Go co see if they would give him a loan. Samuel stated th~t didn't
work out. Samuel stated he did the one thing he wished he never did. Samvel
claimed he \lllloaded his weapon and even took the firing pin o~t ct it. Samuel
stated he did thie iµ hie vehicle in the Walmart parking lot. snmuel ~xplained
he didn't want anyone to get h~rt . Samvel etated it wa~ like he was not even
chore and his body went through the motions,

;( a1:1ked Samuel to tell me what happened next.. He ea:ld he walk;ed in, a1;1lced for
the money, and took off, r asked him if he ~emembered where he pointed the gun
and he said he could not re~ember. I aeked Samuel how much money he got and he
told me two to three hundred dollars. He etated it wasn't muoh and barely
enough to get home.
Samuel said he wae wea~ing blue jeane an~ a bla~k hoodie during tha robbery . .
Barnuel admitted that the hoodil;I wae t:.he aamll! one that was obaerv&d on the eeac
of his car when he waa atopped by the trooper after the robbery. It was pointed
out that the one observed during the, traffio atop had writing on it. Samuel
explained that he had turned it inside out.
I asked Samuel what his phone n\llnbli!r wae. He told me 573•338•2050, which ie the
same phone number that r analyzed and was in the area of the robbery sh0~tly
befo~e it occuued.
Samuel was aalced whioh way he turned when he left ~he parking lot after the
robbery. samuel said he thought he turned left. This would be consistent with
driving towards the freeway.

I aaked Samuel ~here the hoodie is today. Samuel was not eure, but thought 1t
was at: home. I asked Samuel what writ.ing wa11 on the hoodie. He told Ml!I 11 336
Mean Machine". I asked Samual where the jeans were at. He said in his dreaser
drawer. He could not recall the brand of the jeana. aamuel was questioned
about the location of the gun. Samuel stated it was at his houee in the dre~ser
d~awers. He deeoribed the gun as a .45 cal OXM Springfield with a liaer on it.
S~muel ac;imitted it wae the gun that he had used.
Samuel was questioned about who he told about what he had done.

Samuel claimed

he has not told a11yone, including his wife.

Samuel said he made a call before the robbery, but could not recall who he
called. I pulled out the cell phone analy~is and pointed out that before the
robbery, he called 573-405-0221 a number of times. I asked him who that number
belonged to . He told me it was his mother. I inquired about the convereationa
with his mo~her. Samuel said they spoke about how the cqu~t hea~ing went .
I asked Samuel if someone told him to rob the atore. Samuel stated thac someone
he talked to gave him a recommendation t:o do ao, but he Qould not recall who he
talked to.
(Comment~ A week before ovr t~ip out to Mi~aouri, Captain McLe~n received a
telephone call from a v~hicle finanee company regarding samuel•s Dodge charger,
as they wanted to repoes•a& it. They told captain McLean that Samuel told them
that his oar had been stolen on 03/30/15 in Post Falls, ldaho and that he file~
a stolen vehicle report with D&t, Troy Moss. It should be noted th•t no euch
raport wae ever filed and Pat. Mose repo~te that. he ha~ never spoken with
Samuel , lt should be noted that the last newe article, tefore thi$ call, about
the Po~t Falls Police Department featured a large color photograph of Det.
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Mou.)

I asked Samuel about the call we ~ece!ved from the finance company. He denied
tellin~ ~hem tbilt his ca~ had been stolen or fili~g • report with T~oy MOss. He
admitted that he had spoken with the dampany and that he was working on coming
up with the money to make a payment. Samuel admitted he was two p•ymente bahind
on the car, or about $1,500.00 with late fees.
sa~oel was asked hew mueh money he had wben he firat left Miseouri for his trip·
to tha eourt hearing. Samuel s•id •bout ~700 caah that ha got for outting ceda~
logs. Samuel believed he spent $300,00 on tha way over for gaa and an unknown
amount on a hotel. Samuel believed he only got $200,00 f~om the Check n' Go,
noting that most of the money was in fives and tens. Samuel stated oe did not
~ve •ny o{ the money left from the ~OQ~ery.
I brought up the fact that samu•l's phone reoords ahowed him on the weat side of
Poet Falls for a couple hours before the robbery, Samuel told me he wa$ parked
ovei: ttlere eleeping and trying to Ugul'e 01.1t the "m•t.n•.
Samuel was asked why he picked the Check~· Go, B&ll'IUel explained that it had
very few people going in and out of the busineea. Samuel denied ever being in
Post Pall• prior to the robbery. Samuel was aaked if he knew we were on to him
resarding the roQbery, Samuel ~aid no.
I present•d Samuel with a still photograph from the surveillance video of the
robbery. I pointed to the male in the photograph and asked Samuel if that wae
him. 8e nodded his head up and down, indicating it was him,
Samuel was asked about the elcth eov•ring hia faoo, Samuel stated he haa
something similar to it and said it was in the trunk of his oar ,
At the ~onoluaion cf the interview, Chief Thompson entered the ro0111 and read and

showed Samuel the search warrant. He then secured Samuel in handouffe fer
tranaport to his residanae ao he could be pr••e.nt during the search warrant,
I atep~ed outside and did call t:he aAAigned prcAacutcr, J. Whitaker, and
informed him about the outcome of the interview and Samuel's level of
cooperation.

At approx l?:08 hre, we responded to Samuel's reeidence at 10, Hwy v to aa~iat
with the service of the ae;irch warr;m't. (all!e Vienna PD Police Report #lS-035 for
further detaila on their actions). curing the aourse of the search warrant, we
located the following itame:
l. l SpringUelcl XP ,45 1\CP eemi-ai.ltomat;i.c band gWl, ~quiJ?p•d with crimson Traoe
brand eight enhancing device, e~rial nutnber MG,3129~, with 1 loaded magazine, in
a nylon Holatar - Mastar Bedroom
2. 1 Hooded l!IWeatshirt with "365 Mean Machine'' logo - Master Bed:room
3. 1 Pair Rustler brand jeans - Maater Bedroom
4, 1 ~-i~ brown shoes - Ga~age
The houae waa photograpbed by captain MeLean, dooumenting the location of seized
items.
Samuel was uitting in the l~ving ~com di.lring the ••rvic• of the ~eareh warrant.
I held up the hooded awaatehirt and aaked samu•l if it was the one he had been
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weadng d1.1ring the ;i;-0bbe:i:-y. He responded 11 y111s d r•. I held up the j eane and
aak•d aa~uel if they were the jeana he had been wearing during the robbery,
Samuel responded 11 yes sir". I held up the hand gun and a111kecl Sam1,1.el if ii:. wae
on the one he used during the robbery. samuel responded •yes eir". Samuel led
us to the location of the shoea from the robbe~, in his garage.
At approx 17,31 hrs, Vi•nn• PD transported Samuel to the City of Vienna
Maintenance Garage, wher~ thl!I Vienna PD had Samuel's tlodge Charge secured.
Captain McLean and l zesponded to the garage and ~he vehicle was searehad in
aooordance with the search warrant. The car wa~ bearing Mi-$oµri ~late AHO~E9B.
~hotcg~aphe were taken. The vehicle does appear similar in nat~re to the one
ueed in the robb$ry. In the tr1,1.nk Qf the vehicle, the following items we~e
fo1,1Dd:

5. G~een Balaclava !hood/ faae cover) - T~unk
, . l- Paii- Jersey Glovea - T;i;-unk

These were shown to Samuel and he admitted they were wo~n d1,1.ri~g the robb•ry.

Chief ThompaQn took ~~~tocly of the item$ seized aa evidence and then t~anepo~ted
samu•l to th• jail. while at the jail, Chief Thompson also eeized Sam~el'~ call
phone, that had been on hie parson at the time of hie arrest, pursuant to the
aearch warrant.
·
On D5/11/lS, I mat with Chief Thompson at the Vienna Police Department and he
turned ove11r &11 of th• seized property h·o,n this case to me. tie bad packaged
the item• in proper evidence packaging. Captain McLean and I maintained care
and custody of these itema until our return to the foet Pall~ Polide Deparcment.

While in Miesouri, captain McLean and I visited with Samuel's wile Vera and
sa11n.1el 1 a mothar. Nothing of value waa learned from these contacts.
On 05/12/15, we tr•vellad £tom Vienna baak to Poat Falla, Idaho. During the
trip, all evidence w~e maintained in my care and eu•tody, including on the
airplane. upon arrival at the PD, I aeaured the evidence in an eviclence looker.
05/13/l,5, I removed the evidenqe items from the looker and began co proceas
th• items. Tne following ite\Q were each aaaigned the following prope~ty
numbers and oot11pared to the CCTV footage.
On

15-03823: SpringUeld finarm

t compared the fiream to the qne featurad in the CCTV footage and it does
appear tQ Qe e ~atch.
15-03624: Drown leather slip on shoee
l compared l:.he shoes to the ones worn by the suepect in the CCTV footage and
they do appear to be a match.

Blaek sweat•hirt
I compared the sweatshirt to the one featured in the CCTV footage. It does
appear in the ~ootage that the suspect is wearing a pull over jacket over the
top of the sweatshirt, only allowing the hood to be expose~.
15•0l82B:

Balaclava ma~k
I con1pared the M.tsk to the one featured in the CCTV footage e1nd it does appear
to be a match.
15•03830~
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l compar•d the glovas to th• ona• featurad in the CCTV foQti\ge,
app•ar to be the same color aa the ones wo~n by th• auap•ot,

The glove,

15-0303, ..,eane

l compare~ the jeana t¢ the onag worn by the 1u•pect in th• CCTV footage. The
j••na have a diacinative wallet wea~ mark on the right raar pocket. 1hat waar
rqa.r.lt h visiblca i,1 the CCTV footage. The jea:ne appear to ba a match.
ln reviewing all of th• •vidence in this case, it ~oee appear that Samuel Davie
did commit the robbary. I have aubmitt•d an updated gopy of thia report to the
KCPAO for revi•w. Nothing further at thi• time, CAA.
Thu Jun 11 10137122 PDT 2015 N, Uh~ig K1124

Responslble LEO:

Approved by:

Date
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8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY
NO. CR-2015-6054

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

9

Plaintiff,

10

MOTION TO SUPPRESS
CONFESSION AND OTHER
EVIDENCE

vs.

11
SAMUEL DAVIS,
12
Defendant.

13

I. MOTION

14
15
16

COMES NOW the Defendant, SAMUEL DAVIS, by and through counsel, CHRIS A.
BUGBEE, and hereby moves the court for an order suppressing the defendant's alleged illegally
obtained confession and any and all evidence obtained by investigating officers that resulted from

17

the defendant's illegally obtained statements. These motions are based on the file and record to date,

18

including the Memorandum of Law, police reports and the video recording of the police

19

interrogation of the defendant.

20
DATED this 18th day of February, 2016.
21
Chris A. Bugbee
Attorney for Defendant
ISBA #6731

22
23
24
25

MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSION AND
EVIDENCE DERIVED THEREFROM - Page 1
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 2/18/2016

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20160218 Pre Trial Conference
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan

(;t;~

Date J2118/2016

Time

I1K-COURTROOM9

Location

Note

Speaker

03:25:31 PM Judge
Meyer

03:26:00 PM Chris
Bugbee

03:26:33 PM

l

Jed
Whitaker

03:30:11 PM Judge
Meyer

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Jed
Whitaker for State.
Request continuance until May. I filed a motion today which I
would like to get heard.
If the motion to suppress is not granted, it will be a longer trial,
but if it is we will still go to trial. We would like priority setting for
four days.
We will set you for May 2, for a four day trial, certain set.

03:31:12 PM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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Sr. TE Of' ID,~WJ
COUNTY or KOOfE

BU9~Jg~AL

FIL[i):

Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Telephone: (208) 446-1800
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

SAMUEL DAVIS,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2015-6054

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO SUPPRESS

COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through its Deputy Prosecuting Attorney,
Jedediah James Whitaker, and hereby submits its brief in opposition to Defendant's Motion to
Suppress.
FACTS

On March 17, 2015 the Defendant, Samuel Davis, walked into "Check'n Go" located at
740 N. Cecil Rd #114, Post Falls, Idaho wearing a ski mask and carrying a XD(M) .45 Caliber
Springfield semi-automatic pistol. The Defendant approached assistant manager Amanda
Counts with the gun drawn and said, "[g]ive me all of your money, I am serious, I want all of it."
Ms. Counts opened the cash drawer and gave the Defendant several hundred dollars. After
receiving the money, the Defendant exited the store and got into his vehicle and drove to
Missouri.
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After a lengthy investigation, on April 22, 2015, probable cause was found by Judge
Anna Eckhart to believe that Defendant had committed the crimes of robbery and burglary in
Kootenai County Idaho, and a warrant was issued for his arrest. On May 7, 2015, a search
warrant was granted for the search of Defendant's home in Vienna Missouri. Post Falls police
detectives Uhrig and McLean (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Detectives") travelled to
Missouri to assist in the search and to interview Defendant. Upon their arrival on May 9, 2015,
they learned that Defendant was in custody at the Maries County Courthouse in Missouri on the
previously issued arrest warrant. The Detectives responded to the courthouse to interview
Defendant. The Defendant subsequently confessed to the robbery. The Defense is seeking to
suppress the Defendant's confession claiming that the Defendant had invoked his right to remain
silent. The State contends that the Defendant did not clearly and unequivocally invoke his right
to remain silent and respectfully asks the court to deny the Defendant's Motion to Suppress.

ARGUMENT
A person charged with a crime has a constitutional right to the assistance of an attorney
when questioned by police. Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201 (1964). This constitutional
right attaches when judicial proceedings have been initiated. Maine v. Moulton, 106 S.Ct. 477,
484 (1985). The right to remain silent and the right to counsel are both rights that must be
asserted unambiguously. Berghuis v. Thompkins, 130 S.Ct. 2250, 2254 (2010). Police are not
required to explore the meaning of an ambiguous statement with a suspect: "If the accused
makes an "ambiguous or equivocal" statement or no statement, the police are not required to end
the interrogation, or ask questions to clarify the accused's intent." Id at 1253 citing Davis v.

United States, 114 S.Ct. 2350, 2357 (1994). The question of whether a statement is ambiguous
or equivocal is answered from the standpoint of a reasonable officer:
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However, if a reference is ambiguous or equivocal in that a reasonable officer in
light of the circumstances would have understood only that the suspect might be
invoking the right to counsel, Edwards does not require that officers stop
questioning the suspect.
Davis, 114 S.Ct. at 2352.
The phrase "maybe I should talk to a lawyer" is not an invocation of the right to counsel.
Davis v. United States, 114 S.Ct. 2350, 2357 (1994). Neither is the phase, "I think" I need to
talk to a lawyer. State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 458, 559, 199 P.3d 123, 134 (2008)(Emphasis
added). Other ambiguous statements that have been held not to be an assertion of the right to
counsel include "I might want to talk to an attorney" United States v. Zamora, 222 F.3d 756, 766
(10th Cir.2000); "Do you think I need an attorney here?," Mueller v. Angelone, 181 F.3d 557,
573-74 (4th Cir.1999); "what time will I see a lawyer" United States v. Doe, 170 F.3d 1162,
1166 (9th Cir.1999); "might have to get a lawyer then, huh?" United States v. Posada-Rios, 158
F.3d 832,867 (5th Cir.1998); "Do you think I need a lawyer?" Diaz v. Senkowski, 76 F.3d 61,
63--64 (2d Cir.1996); "I can't afford a lawyer but is there anyway I can get one?" Lord v.
Duckworth, 29 F.3d 1216, 1220-21 (7th Cir.1994); "he wasn't sure whether he should talk to [the
agent] because he was afraid it would piss his lawyer off' United States v. Walker, 272 F.3d
407, 413-14 (7th Cir.2001); "I don't know ifl need an attorney," United States v. Buckley, 4
F.3d 552, 558-59 (7th Cir.1993); "Why should I not get an attorney?" United States v. Cherry,
733 F.2d 1124, 1130 (5th Cir.1984).
Law enforcement must give Miranda warnings to persons in their custody prior to
interrogation. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966). Following a Miranda warning, silence
from a defendant can establish an implied waiver of their rights: "If the State establishes that a
Miranda warning was given and that it was understood by the accused, an accused's uncoerced
statement establishes an implied waiver." Berghuis, 130 S.Ct. at 2254.
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS
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As discussed above, police officers are only required to cease questioning if the invocation of

Miranda rights is clear and unequivocal. See Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 459-60, 114
S.Ct. 2350, 2355-56, 129 L.Ed.2d 362, 371-72 (1994); Varie, 135 Idaho at 853, 26 P.3d at 36.
The United States Supreme Court held that in order to effectively invoke the right to counsel, a
suspect must "articulate his desire to have counsel present sufficiently clearly that a reasonable
police officer in the circumstances would understand the statement to be a request for an
attorney.... If the suspect's statement is not an unambiguous or unequivocal request for counsel,
the officers have no obligation to stop questioning him." Davis, 512 U.S. at 459-62, 114 S.Ct. at
2355-56, 129 L.Ed.2d at 371-73. This "clear articulation" rule is also applicable to a defendant's
assertion of his right to remain silent. State v. Law, 136 Idaho 721, 724-25, 39 P.3d 661, 664-65
(Ct.App.2002) (citing United States v. Banks, 78 F.3d 1190, 1197 (7th Cir.1996); United States

v. Johnson, 56 F.3d 947, 955 (8th Cir.1995); Coleman v. Singletary, 30 F.3d 1420, 1424 (11th
Cir.1994)); see also Arnold v. Runnels, 421 F.3d 859, 865 (9th Cir.2005); State v. Whipple, 134
Idaho 498, 502-04, 5 P.3d 478, 482-484 (Ct.App.2000). "Thus, a suspect's ambiguous or
equivocal comment that does not plainly express a desire to remain silent or to terminate the
interview will not obligate police to cease questioning." Law, 136 Idaho at 725, 39 P.3d at 665.
In State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 458, 199 P.3d 123 (2008), the Defendant was convicted,
after jury trial of first-degree murder, first -degree kidnapping, robbery and rape and was
sentenced to death. One of the issues raised on appeal was whether the Defendant's invocation
of his right to remain silent was sufficiently clear. Id.. The Supreme Court held that the
defendant's purported invocation of his right to remain silent was not sufficiently clear.
Specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court held "[h]ere, Payne's statement, "I don't think I should
answer that," is not sufficiently clear such that a reasonable officer in the circumstances would
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understand it as an invocation of the right to remain silent. The phrase, "I think," like the phrase
"maybe I should" is equivocal. Clarkv. Murphy, 331 F.3d 1062, 1070 (9th Cir.2003). As Payne
did not clearly invoke his right to remain silent, Herbert had no duty to discontinue his
questioning of Payne. See Davis, 512 U.S. at 460-62, 114 S.Ct. at 2355-56, 129 L.Ed.2d at 37273." Payne at 559, 134.
In this case, the Defendant did not invoke his Fifth Amendment rights. In fact, the only
statement made by the Defendant is regarding an attorney as the equivocal statement "I think I
need to talk to a lawyer" and immediately followed up the phrase "I really want to help you out.
Id. This Defendant did not assert his Fifth Amendment invocation of a right to an attorney. The

relevant exchanges between the Detectives and the Defendant are as follows 1:
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Because I have got you stuck in this little room here, I'm
going to tell you what your rights are, okay?
You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will be
used against you in a court of law. You have the right to talk with a lawyer and
have him present with you while you're being questioned. If you can't afford a
lawyer, one will be appointed to represent you before questioning, if you wish
one.
Do you understand what I have just told you?
MR. DAVIS: Yes
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Do you have any questions about what I just told you?
MR. DAVIS: Why am I under arrest.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Well right now I want to talk to you about what is going
on. So, are you willing to talk to me right now?
MR. DAVIS: Yes.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Okay. Here is what his going on.
March 1?1h. I want to take you back when you were there for your court hearing.
Do you remember that?
MR. DAVIS: Yes sir.
1

The State apologizes for the length of the quote but feels its necessary to give the issue a proper context.
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DETECTIVE UHRIG: Okay. You made a stop off at Post Falls. Okay? Now,
before you say anything, what's really important is, I know that there was an
incident at our Check'n Go involving you. The other issues we're dealing with is
in Spokane, Washington, there were numerous robberies.2 And so we're trying to
find out if it was just a one-time thing involving Check'n Go or you were doing
all the other ones in Spokane as well.
So I am asking you not to lie to me, because I wouldn't be here-I mean, I
brought three inches worth of paperwork here proving that you're my guy that
was at the Check'n Go and stole the money there. So help me out so we can work
this out and make this a little bit easier.
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Were you involved in any others while there, or just
the one?
MR. DAVIS: None.
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Don't play already.
MR. DAVIS: I meanDETECTIVE UHRIG: Here is the thing. You need to think about it this way.
We wouldn't have come here ifwe weren't sure. Do you know what I mean?
Okay. And I'm not here to bust your ass, I' not here to judge you. My job here
is to make sure that this was a one-time thing.
And I think I know why this happened. Will you hear me out on that?
MR. DAVIS: Yeah.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Okay. You go over there for a custodial thing, and I'm
not sure of the outcome of it but I'm assuming it probably wasn't the way you
wanted; am I right?
MR. DAVIS: My ex didn't show up and she requested the case be dropped.
DETECTIVE URHIG: Okay. So it all worked out there. But what I think
happened is you didn't have enough money to get home, and that's what I'm
fairly certain is what happened. I don't think you're the type of person that shows
up at these places and just robs people to terrify them and to rip people off. I
think you were scared and you didn't know how to get home.
Do you know what I know?
Because I saw your cell phone records. I know what you were doing that whole
afternoon. And so I want to work with you, but I gotta' to make sure that it was

2 At the time of the interview there were multiple armed robberies being investigated in Post Falls and Spokane
and Mr. Davis had not yet been eliminated as a suspect in those other robberies.
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just the one-time thing in Post Falls. If we're talking about a one-time thing, and
that's what I think we are here for, I need you to be honest about that.
Was it the one-time thing or more than one?
MR. DAVIS: I think I need to talk to a lawyer before I say anything else. I
mean, I want to help you guys out, but I'm not-I got so much on the line. I'm in
the Air Force reserves, I got my job at Fed Ex, I got my kids. (Emphasis added).
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Well, here is who it goes. Do you go by Sam or
Samual?
MR. DAVIS: Sam
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Sam. Here is how it goes. We have enough evidence
to prove that you did this. You are going to be under arrest for armed robbery,
you are going to be extradited back to Idaho, so you might as well come clean so
when you do, we can say, look, he was honest, he came clean.
And I am with Detective Uhrig here. You drive that Charger. I had one of those,
they are gas sucking pigs.
MR. DAVIS: That one is better than anything else I've owned.
DETECTIVE MCLAIN: Well, still, it sucks a lot of gas. Maybe, what; 14, 15 on
the highway, maybe?
MR. DAVIS: Thirty-two
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Oh, really? That's better than the one I had, then.
MR. DAVIS: Yeah, and I'm actually working on getting rid of it because the
payments are too high, I was just doing bail bonds, and I stopped doing that.
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: So also while we're here, we're going to be doing a
search warrant on your house, we're doing a search warrant on your car, so you'd
help yourself out and take responsibility for what you did, and that looks a lot
better than us going and tearing your house apart and trying to find everything
that was associated with the robbery.
But like Detective Uhrig said here, we have cell phone records that show you sat
in Walmart parking lot, we have video from Walmart showing your car in the
Walmart parking lot, we have eyewitnesses who got you license plate as it left,
and we used facial recognition from the photos that shows it's you.
I mean you are caught. Bottom line is you're caught, and it just depends on
whether you want to be responsible and fess up to what you did, and I'm just
guessing Detective Uhrig said is that you just didn't have enough gas money to
get home. And that's understandable. It really is.
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MR. DAVIS: What kind of deal can you give me?
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: I can't make any deals. That's up to the prosecutor.
MR. DAVIS: Because I can't afford to be expedited (sic) back. I meanDETECTIVE UHRIG: Well, here's what I can tell you. As this case stands right
now, if I don't have your side to include in it, its just going to look like some guy
going in at gunpoint and scaring the bejesus out of this lady, stealing money, and
taking off across the country.
So today my goal is to find out what the real story is here and find out-I believe
it's just a one time thing, but I have to hear from you.
So, certainly, you know, if you want an attorney you could go that rought, but I
would really like to be able to document all of this, because all I've got is what I
know, and it's enough to charge you and it's enough to prove it but if this was just
a one-time thing where you screwed and you were stuck in Post Falls or you were
stuck in Spokane and you didn't have a way to get home, I get it but I need to hear
from you.
DETECTIVE MCLAIN: The problem here is we also have a couple more that
happened just previous to that in Spokane, so they're asking us to determine
whether or not your involved with that or you just were involved in ours.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: So, Sam, what's it going to be?
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: You need to do the right thing, Sam. You do.
MR. DAVIS: I know, but ifl give you my side of the story can you get with the
prosecutor to work out a deal where I don't get expedited (sic) back?
DETECTIVE UHRIG: What I can promise you is that I will tell the prosecutor
your side of the story. I'm not authorized to make any sort of deal. I can'tMR. DAVIS: But is there any way you can call from here and talk to them?
DETECTIVE UHRIG: I can certainly share the information, but I can't make any
deals.
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: The warrants there. The warrant's been put in the
system. That'sMR. DAVIS: I see that. That's what they told me. It's a $100,000 bond.
I mean as long as you can guarantee to call the prosecutor tonight.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: Yeah, we'll call the prosecutor.
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DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: We'll call the prosecutor.
DETECTIVE UHRIG: For sure.
MR. DAVIS: When I left the courthouse.
DETECTIVE MCCLAIN: Wait. Before you do this, you want to talk to us; right?
MR. DAVIS: Yeah.

Transcript, pg I line 12 through pg 10, line 1 (Emphasis added).
In reviewing the exchanges between the Detectives and the Defendant, it is clear there
was not a clear and unequivocal request for an attorney. At one point in time, the Defendant says
says he "thinks" he needs to talk with an attorney and almost immediately therefter says he
"want to help [the detectives] out." This is not an invocation of his right to an attorney. This is
the Defendant weighing his options out loud. This State's position is supported by that fact that
once Mr. Davis starts to confess to the robbery, Detective McClain again asks ifhe wants to keep
talking to the detectives. Mr. Davis responds that he does and then subsequently confesses. At
no time did the Defendant invoke his Fifth Amendment right.
CONCLUSION

The statements made by the Defendant to Detectives Uhrig and McClain that pertained to
an attorney were ambiguous and similar in nature to statements made in federal courts that have
been held to not be assertions of the right to counsel. As such, defendant's statements to the
Detectives should be admissible at trial. For the above stated reasons, the state respectfully
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requests that the Court deny Defendant's Motion to Suppress.
DATED this 01 st day of April, 2016.

?---JEDEDIAH JAMES WHITAKER
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 0 1st day of April 2016, a true and co1rect copy of the foregoing was
caused to be delivered as follows:
mailed P' faxed ri hand delivered
emailed
JusticeWeb
Defense Counsel
CHRISTOPHER ALDEN BUGBEE
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Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20160428 Motion to Suppress
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan

Q~

Date 14/28/20161
Time

II 1K-COURTROOM10

Location

Speaker

Note

09:02:32 AM Judge
Meyer

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Jed
Whitaker for state.

09:03:01 AM
Jed
Whitaker

It is all laid out with the transcript. Mr. Bugbee wants to see the
video. I am having my assistant burn it. He would like you to see it
before your decision. We would like a written decision. I anticipate
we will be pretty quick. The issue is "I think I need a lawyer"

Chris
Bugbee

I would agree. It comes down to what you see on the video. I am
not asking you to watch the video in open court. It is at least 45
minutes.

Jed
Whitaker

I would agree.

09:04:12 AM

09:04:58 AM

09:05:00 AM Chris
Bugbee

If the court is willing to hear the testimony and then watch the
video, we would be satisfied.

09:05:15 AM Jed
Whitaker

Call Det. Uhrig

09:05:17 AM Clerk

c, · - - -~ witness

09:05:35 AM

I am a peace officer for the city of Post Falls. I am assigned to the
detective division. Describes training and experience. I have been
Neil Uhrig trained in the aspects of Miranda. I have read Miranda rights
hundreds of times. Describes Miranda training. I started an
investigation of a robbery in Post Falls 03/17/15.

09:07:58 AM

At about 17:55 there was an alarm call and eventual 911 call at a
check and go. A masked male entered an establishment and
robbed it for over $800 in cash. My investigation led me to
Neil Uhrig Samuel Davis, he is in the courtroom today. I spoke with him May
9, 2015 in the courthouse in Vienna, Missouri. Mr. Davis is seated
at the defense table wearing an orange scrub type top with a
shaved head.

09:09:30 AM

He is the one I interviewed in Vienna, Missouri. I had never met
him before. The first thing that brought him to our attention is a
Neil Uhrig traffic stop that happened about 30 minutes after the robbery. He
was pulled over near Kingston. We did cell phone analysis. He
was in the Post Falls area hours before the robbery.

09:10:47 AM

Samuel J Davis

n

The Vienna Police Department provided his cell number to us. He
used to be a bail bondsman and we found the same phone
number on his website. Mr. Davis was already in custody from an
44476
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arrest warrant when myself and Captain McLean went to Vienna.
In the basement of their courthouse is where they have interview
rooms and the sheritrs office.

09:12:47 AM

Describes courthouse. Mr. Davis was in handcuffs, I introduced
myself. I don't recall what I said specifically. I think I said I am
Det. Uhrig from the Post Falls Police Department and I am here to
Neil Uhrig
speak to you. For the interview it was just myself, Captain
McLean, and Mr. Davis. Nothing about the robbery was discussed
when I first interviewed him.

09:14:30 AM

Neil Uh.

09:15:19 AM Jed
Whitaker

~~

:--: ~ --L• ...;;-::;cript of the interview of Sam Davis.

Move to admit Pit 1

I 09:15:24 AM I Chris

Voir dire

I 09:15:27 AM I Neil Uhrig

I have read the transcript. Some court reporter did the transcript. I
would agree the video is the most accurate

Bugbee

09:16:31 AM Chris
Bugbee
09:16:33 AM Judge
Meyer
09:17:12 AM

09:18:35 AM

INo objection

I

Pit 1 is admitted

I read Mr. Davis his Miranda rights and he indicated he
understood them. Mr. Davis was employed with a bonding
company. Prior to that he was in the United States Airforce and
Neil Uhrig
subsequently was in the Airforce Reserve. He was in the process
of getting a job with FedEx. He had a home and family. Mr. Davis
did not seem like he had a difficult time understanding things.
Neil Uhrig

I searched his house. Re Pl 2--cd of recorded interview of Mr.
Davis on May 9.

I 09:20:04 AM IJed

I am going to offer the cd, but it has a lot of other information on it.
The interview starts at VTS_01 _4.

I 09:21 :12 AM IChris

No objection if the state wants to run a disc that only has the
interview on it

: Whitaker
: Bugbee

09:21:40 AM Jed
Whitaker

I think I would rather have Mr. Bugbee get one to you.

09:22:08 AM Chris
Bugbee

It will be offered by stipulation or we can do it on the record

09:22 :20 AM Jed
Whitaker

I can sign for him since he is stipulating today

09:22:40 AM Chris
Bugbee

Agree

09 :22 :44 AM Judge
Meyer

When we get it we will admit it.

Samuel J Davis
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09:23:11 AM

I believe transcript is pretty close to the interview. The video
would be the more accurate if there are differences in the
Neil Uhrig transcript. There are two videos of the interview. I had a back up.
I put my body cam up in case the Vienna video didn't work. Those
together would be the more accurate.

09:24:31 AM

Jed
Whitaker

09:24:43 AM

I read Mr. Davis his Miranda rights. I didn't think he was slow or
less capable than the average person. One of the first things I did
Neil Uhrig was read him his Miranda rights. I asked if he understood, he said
he did, he said why am I under arrest, I said hold on, will you talk
to me and he said yes.

09:25:48 AM

At some point he said he might need a lawyer. I was explaining
why we were there and what I was investigating. I asked him if he
Neil Uhrig was involved in any other robberies, at the time there had been
more robberies in Spokane. He admitted to being over here for a
custodial court hearing.

09:28:30 AM

Re PL 1. He said that he thinks he wants to talk to a lawyer, that
he wants to help us out, that he had a job and a kid. It was like he
Neil Uhrig was thinking about what he wanted to do. When he said he
wanted to help us out, it made me question what he was
communicating to me.

09:30:23 AM

Chris
Bugbee

09:30:25 AM

Not on the video is conversations we had during the search
warrant at his house. The confession is substantially contained in
the video. I didn't have any further conversations about a lawyer
Neil Uhrig
after the video was turned off. I read him his Miranda rights. I read
the rights from a department issued constitutional rights card. I
have it in my pocket today.

I'll submit both videos by stipulation

Cross

J 09:33:15AM JJNeilUhrig JI don't know if it is the exact card, but it is the exact wording .

I 09:33:43 AM I Chris

Bugbee

I would like to enter a copy of it.

09:37:16 AM

Reads Miranda rights from card. My department has a card that
has a signature line for him to sign that he understood his rights. I
Neil Uhrig
did not have him sign one. It is not in his own hand writing where
he indicated he waived his rights.

09 :39:58 AM

Jed
Whitaker

]Redirect

I

09:40:05 AM

I asked him about his rights, but didn't have him sign it. Reads
Neil Uhrig from PL 1 transcript page 2. There is one variation . I used the
word can't, the card says cannot. Reads transcript.

09:42:54 AM

Judge
Meyer

Samuel J Davis

Admit DF A, copy of Miranda card .
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I 09:43:21 AM IJudge

Meyer

I 09:43:24 AM

!Jed
: Whitaker

Page 4 of 5

Witness to step down
I intend on admitting the same interview, one from Det. Uhrig's
body cam and one from a video in the room.

09:43:52 AM Chris
Bugbee

No objection to admitting the videos. I do need the body cam
video, I don't have it.

09:44:11 AM Judge
Meyer

I will admit it as PL 2 when it is submitted.

09:44:26 AM
Jed
Whitaker

The issue is really clear. The statement of "I think I need a lawyer,
but I want to help you out". When you look at all the surrounding
jurisdictions, the word "I think" is equivocal. He got away with a
robbery for a long period of time. We are talking about someone
with his complete faculties. Detective followed up to make sure he
wanted to talk to them.

Jed
Whitaker

The detectives confronted him and he makes the statement of I
think I need a lawyer, but I want to help you out is ambiguous. I
don't see this as an issue. The case law is overwhelming for the
state. It was an equivocal statement. Ask the court to deny the
motion to suppress

Chris
Bugbee

We have a different view. You have to look at the totality of the
circumstances. I don't think this relies on just one statement. He
said I "need" a lawyer. The analysis is not the one thing. My client
is in his home town, has a new wife, two new jobs, and makes it
very clear those are the main things on his mind. That if he is
taken away, he will lose his job.

Chris
Bugbee

This is not just an interview, it is an interrogation. There is an
imploring sense that he needed to talk to them or bad things
would happen. He said I think I need a lawyer. It is an
overwhelming desire by my client to have a lawyer, but it is
overborne by the detectives when one of them say, you can go
that route. I watched the video the first time and felt that my client
wanted a lawyer.

09:46:15 AM

09:47:44 AM

09:49:16 AM

I 09:50:46 AM IChris

Bugbee

09:51 :11 AM

Judge
Meyer

You mentioned your clients belief that he wouldn't be extradited,
how is that a reasonable belief when he works for a bail
bondsman .

Chris
Bugbee

I don't think from the evidence you have that he has any particular
knowledge. I don't think we have any indication of how long he
worked for the bail bonds and what he duties were. My
experience is sometimes different things are possible in a
negotiation, so I think he could have thought that.

09:51:40 AM

~Judge
Meyer
Samuel J Davis

They knew he was going to be extradited, but they allowed him to
believe that he wasn't if he would talk.

Let's assume he has no special knowledge about the criminal
law, how is it a reasonable assumption that if he confesses to
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armed robbery he will not be extradited?
09:53:21 AM

Chris
Bugbee

I have seen too many criminal cases, I work in both Washington
and Idaho. Sometimes they agree to send a summons to you.
That is what my client was hoping and expecting.

Chris
Bugbee

In my view, what should turn your opinion that this was a knowing
voluntary waiver of right to counsel. At one point, my client
indicates that he would have a lawyer but couldn't afford one.
Clearly he did not understand that portion of the rights. Both
detectives completely ignored it, they moved on and continued to
push their agenda. My client specifically said he couldn't afford
one. My client's will was overborne, the detectives took
advantage. They chose to ignore and not correct my client's
misconception. This alleged confession should be suppressed

Jed
Whitaker

This does hinge on a specific thing. If you look at the initial
Miranda reading on page 2 of the transcript, it says if you cannot
afford a lawyer one will be appointed to you. We also have to talk
about the expectations of the detectives. Det. Uhrig is a very
experienced detective. He has the Miranda card taped to the back
of his ID.

Jed
Whitaker

I have a police captain and a decorated detective that follow up
on his statement. He confessed to armed robbery and of course
he doesn't want to come back here. I see nothing in this interview
that was done wrong. They gave him more rights than they
needed to. I see the law is crystal clear and it balances heavily in
favor of the state.

09:53:59 AM

09:56:11 AM

09:58:40 AM

IWhitaker
110:01 :04 AM IJudge
Meyer
110:00:52 AM Jed

I 10:01 :08 AM I End

I would appreciate a decision as quickly as you can .
I will do my best.

I
Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord. com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

CASE NO. CR-15-6054

Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER ON
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS

vs.
SAMUEL J. DAVIS,

Defendant.

Defendant Samuel J. Davis' motion to suppress came on for hearing on April 28,
2016, before the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer.

The State was represented by Jed

Whitaker, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. Defendant was represented by Chris Bugbee, of
Bugbee Law Office, P.S. Defendant's motion is denied

I.

FACTS
Defendant, Samuel Davis, was identified as a suspect in a robbery in Post Falls,

Idaho, that occurred at a "Check n' Go" located at 740 N. Cecil Road. Defendant was
identified pursuant to a review of video footage of the incident and a description provided
by the clerk on duty when the robbery occurred. After an initial investigation an arrest
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warrant was issued for Defendant. Defendant was arrested pursuant to the warrant in his
home town of Vienna, Missouri.

Detectives from the Post Falls Police Department

travelled to Vienna, Missouri, where Defendant was in custody at the County Courthouse
in Maries, Missouri.
On May 9, 2015, Post Falls Detectives Uhrig and McLean met with Defendant in
Missouri and, upon entering the interrogation room, read Defendant his rights under
Miranda. Defendant acknowledged he understood his rights and agreed to talk with the
detectives. Defendant subsequently confessed to the robbery of the Check n' Go in Post
Falls. Defendant filed a Motion to Suppress his confession arguing that he had invoked
his right to remain silent, his right to an attorney, and that he did not completely
understand the Miranda warnings as they were read to him.

II.

DISCUSSION

1. Defendant did not unambiguously invoke his right to remain silent or his

right to counsel.
After a suspect has been advised of the right to remain silent and of the right to
counsel pursuant to Miranda, police may not proceed with questioning if the suspect
indicates a desire to remain silent. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602
(1966); State v. Rhoades, 119 Idaho 594,602, 809 P.2d 455,463 (1991). An individual's
right to cut off questioning is grounded in the Fifth Amendment and must be
"scrupulously honored."

Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96, 103, 96 S.Ct. 321, 326

(1975). However, police officers are only required to cease questioning if the invocation
of Miranda rights is clear and unequivocal. Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 459-60,
114 S. Ct. 2350, 2355-56 (1994); State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 26 P.3d 31 (2001).
The United States Supreme Court held that in order to effectively invoke the right
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS
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to counsel, a suspect must "articulate his desire to have counsel present sufficiently
clearly that a reasonable police officer in the circumstances would understand the
statement to be a request for an attorney. . . . If the suspect's statement is not an
unambiguous or unequivocal request for counsel, the officers have no obligation to stop
questioning him." Davis, 512 U.S. at 459-{;2, 114 S. Ct. at 2355-56.

This "clear

articulation" rule is also applicable to a defendant's assertion of his right to remain silent.
State v. Law, 136 Idaho 721, 724-25, 39 P.3d 661, 664-{;5 (Ct. App. 2002) (citing United
States v. Banks, 78 F.3d 1190, 1197 (7th Cir.1996); United States v. Johnson, 56 F.3d

947, 955 (8th Cir.1995); Coleman v. Singletary, 30 F.3d 1420, 1424 (11th Cir.1994)).
"Thus, a suspect's ambiguous or equivocal comment that does not plainly express a desire
to remain silent or to terminate the interview will not obligate police to cease
questioning." Law, 136 Idaho at 725, 39 P.3d at 665.
In Payne the defendant answered "I don't think I should answer that" in response
to a question by a police officer. Payne, 146 Idaho at 558, 199 P.3d at 133. The Idaho
Supreme Court held:
Payne's statement, 'I don't think I should answer
that,' is not sufficiently clear such that a reasonable officer
in the circumstances would understand it as an invocation
of the right to remain silent. The phrase, 'I think,' like the
phrase 'maybe I should' is equivocal. As Payne did not
clearly invoke his right to remain silent, Herbert had no
duty to discontinue his questioning of Payne.
Id. at 559, 199 P.3d at 134 (internal citations omitted).

In State v. Perez, 145 Idaho 383, 179 P.3d 346 (Ct. App. 2008), the court held that
a suspect's invocation of the right to remain silent or the right to an attorney must be
unequivocal. Perez, 145 Idaho at 387, 179 P.3d at 350 (citing State v. Law, 136 Idaho
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721, 725, 39 P.3d 661, 665 (Ct.App.2002); State v. Whipple, 134 Idaho 498, 502-04, 5
P.3d 478, 482-84 (Ct.App.2000)).

The defendant in Perez told officers that he would

"rather wait" to speak to them. Id.

The court held that the statement "was not a clear

indication" the defendant was invoking his right to remain silent, rather it only
"expressed an unwillingness to discuss the matter at the present time" and as such was
not sufficient to constitute an unambiguous assertion of his right to remain silent. Id
Moreover, in Perez the defendant told officers "I think I need advice" when asked
if he wanted to speak to them. Id. The court then analyzed prior precedent from the
United States Supreme Court and the Idaho Supreme Court:
In Miranda, the United States Supreme Court
indicated that a police interrogation must terminate when a
person in custody indicates "in any manner" that he wishes
to consult with an attorney. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 444-45,
86 S.Ct. at 1612-13, 16 L.Ed.2d at 706-07. Subsequently,
however, the Court required more, holding that ''the suspect
must unambiguously request counsel" before officers will
be obligated to terminate questioning. Davis, 512 U.S. at
459, 114 S.Ct. at 2355, 129 L.Ed.2d at 371. The Davis
Court explained that an objective standard applies in that
the detainee: "must articulate his desire to have counsel
present sufficiently clearly that a reasonable police officer
in the circumstances would understand the statement to be
a request for an attorney. If the statement fails to meet the
requisite level of clarity, Edwards does not require that the
officers stop questioning the suspect." See Moran v.
Burbine, 475 U.S. 412,433 n. 4, 106 S.Ct. 1135, 1147 n. 4,
89 L.Ed.2d 410[ 428 n.4] (1986) ("[T]he interrogation must
cease until an attorney is present only [i]f the individual
states that he wants an attorney"). Id.
The Court then held that the defendant's statement
in that case, "Maybe I should talk to an attorney," was
not an unequivocal request for counsel that obligated
the officers to stop the interrogation.
Following Davis, the Idaho Supreme Court
considered whether police violated a minor's Miranda
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
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rights by continuing to question him after his mother asked
an officer whether she needed an attorney for her son and
also said, "The Miranda rights state that he has a right to
one." The Court held that although a minor's parent may
assert the right to counsel on behalf of a child, these
comments by the mother did not do so because they were
not a clear and unambiguous request for counsel. State v.
Doe, 137 Idaho 519, 525, 50 P.3d 1014, 1020 (2002). In
State v. Eby, 136 Idaho 534, 537, 37 P.3d 625, 628
(Ct.App.2001), the suspect's statement, "I've got an
attorney," was likewise held not to be an unequivocal
invocation of the right to counsel.
Id., 145 Idaho at 386, 179 P.3d at 349 (emphasis added). The court then considered the

defendant's statement "I think I need advice" and concluded that it was not an
unambiguous request for counsel. Id.
In the present case Defendant was asked if he would like to talk to detectives after
he was read his Miranda warnings. Response at 5; Motion to Suppress at 4. Defendant
responded "I think I need a lawyer before I say anything else. I mean, I want to help you
guys out .... " Interrogation Tr. p. 5. Defendant claims this statement, taking into
consideration the totality of the circumstances, represents an invocation of Defendant's
right to remain silent and Defendant's right to an attorney. Further, Defendant argues
that after this statement it was improper for the detectives to continue questioning
Defendant and any statements subsequent should be suppressed.
There is a significant amount of case law on the subject of invocation of a
suspect's right to remain silent and right to counsel. Virtually all of the case law postDavis demonstrates that the invocation must be unambiguous and unequivocal.

See

Davis, 512 U.S. at 453, 114 S. Ct. at 2352 (finding statement "maybe I should talk to a

lawyer" was not a request for counsel.); Sechrest v. Ignacio, 549 F.3d 789, 807 (9th Cir.
2008) (holding statements, "I think I would like to talk to a lawyer," and, "maybe [I]
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
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ought to see an attorney" are not clear and unambiguous requests for counsel.); Arnold v.
Runnels, 421 F.3d 859, 865 (9th Cir. 2005) (finding where a suspect's request for counsd
is qualified with words such as "maybe," ''think," or "might" the courts have concluded
that the suspect did not unambiguously invoke his right to counsel.)

Defendant's

statement: "I think I need to talk to a lawyer before I say anything else. I mean, I want to
help you guys out, but I'm not, I got so much on the line," is not an unambiguous request
for counsel, nor is it an unequivocal invocation of Defendant's right to remain silent. See
Interrogation Tr. P. 5.
Defendant argues that detectives failed to consider or respond in any way to
Defendant's statement and purported invocation of his right to counsel. This argument
ignores the United States Supreme Court holding in Davis:

We decline petitioner's invitation to extend
Edwards and require law enforcement officers to cease
questioning immediately upon the making of an
ambiguous or equivocal reference to an attorney. See
Arizona v. Roberson, supra, 486 U.S., at 688, 108 S.Ct., at
2101-2102 KENNEDY, J., dissenting) ("[T]he rule of
Edwards is our rule, not a constitutional command; and it is
our obligation to justify its expansion"). The rationale
underlying Edwards is that the police must respect a
suspect's wishes regarding his right to have an attorney
present during custodial interrogation. But when the
officers conducting the questioning reasonably do not know
whether or not the suspect wants a lawyer, a rule requiring
the immediate cessation of questioning "would transform
the Miranda safeguards into wholly irrational obstacles to
legitimate police investigative activity," Michigan v.
Mosley, 423 U.S. 96, 102, 96 S.Ct. 321, 326, 46 L.Ed.2d
313 (1975), because it would needlessly prevent the police
from questioning a suspect in the absence of counsel even
if the suspect did not wish to have a lawyer present.
Nothing in Edwards requires the provision of counsel to a
suspect who consents to answer questions without the
assistance of a lawyer. In Miranda itself, we expressly
rejected the suggestion "that each police station must have
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
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a 'station house lawyer' present at all times to advise
prisoners," 384 U.S., at 474, 86 S.Ct., at 1628, and held
instead that a suspect must be told of his right to have an
attorney present and that he may not be questioned after
invoking his right to counsel. We also noted that if a
suspect is "indecisive in his request for counsel," the
officers need not always cease questioning. See id., at
485, 86 S.Ct., at 1633.
Davis, 512 U.S. 452, 459-60, 114 S. Ct. 2350, 2355-56 (emphasis added).
Defendant references several instances contained on a video of the interrogation
that has been provided to the Court and reviewed by the Court. Nothing in the video
demonstrates that Defendant unequivocally invoked his right to counsel. At best the
video confirms that Defendant was uncertain whether he wanted to discuss the matter
with detectives. Defendant's statements regarding his desire, or lack thereof, to talk with
detectives and his inability to hire private counsel do not constitute an unequivocal
invocation of his right to counsel.
Defendant makes an assertion that Defendant's will was overborne by the conduct
of the detectives during the interrogation.

There is no evidence that Defendant's

statements regarding his inability to pay for private counsel is demonstrative of his
inability to understand the Miranda warnings as they were read to him. Specifically,
Defendant verbally acknowledged he understood the Miranda rights as they were read.
Interrogation Tr. p. 2.

Defendant is asking this Court to consider his equivocal

statements regarding his inability to afford private counsel and Defendant's thoughts
about whether he should have counsel, and ignore the unequivocal and unambiguous
statements that Defendant understood the Miranda warnings and wanted to talk to the
detectives. This the Court cannot do. The Court cannot evaluate whether Defendant was
denied counsel at no cost.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
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It is clear from the record before the Court that Defendant understood the Miranda
warnings and verbally acknowledged that he understood them.

Further, Defendant's

statement that "I think I need to talk to a lawyer before I say anything else. I mean, I
want to help you guys out, but I'm not, I got so much on the line," cannot be considered
an unequivocal invocation to his right to counsel or to his right to remain silent.
Defendant urges this Court to disregard the word "think" and instead find that by using
the word "need" Defendant unequivocally invoked his right to counsel.

However,

context matters, and the case law dealing with ambiguity and equivocation is clear: "I
think I need a lawyer," is not an unambiguous invocation of the right to counsel. This
Court determines, based on the evidence in the record, Defendant did not equivocally
invoke his right to counsel or his right to remain silent.

2. Defendant's was advised of his rights and his will was not overborne.
To determine the voluntariness of a statement, the court must examine the totality
of the circumstances to ascertain whether the defendant's will was overborne by police
coercion when the statement was made. See Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 111 S.
Ct. 1246, (1991); State v. Tapp, 136 Idaho 354, 364, 33 P.3d 828, 838 (Ct. App. 2001).
Coercive police conduct is a necessary predicate to finding that a statement was
involuntary within the meaning of due process. Tapp, 136 Idaho at 364, 33 P.3d at 838.
The state need only prove the voluntariness of a statement by a preponderance of the
evidence. Id.
In determining the voluntariness of a confession, the court must look to the
characteristics of the accused and the details of the interrogation, including the following:
1. Whether Miranda warnings were given;
2. The youth of the accused;
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
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3. The accused's level of education or low
intelligence;
4. The length of the detention;
5. The repeated and prolonged nature of the
questioning; and
6. Deprivation of food or sleep.
State v. Troy, 124 Idaho 211,214, 858 P.2d 750, 753 (1993); Schneckloth v. Bustamonte,

412 U.S. 218,226, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 2047, 36 L.Ed.2d 854, 862 (1973).
Defendant argues that detectives preyed upon his desire to stay with his family in
Missouri and coerced him into a confession.

However, as illustrated by the factors

identified in Troy, in order for Defendant to show that his will was overborne and his
statements were therefore involuntary, Defendant must identify, within the context of
these factors, the conduct that demonstrates police coercion.

The record reflects:

Defendant was read his Miranda rights, Defendant was twenty-eight (28) years old at the
time of the interrogation, Defendant has served in the United States Air Force, there is no
indication that the interrogation lasted an inordinate amount of time, and there is no
indication that Defendant was deprived of food, water, or sleep. Based on the foregoing
it is unlikely that Defendant can show that his will was overborne by detective's
interrogation. Counsel for the Defendant and the State urged the Court to review the
video and not rely on the transcript alone. The Court has reviewed the video and does not
find coercive conduct on the part of the interrogators.
Defendant may well have desired to stay in Missouri with his family and avoid
extradition to Idaho. However, detectives never informed him that he would be allowed
to do so. Detectives told Defendant that they would contact the prosecutor and let him
know that Defendant had been cooperative. Interrogation Tr. p. 6, 9, 32. It cannot be
said that detectives used this information in any way that could be construed as coercive.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS
Samuel J Davis
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This Court does not find the conduct of the detectives in this instance to rise to the level
of police coercion to the point where Defendant's will was overborne.

III.

CONCLUSION AND ORDER

Defendant was read his Miranda warnings and verbally acknowledged that he
understood them. Defendant was asked on two separate occasions if he wanted to talk
about the incident at issue with detectives and on both occasions he responded "yes."
Defendant's statement that "I think I need a lawyer," followed immediately by a
statement that he wanted to help the detectives was not an unequivocal invocation of his
right to counsel. Defendant was not interrogated for a lengthy period of time, Defendant
appears to be of at least average intelligence, he was not deprived of food, water, or
breaks, and he was properly given his Miranda warnings. Defendant's will was not
overborne. For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby
ORDERED that Defendant's Motion to Suppress is DENIED.

DATED this ~ ~ y of May, 2016.
BY THE COURT:

K.C. Meyer
D1 tr· t Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

_.ftz._

I hereby certify that on the
day of May, 2016, I caused, to be served, a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to:

Chris A. Bugbee
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA.99201
Fax: (509) 327-7768

First Class Mail
~axed

Kootenai County Prosecutor,
Fax: (208) 446-1833
kcpareports@kcgov.us

First Class Mail
Faxed
~mail

~

Deputy Clerk

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS
Samuel J Davis
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 5/19/2016

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20160519 Pre Trial Conference
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan
I

I

J

Date 1[ 5119/2016
Time

ll

Speaker

l

~

Location

111 K-COURTROOM9

Note

I

05:07:29 PM Judge
Meyer

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Jed
Whitaker for state.

05:08:12 PM Jed
Whitaker

I will submit an amended information

05:08:27 PM Judge
Meyer

Reviews pretrial settlement offer.

05:10:14 PM Judge
Meyer

Advises def of rights given up upon guilty plea.

05:11 :02 PM II Def

IJ

Understand rights. Understand court not bound by plea agreement.

05:11:18PM jDef

II

Plead guilty to Robbery.

05:11 :27 PM jDef

II

No threats or promises.

05:11 :45 PM
Chris
Bugbee

I
I

He is pleading guilty today, this case has always been about the
motion to suppress. With great optimism that the appeal will find your
honor erred and we could come back for trial. I have asked my client
not to talk about the facts of this case. Ask the court to see the video
for the factual basis.

05:12:46 PM Jed
Whitaker

No objection.

05:12:52 PM Judge
Meyer

Accept plea. I did see the video of the interview by the Post Falls
Police Dept. Order PSI, set for sentencing.

05:15:00 PM Jed
Whitaker

I would rather move to dismiss the other charge at sentencing.

05:15:29 PM Judge
Meyer

We will leave that until sentencing. Be prepared with an order and
motion to dismiss at sentencing.

05:16:06 PM Chris
Bugbee

Ask the court include on the order for PSI that I be present at the
time of the PSI interview

05:16:24 PM Jed
Whitaker

No objection.

05:16:54 PM Judge
Meyer

I will write it in.

05:17:41 PM

I

End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
Ii_>. . _ t ·

State of Idaho

'. :. . •.• ·

Case No. CR F15-6054
vs.

PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER
Samuel J Davis

OFFER EXPIRES IF PRELIM NOT WAIVED AT PRELIM STATUS OR
IF NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN DISTRICT COURT

The State offers that in exchange for Defendant's guilty plea(s) to:
Count

I

Charge

Statuto!'.)£ Maximum Penaltli'.

Robbery

Life

and Defendant's agreement to:
-@-1.AJailie appQal as -ef dgbt as io ceFwietiofl.

P' Pay restitution: If applicable per statute:
0 Other agreements: Waive Prelim Hearing :
It will agree and recommend as follows:

P

Sentence recommendation: Open

R To dismiss/not file: P' sentence enhancement/habitual P' Other: State will not pursue deadly weapon
enhancement but can argue that a weapon was used at sentencing . State also agrees to allow Defendant to appeal
Court's Order denying Defendant's Motion to Suppress.
The STATE is no longer bound to the aforementioned sentencing recommendations, nor is the Court bound to an
I.C.R. 11 (f) agreement, if ANY of the following occur prior to sentencing:
(1) Defendant fails to appear in Court and/or at the first scheduled pre-sentence interview;
(2) Defendant violates any Court order or conditions of bail/release from custody;
(3) Defendant commits a new criminal offense.
The determination of whether or not the defendant has failed to appear is at the sole discretion of the STATE.
New criminal offenses and violations of Court orders and conditions of bail/release need only be established by a
finding of probable cause. It shall not be a basis for the defendant to withdraw a guilty plea if the STATE seeks to
make different recommendations pursuant to this paragraph, nor shall it be a basis for the defendant to withdraw

from an I.C.R. 11 (f) agreement.

?----

Dated : 05/19/2016
Prosecuting Attorney

0

(!1'

I REJECT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER.
I ACCEPT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER AND WAIVE THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS:
1. The right to a jury or court trial.
2. The right to be presumed innocent unless proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
3. The right to confront and question the witnesses against me.
4. The right to co·m
· pel witness to come to court and testify ~
f or me.
5. The right to remain silent.
6. Th~ right to appeal as of right as to convictio).'·

/4 /

y) _@

_
Defend ant

Samuel J Davis

oL14Ll~ - - - - ------4~---- - S/J't/16
Date
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Assigned to: - - - - - - -.
Assigned:

!ORIGINAL OF THIS D.OCUMENT TO IDOCI

First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho
In and For the County of Kootenai
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.

j\Crt,Jj"ff..~·'s-~Jq ~lb
7 ,.--.

'.

. · (cftfJ

p

d}_

Case No: CR-2015-0006054
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION
REPORT
CHARGE(s):

Samuel J Davis
General Delivery
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

ROA: PSlO1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report

5 ~/q-/~

,

On this
a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the
Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer to be completed for Court appearance on :

_ _.;:J=--'c._. ,. . ½
_ __,_/_,_C/--1, ---'d
""---0
-=:. . . <~.~0"--- - at: 3 (Ci) Pm at the above stated courthouse.
'::::::7
l
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSI01 ROA code)
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI:

D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other_ _ _ _ _ _ .

PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine

D

ACJ

D

Restitution

D

Evaluator: _ _ _ _ ____ __

Other:

- - -- - - - - - - -

DEFENSE COUNSEL: Christopher Alden Bugbee_ _ _ _ _ __

~
e__
) ~- -"-'--\~
u/
___

PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR _ _ --~)

THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY:

DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER?

0\ YES

D NO If yes where:_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ji_ NO

/_h___Signature : ->.c::_.-:;;.,,-.._;-- - -----=-- ----...a.------ --=----

Date :_ __ _
')_-_/q
~~

Cc:

:a

~Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (E
ED: kcpareports@kcgov.us) t '-'-<::;9efense Attorney: Christopher Alden Bugbee (FAXED: (509) 327-7768)
(C
_~_!=E MAILE D: d1sudintake@idoc.idaho.gov
~efendant
I c__.
~

-j)<;v._v. B~bee.

fz> be__

--;,D ---,,......tyCle-rk.......,..__ __ __ D_ate -

v.Jv'e.~e~I-@ psr
I (v1v,ev-t11'cw. ('5l)CIJ:S27-71-7l /
)
C_s-r,q) Q q l -s-c/7 3 lCe /l
Samuel J Davis

r;-19/1/4
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I

0 o~\\]~\"1.'\\..
I

s fATE Or' IDAHO .
COUNry OF K001£NAl SS
ftl(O:

.

BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-2168

1016 HAY 25 AH 10: 2

Assigned Attorney
Jedediah James Whitaker, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. F15-6054

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

MOTION TO DISMISS
COUNT II

vs.

SAMUEL JDAVIS
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Barry McHugh, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, State of
Idaho, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Dismiss COUNT II: BURGLARY, Idaho
Code § 18-1401, in the above entitled matter pursuant to a plea agreement between the parties.
DATED this 23rd dayofMay, 2016.

BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

Jedediah James Whitaker
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

MOTION TO DISMISS

Samuel J Davis

44476
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the 24th day of May, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: D mailed C faxed r7I hand delivered r
emailed R1 JusticeWeb
Defense Counsel
CHRISTOPHER ALDEN BUGBEE

MOTION TO DISMISS

Samuel J Davis
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 7/14/2016

Description CR 2015-6054 Davis, Samuel J 20160714 Sentencing
Judge Meyer
Clerk Denice Larsen
Court Reporter Diane Bolan

I

Oatell?/14/2016 jl
Time

rW~

II 1K-COURTROOM9 -

Location

Note

Speaker

03:02:50 PM Judge
Meyer

Calls case. Def present in custody. Chris Bugbee for def. Jed
Whitaker for state.

03:03:24 PM Chris
Bugbee

No corrections to PSI

03:03:30 PM Jed
Whitaker

No corrections to PSI. The state has a video and several photos
for the court to consider.

03:03:50 PM Chris
Bugbee

I have my clients mother that would like to address the court or
testify

I 03:04:04 PM IJed

: \MJitaker

03:04:12 PM Chris
Bugbee

Nancy
Davis

Nancy
Davis

If he had asked us for money we would have helped. We are
willing to do what we have to to get him back on track. I will put
him to work. I live in Missouri on a farm. My father passed away in
2013 and I took over the farm. I would like to see him go back to
college. He don't have a choice, he will get a job. He was in Idaho
when this happened. He lived in Missouri with his wife.

Nancy
Davis

Samuel was working at the farm and at Fed Ex. He has been a
bail bondsman. He was in the reserves, just getting started on
weekends and the commander said if he could get parole they
would take him back. I asked them if he got paroled and a
withheld judgment they would take him back and they said yes
and to let them know. I will take him to the base and get him back
in.

03:06:51 PM

03:09:03 PM

03:10:58 PM
Samuel J Davis

Call Nancy Davis
I am Samuel's mother. I have brought my son up to be very
respectful. He was in boy scouts. He was in the Airforce for a
couple years. He has a child. He was a very hard worker on the
farm. We are willing to put the chalk line down and he will follow it.
He has always been good. He is a very good father, very strict
with his daughter like I was with him. We tolerate nothing bad, no
bad language. I am very very strict, so if he gets released he will
have to follow rules. His wife is agreeing. She will make him get a
job. I really need his help. He is a very good child. This is his first
bump.

03:04:19 PM

I

I don't need her under oath.

Ill

He has always been working, he was in the Airforce, worked at
44476
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Nancy
Davis

the pool, worked security at the tTlall. He has always had a job. He
has always been a good kid. I dori't know what his financial is. My
husband is my only income besides the farm, he has a spinal cord
injury and cancer and he may have heart surgery again. There is
a possibility I will lose the farm if I don't get help. My husband
wanted to be here. Vera, his wife, and I are close. We are there to
help her. She has a job. She wanted to be here but she couldn't
because she can't afford it. She is barely making it. We had to sell
some vehicles because she couldn't afford the insurance. There is
only one truck left.

Nancy
Davis

I drive the truck and put insurance on it. We saved up a long time
for me to come here. I try not to eat much during the day, I am
stretching the money as far as I can. I prefer parole because I
could use my son, I miss him. This is his bump in the road. It is a
big bump and he needs the go ahead to pick up his life and move
on. He will have to start at rock bottom, but he can do it. He is
strong. I will make sure he follows the rules to a T.

03:13:58 PM

03:16:25 PM Nancy
Davis

He will follow those rules to the chalk line.

03:16:39 PM Jed
Whitaker

No questions.

03:16:41 PM Judge
Meyer

What do you grow on your farm

03:16:48 PM

Nancy
Davis

03:17:44 PM Judge
Meyer
03:17:49 PM
03:17:54 PM

I have nothing other than argument.

Jed
Whitaker

Recommend prison. If you impose anything less than a prison
sentence it would shock the conscience of the community. This
was violent. I have a video to play. The disc is marked as PL 1.

03:20:29 PM

Jed
Whitaker

Samuel J Davis

You may resume your seat.

Chris
Bugbee

03:19:03 PM Jed
Whitaker

03:22:19 PM

Cattle and hay. If he is home he can help me. I just need my son
to help me and my husband out. I am afraid my husband is going
to have a heart attack, he has been so upset over this.

I

Plays video.
He had gone to Spokane and parked in the Walmart parking lot.
He had every opportunity to change his mind. Instead he grabbed
this firearm, that I am showing you. As soon as he walked in the
room he pointed a gun at Ms. Counts. She is so traumatized. She
had to quit her job, this was her career. She couldn't sleep. This
impacted her life heavily. She has no desire to see Mr. Davis
again. I have other photos of the crime to show you. They are PL
2-8.

IHe got away. He ran to Missouri. He left this community
44476
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Jed
Whitaker

wondering if there was an armed robber out there. It took a lot of
resources from Spokane, ISP, Post Falls Police Dept to track him
down. PSI recommends prison. I don't see a rider on the table at
all because there is no rehabilitation. I appreciate what his mother
said, but it doesn't address the toohill factors.

Jed
Whitaker

A fact is he took money with a gun. Protection of society--the
community expects prison in this type of case. Deterrence--he has
the capacity to do this again. I am asking for 4 plus 6. A bump
isn't securing a mask and a big handgun. This was an impact on
the community and not only to Ms. Counts. This shouldn't happen
in Kootenai County. You have an opportunity to deter him and the
public. I don't care what his motives were. Ms. Counts was just
trying to earn a living and he stuck a gun in her face.

03:23:38 PM

I

03:26:00 PM

I Jed

: Whitaker

03:26:18 PM

Recommend a prison sentence. No fine. Credit for time served, it
is about a year now.

Chris
Bugbee

He has been in custody 433 days. I have great affection for
Kootenai County and smaller counties. I am an outdoor
enthusiast. I don't think this is an offense that should occur
anywhere. It is a serious offense. I would ask you to consider my
client's background. He has a lot going for him. Maybe a lot more
than most of the people you see before you.

Chris
Bugbee

He has done more for his community and his country. He served
3 terms in our military in war zones. He had no disciplinary issues
during his jail stay and in the military. He has always been
employed. He is a simple guy, he has never made a great living.
He cares about his family. He cares about his daughter
tremendously. At the time this occurred his daughter was 7 years
old. The mother abandoned my client and her 3 year old
daughter. He was in Germany when she abandoned them. He
took on the responsibility for raising her.

Chris
Bugbee

When mom decided she wanted back in the child's life, he fought
back because he didn't think it was good for her. He went broke
doing it. The final court hearing where he won custody of his
daughter was the day of the offense. He found himself in Post
Falls and out of money. He didn't know how he was going to get
back.

Chris
Bugbee

This was a crime of desperation to take care of her daughter. He
was too proud to tell his parents that he needed money. It was a
terrible choice, but I hope you consider the circumstances. He
knows that he had the capacity to do it under desperate
circumstances. If you give him the opportunity for probation, I
know you will tell him if he screws up he will go to prison and
would not be available to take care of his family. The odds of him
committing another crime like this is very low.

03:27:44 PM

03:29:39 PM

03:31:02 PM

03:33:39 PM
Chris
Samuel J Davis

The PSI supports everything I say. I know this is unique. I think
anybody who would make themselves aware of this case and the
44476
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Bugbee
03:34:31 PM

background of my client, it is justifiable to give him probation. I
would beg you to consider probation

Def

I apologize for the crime I committed. It is a bad thing and will
never happen again. Being in jail for a long time it is a place you
don't want to be. I will definitely not mess up on probation. Please
consider me for a withheld judgment. This is the first time I have
ever been in trouble. I have learned life lessons being in jail. I beg
for mercy please.

Judge
Meyer

I want you to take a look around this courtroom. There are a lot of
lives you affected. You have been in jail for well over a year. Your
crime has victims. You committed a violent crime against the
community. You scared Ms. Counts to death, she will never be
the same. Your mom is in the courtroom crying her eyes out. Your
dad's health is in danger. You won custody of your daughter and
then turned around and did this. What the hell were you thinking.
You have affected your entire family. And yet you are not the
usual person to come to court. You had a good solid upbringing. I
don't know where you lost it.

Judge
Meyer

You don't do this. Everything Mr. Whitaker is recommending is
right. This is the kind of crime that calls for a prison sentence on
the one hand. On the other hand you are not the kind of person
who commits these crimes. You put the public at risk. You were
ready to do something very violent, and yet you don't really
present as a huge risk to the public. Yes you have the capacity to
do that, you proved it. Whether you will do it again we don't know.

Judge
Meyer

We have deterrence. Would someone else be deterred. A
withheld judgment is off the table. You might be deterred, you
have been in jail for a long time. You will have a judgment on your
record for life. This isn't something you can get dismissed. If I
were to put you on probation it would be for a long time.
Rehabilitation isn't much of an issue.

Judge
Meyer

I am concerned about your lack of judgment on that day.
Punishment is something that rises to the forefront. You have
been in jail for over 400 days, and you will have a felony
conviction on your record for the rest of your life. I have given this
a lot of thought.

Judge
Meyer

10 unified, 5 fixed, 5 indeterminate. I think you are a good
candidate for probation. I will suspend the sentence and place
you on supervised probation for 10 years.

Judge
Meyer

Obey all laws, cooperate with PO, let PO know of law
enforcement contact, report as directed, live where PO says, no
weapons, submit to searches, seek and maintain employment or
stay at home parenting program, no prohibited associations, do
not leave Idaho without permission, no alcohol, no bars, no
controlled substances without lawful prescription and permission
from PO, submit to drug and alcohol testing if requested, no

03:35:49 PM

03:37:56 PM

03:39:55 PM

03:41:14 PM

03:42:39 PM

Page 4 of 5

03:43:46 PM

Samuel J Davis
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absconding, waive extradition, pay all financial ordered by court or
PO, cost of supervision.
03:46:39 PM

03:48:20 PM

Judge
Meyer

Credit for 433 days time served. 120 UJT. Court costs. Leave
restitution open for 6 months. Fine $5000. Financial to be paid in
3 years. 42 days to appeal.

Judge
Meyer

If you come back before me on a probation violation, I will impose
your sentence. You will go straight to prison. I don't ever want to
see you in front of me again.

03:49:39 PMlfEnd
Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord. com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. F15-6054

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER TO DISMISS COUNT II

SAMUEL J DAVIS

- -IN

CUSTODY
OUT OF CUSTODY
-Defendant.

The Court having before it the Motion to Dismiss COUNT II: BURGLARY, Idaho
Code §18-1_401, and good cause thus appearing, now therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled matter, be dismissed.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bond posted shall be exonerated.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any outstanding warrants in the above entitled matter
shall be quashed.
ENTERED this

_LL/ t::aay of.

~ - - - - ' ' Pf_:>l{.o_.

ORDER TO DISMISS

Samuel J Davis
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r~RTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IC

I hereby certify that on the
day of JU:~.
foregoing was delivered as indicated below:

_, 20/G,

t a true and correct copy of the

Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney (email: kcpareports@kcgov.us)
Coeur d'Alene Prosecuting Attorney (email: cdaprosnotices@cdaid.org)
Post Falls Prosecuting Attorney (email: legalservices@postfallspolice.com)
Rathdrum Prosecuting Attorney (email: legalservices@postfallspolice.com)
Kootenai County Public Defender email: pdfax@kcgov.us)
Defendant/Defendant's Attorney: c); r '5lf/ - 3ot7 - 71&K
Kootenai County Jail (email: warrants@kcgov~u.,,
~
Kootenai County Work Release (email: workrelease@,kcgov.us;
jailsgts@kcgov.us)
' / 7)\J.I
Community Service (email: dzook@kcgov.us)
Adult Misdemeanor Probation (email: kcmp@kcgov.us)
Probation & Parole (email: dist1@idoc.idaho.gov;
ccdsentencingteam@idoc.i daho. gov)
Idaho Department of Transportation (fax: 208-334-8739)
BCI (fax: 208-884-7193)
Idaho Department of Corrections (email: centralrecords@),idoc.idaho.gov)
Other:

sB~~ -

m/lc{

- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - - -- -

Other:

- - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - - -- - -- - --

Other:

- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - - -- - -- - -- --

JIM BRANNON

CLERK OF THE[\T R ~ ~ /
By : _ _

f@ tf

ORDER TO DISMISS

Samuel J Davis
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Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-2168
Assigned Attorney
Jedediah James Whitaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-F15-6054

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.

AMENDED
INFORMATION

SAMUEL J DAVIS
D.O.B.: 01/05/1986
S.S.N.: XXX-XX-1517
Fingerprint #:
Defendant.

BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of

Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse SAMUEL J
DAVIS ofthe charge ofROBBERY, Idaho Code §18-6501, as follows:

That the defendant, SAMUEL J DAVIS, on or about the 1ih day of March in the
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did intentionally and by means of intentional force and/or
fear take from the person of or immediate presence of Andrea P. Counts certain personal
property, to-wit: money, the property of Check 'n Go which was accomplished against the will
of Andrea P. Counts with the intent to permanently deprive her of the property, all of which is
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against

AMENDED INFORMATION: Page 1
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the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho.
DATED this 23rd day of May, 2016.

BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

?----

Jedediah James Whitaker
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 24th day of May, 2016, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed rJI hand delivered r
emailed M JusticeWeb
Defense Counsel
CHRISTOPHER ALDEN BUGBEE
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State of Idaho

~~~~ty of Kootenai

"}-/

.3 I l/~

At

~~~AK OF THE C~

l/-/C,

ss

P

o'clock

cJtL

Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No.

)

vs.

~ti/hue/ J"". DM,S ,
______________
Defendant.
__ _

DOB _ _ _

CRF

IS-(gosy

ORDER TO REPORT TO
PROBATION

)
)
)
)

In Custody

pfves
] No

D RETAINED JURISDICTION

TYPE OF HEARING

_y'SENTENCING

D PROBATION VIOLATION
IT IS ORDERED that you physically report to Probation and Parole no later than the next business day
after the date of this order, or if currently incarcerated, the next business day after your release.

Probation & Parole
202 Anton
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(208) 769-1444
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all
appointments with Probation & Parole and complying with all conditions.

-CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

JCf

day of

T c.J I ~,..

l5ll--g

1
t>et?

; : (in Court

I hereby certify that on the
were distributed as follows: ()
Defense Attorney:

O Interoffice

O Faxed _ __

_ _ __

In Court

O Interoffice

O Mailed

dtr./1~ !cl O c. 1Ja.fa d • ::jcJJ' ~

In Court

O Interoffice

O Faxed (208) 769-1481

1n Court

U lnterottice

U Faxed (:W8) 446-2168

0 In Court

O Interoffice

O Mailed

_ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
1

Prosecuting Attorney:

/ (:, copies of the foregoing Order

)4

Defendant:

Probatio~ ~ole:

, 20

____

/jJwfCA.-t.vv"

Other: _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __

/

O Faxed._ _ __

_

_

RT KOOTENAI COUNTY

Samuel J Davis
ORDER TO REPORT TO PROBATION
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Samuel J Davis
Defendant.
DOB:
DL or SSN:

Case No: CR-2015-0006054

JUDGMENT-SUSPENDED
EXECUTION

On Thursday, July 14, 2016, before the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer, District
Judge, you, Samuel J Davis, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were
Jed Whitaker, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho and your counsel,
Christopher Alden Bugbee.
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, and
the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence
report and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain,
correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and you having been given the opportunity
to make a statement, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State
and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence
should not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its sentencing disposition as
follows:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you having been advised of and having waived your
constitutional rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and

JUDGMENT- SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2015-0006054
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thereafter having pied guilty to the criminal offense(s) charged in the Information on file
herein as follows:
Idaho Code§ 18-6501 Robbery, a felony.
THAT YOU ARE GUil TY OF THE CRIME SO CHARGED, and now, therefore,
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are sentenced to the Idaho State Board of

Correction as follows:
For a total unified sentence not to exceed ten (10) years, commencing with
a fixed term of five (5) years, to be followed by an additional five (5) year
indeterminate sentence.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the execution of sentence be suspended for a

period of ten (10) years, during which time you will be on supervised probation, upon the
terms and conditions set forth below, and the Agreement of Supervision of which you have
been advised.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall be given four hundred thirty-three (433)

days credit for time served.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that in the presence of your probation officer, you shall

endorse your receipt of a copy of this order and Agreement of Supervision, and shall initial
your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the terms and conditions contained in
this order and Agreement.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you comply with each of the following TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF PROBATION:

1. That you shall pay court costs of $245.50.
2. That you shall pay additional costs, fees, fines and reimbursements as follows:

a.

Fine

$5000.00

3. All of the above sums shall be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk at the Kootenai
County Courthouse, in monthly installments to be determined by your probation officer,
based upon your ability to pay.

Based upon a periodic review of your financial

circumstances, your probation officer may increase or decrease the amount of your

JUDGMENT- SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2015-0006054
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monthly payment, it being the intent that your financial obligations under this sentence be

paid in full within three (3) years. All payments shall be made in the form of cash,
cashier's check or money order. The clerk shall distribute the payments in the priority set
by the Idaho Supreme Court.

A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each

installment/partial payment.
4.

That the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine the amount of restitution

you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. The amount of restitution shall be determined
from time to time by stipulation of the parties or pursuant to filings by the State, which must
be filed within one hundred eighty (180) days from the date of this order.

Once

determined, restitution shall be paid on a schedule to be determined by your probation
officer as a term of your probation.
5.

That you shall attend and complete any rehabilitation, educational, and

vocational training programs as your probation officer may designate.
6. That you shall comply with all of the rules, regulations and requirements of the
Idaho Department of Corrections.
7. That you will be supervised at any level deemed necessary by the Department of
Correction without further order of the court, including the use of an electronic home
monitoring device or interlock device.
8. That you shall, at the request of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph
examination at your expense.
9. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside within the
State of Idaho.
10. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are ordered to serve one
hundred twenty (120) days in the county jail to be scheduled at the request of your
probation officer and upon the approval of the District Court.
11. That you shall comply with the provisions of the Idaho DNA and Genetic Marker
Data Base Act of 1996 pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-5506.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as long as you abide by and perform all of the
conditions, execution of the original judgment and sentence will continue to be suspended.

3
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If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you may be brought
before the Court for imposition of the balance of your sentence.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated,

provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2923.

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the

Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of the
entry of the written order in this matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an

appeal , you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to
appeal, you should consult ~ur present lawyer.
DATED this

/

~

day of July, 2016.

RECEIPT BY DEFENDANT

I, Samuel J Davis, hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy of the foregoing order and hereby
accept and agree to the above terms and conditions of probation. By accepting this
probation, I do hereby agree that if I am placed on probation to a destination outside the
State of Idaho, or if I leave the confines of the State of Idaho, with or without the
permission of my probation officer, I do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho. I
further agree that I will not contest any effort by any State to return me to the State of
Idaho.
DATED this_ _ _day of _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2016.

DEFENDANT

WITNESS
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE

--·

I hereby certify that on the I) day of July, 2016, a copy of the foregoing Judgment
was mailed-postage prepaid, emailed, faxed, or sent by interoffice mail to:
L-- Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County EMAIL kcpareports@kcgov.us
~ Defense Attorney Christopher Alden Bugbee FAX (509) 327-7768
__
(/'""_Probation & Parole EMAIL dist1@idoc.idaho ..gov
__c..---,:_CCD Sentencing Team EMAIL ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov

JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF
?I.STRICT COURT

}J\E

By
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Deputy Clerk
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Idaho Department of Correction
Agreement of Supervision
1. _ _ Laws and Conduct: I will obey all municipal, county, state and federal laws. I
will cooperate with the requests of my probation/parole officer. Cooperation includes
being truthful. If I am detained by law enforcement, I will tell the officer(s) that I am on
felony supervision, and the name of my probation/parole officer. I will notify my
probation/parole officer of any such contact within 24 hours.

2. _ _ Reporting: I will report as directed by my probation/parole officer.
3. _ _ Residence: I will reside in a location approved by my probation/parole officer.
will not change my approved place of residence without first obtaining permission from
my probation/parole officer.

Firearms and Weapons: I will not purchase, carry, possess, or have control of
any firearms, chemical weapons, electronic weapons, explosives, or other weapons.
Any weapons or firearms seized may be forfeited to the Idaho Department of Correction
(IDOC) for disposal. I will not reside at any location where firearms are present.
4.

5. _ _ Search: I consent to the search of my person, residence, vehicle, personal

property, and other real property or structures owned or leased by me, or for which I am
the controlling authority conducted by any agent of IDOC or a law enforcement officer.
I hereby waive my rights under the Fourth Amendment and the Idaho constitution
concerning searches.
6. _ _ Employment: I will seek and maintain employment, or a program, to include a

stay at home parent, approved by my probation/parole officer, and will not change
employment or program without first obtaining permission from my supervision officer.
Associations: I will not knowingly be in the presence of or communicate with
person(s) prohibited by any IDOC agent.

?. _ _

a. _ _ Travel: I will not leave the State of Idaho or the assigned district without first
obtaining permission from my probation/parole officer.
9. _ _ Alcohol: I will not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages in any
form, will not enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of income, and
will not work in an establishment where alcohol is the primary source of income unless
otherwise ordered by the Court/Commission or my probation/parole officer

10. _ _ Controlled Substances: I will only purchase, possess or consume controlled

substances including marijuana lawfully prescribed for me, and then, only in the manner
prescribed. Nor will I use or possess any substance my probation/parole officer forbids
me from using or possessing.

JUDGMENTSUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2015-0006054 44476
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11. _ _ Substance Abuse Testing: I will submit to any test for alcohol or controlled
substances as requested and directed by any IDOC agent or other law enforcement
officer. A dilute or adulterated sample, or a failure to provide a sample, will be deemed
a positive test. I agree that I may be required to obtain tests at my own expense I
hereby waive any objection to the admission of those blood, urine, or breath test results
presented in the form of a certified affidavit.
12. _ _ Evaluation and Program Plan: I will obtain any treatment evaluation deemed

necessary as ordered by the Court/Commission or requested by any agent of IDOC. I
will meaningfully participate in and successfully complete any treatment, counseling or
other programs deemed beneficial as directed by the Court/Commission or any agent of
IDOC. I understand I may be required to attend treatment, counseling or other
programs at my own expense.
13. _ _ Absconding Supervision: I will not leave or attempt to leave the state or the
assigned district in an effort to abscond or flee supervision. I will be available for
supervision as instructed by my probation/parole officer and will not actively avoid
supervision.

Extradition: I waive extradition to the State of Idaho and will not contest any
effort to return to the State of Idaho. I will pay for the cost of extradition as ordered by
the court/Commission.
14. _ _

Court Ordered Financial Obligations: I will pay all costs, fees, fines and
restitution in the amount ordered by the court/Commission, in the manner designated
by the Court/Commission or my Probation/Parole Officer.
15.

16. _ _ Cost of Supervision : I will comply with Idaho Code 20-225 which authorizes

the IDOC to collect a cost of supervision fee. I will pay supervision fees as directed by
the department.
_ _ I have read or have read to me the above agreement and have been provided
with a copy of the Idaho Response Matrix. I understand and accept these conditions of
supervision. I agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my failure to
do so may result in the submission of a report of violation to my sentencing/paroling
authority.

JUDGMENTSUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2015-0006054 44476
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Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness Name (printed)

Reviewed
Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness Name (printed)

Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness Name (printed)
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,: Ci'>•is Bugben

Fax: (509) 327-7768

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: +1 (208)4461188

Page 1 of 5 08/25/2016 9:24 AM
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Chris A. Bugbee

1

Bugbee Law Offices, P.S.

2016 Al 1r, 25 ~11 9: 34

1312 N. Monroe

2

Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-7277

3

(509) 327-7768 - facsimile

4

5
6
7

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

9
STATE OF IDAHO,

10

NO. CR-2015-6054
Plaintiff~

11
12

vs.

13

SAMUEL DAVIS,
Defendant.

14
15

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY,

16

.IRORnlAH Ji41MF,S WHITAKER, AND THE CLER K OF THF, AROVF.ENTITLED COURT.

17

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

18

1.

19

respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final judgment of conviction for
one count of ROBBERY, entered in the above-entitled action on tlie 14th day of
July, 2016, the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer presiding, from the trial court's
denial of his pretrial motions, and from errors oflaw committed by the Honorable
Cynthia K.C. Meyer, and the ·prosecuting attorney during the course of his hearing
on his Motion to Suppress and his Sentencing.

20
21
22

23

2.

24

25

The above named appellant, SAMUEL DAVIS, by and through his attorney,
Chris A. Bugbee of Bugbee Law Office, P .S., appeals against the above-named

The defendant/appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under
and pursuant to Rule 1l(c)(l) and (6).

3.

That the defendant/appellant anticipates raising issues including but not limited
to:
Bugbee. L!IW Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe

Notice of Appeal

Page I of 4

Samuel J Davis
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Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fu..'t (S09)327-7768
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To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: (509) 327-7768

From: Chris Bugb~e

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

Page 2 of 5 08/25/2016 9:24 AM

I

l
(a)

Whether the district court erred in denying the defendant's motion to
suppress his all.eged confession and the evidence obtained from an illegal
search which was fruit of the poisonous tree from the illegally obtained
confession.

(b)

Any other issues that may become apparent foUowing appellate counsel's

2
..,
.)

4

review of the file, records and trial transcripts.

5
6

4.

No orders have been entered sealing all or any portion of the re.cord.

7

5.

8

A reporter's transcript is requested. The defendant/appellant requests the
preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(c),
I.A.R., supplemented by the following:

9

(a)

The April 28, 2016, hearing on the defendant's motion to suppress
evidence;

(c)

The July 14, 2016, sentencing hearing.

10

11
12

6.

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28(b)(2), I.A.R.

13
(a)

NA.

14

15

7.

16
17

Tcertify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

(b)

That the defendant/appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
transcript fee because he is indigent (A financial affidavit and motion to
declare the defendant indigent will follow).

(c)

That the defendant/appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for
preparation of the record bec-ause he is indigent.

(d)

That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because he is
indigent.

(e)

That service has been. made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20.

18
19

20
21
22

23

24
25

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Notice of Appeal
Page
2 of 4
Samuel
J Davis
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Fax: (509) 327- 7768

From: Chris Bugbae

1

8.

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

Page 3 of 5 08/25/2016 9:24 AM

That the appeal is taken upon all matters of law and fact.

2
DATED THIS _ _

day of August, 2016.

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
Bugbi,e Law Office, P.S.

1312 N. Monroe
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From: Chris Bu pbee

Fax: (509) 327-7768

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: +1 (208) 44611 BB

Page 4 of 5 08/25/2016 9:24 AM

i
CERTIFICATE OF SERVTCE

2
3

4

I HEREBY CERTIFY than on the-~- day of August, 2016, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:

5
6
7

8

9
10

11.

Kootenai County Clerk
324 W GardenAve.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[ x]

Facsimile to: 208-446-1188

Jedediah James Whitaker
Kootenai County Prosecutor
501 N Government Way
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838i4

[ x]

Facsimile to: 208-446-2168

Samuel Davis

[x )

Via US Postal Service
Postage prepaid

Diane Bolan
Court Reporter
324 W Garden Ave.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[ x]

Via US Postal Service
Postage prepaid

12

13
14
15
16

Chtis A. Bugbee
Attorney for Defendant

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

1312 N. Monroe
Spokan~. WA99201
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From: C,

Fax : (509) 327-7768

Fax: +1 (208) 44611 BB

To: Kootenai Clerk

Page 1 or 4 OB/26/2016 11 :01 AM
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Chris A. Bugbee

Bugbee Law:Office, P.S.

W.. 316.Boonc Ave., Ste. 6&0
Sponne. wA·mo,
($09) 3·21~1211
(509) 327-7768 • .facsimile

tN 11-IB Dl.STRICT COURT .Jsr JQDICiAL lJi$11UCT OF nJ£ STATE ·op IDAHO
K:OOrnNAl COUNTY
IN AND FOR.

nm

Sl'ATE OF IDAHO.
Plaint-if(

POST-CONVlCrlON
FINAl'<{CW, STATEMENT AND

SAMUEL DAVIS;

ORDER

r. :the above named ·d e ~' bein_g :6.rst dlll)'·swom o:n .oath, de~ und say in support of my
request f<>t' f!.n (?,:!.ler !indi:ng fJ!at 'T. lltn lnqigen and ~ ~empt t.\'O«n J?a.)'ing. (a) ~
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From: Cl

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: (509) 327- 7768

Page 2 of 4 08/26/2016 11:01 AM

Fax : ,+1 (208) 4461188

..

.,

_

. •.

BEWW CS A TIUJE AND.C.08.AECT STATE~ OF MY FINANCIAL .CONPITION:

.I_. f.:~1PLOYMENT:

w,J.,._

a. Fmploymc:nt: . Qy ,.1·. ,,
9, ... .). o- ,
b. I ,!ml married. My spouse's monthly inco~ is:

s_~~~'~9~.:~.,-------'
J.

c. I WII.S unemployed: from ,' f'.10,:x «!c?' !

to .

JI ,1.. \ )

j4,, ~

2. INCOME MONTHLY: .S,~,'-'1'--''-::...o---- - ~ . - - -~ - - ~ ---:--

..

3. EXPENSES MONUILY:

· a. Rent or M~

o Payment:S_'S_o_o_.__..
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _~ - -

b. Utilities:

. c;. Olherm~!Wy~:

, OEIJTS:

S~c.;•:;;...___,,_ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _.
s,J!'~
='-"'s=---"-l...;.,.,.s,.,.c=-->0
-~- -~ - - ,.-... , ~"~- '!'~

Creditor: Hou.,e:
Q-e~.t., C~J Cards:

~o-i.,.

(1>vth/ ~'/()

Jotal: S()".OQ
. ,0.00 ;l)C;r month
1'alal: SBQ0.00 •..
$ . ~ r i,ionth

~

...

~. . ASSETS:
a.

Chave cai;e on haod or in banks

. p, l own pcrsonlll propaty valued at.
c. town ,-ehlcles valued at
.d. .I own real property valued at
c. 1own.stock.,., bolds, ~ uri tie5., or inlcrest tht.rein

$.. THE FOLLOWING ALSO-AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDmON: ~~,.... _
Ql/4£ .... .,, d.,·IJ.
P ,sab1, , ,b-:V f,cMt L ,, 5 ..... t!':1! fNJ: ';¢:>C..,, _ _
0

... ..

..
6,

·r bavc ~

=
_1,.,--=--

.

•
•,

....,..,...d~eptll:
•.
•,

Samuel J Davis
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_

STATE OF IOM!O

Cindy O'Reilly

FQl1Jty
Of KOPifHA it
IL O:

SS

From:

su premecou rtdocu ments@idcourts.net

Sent:

Friday, September 23, 2016 12:40 PM
CMEYER@KCGOV.US; ecf@ag.idaho.gov; chrisbugbee@bu~
REALTIMEREPORTER@HOTMAIL.COM; coreilly@kcgov.us
44476 - STATE v. SAMUEL DAVIS (Kootenai CR-2015-6054)

2ot, SEP 23 Pt1 3: 43

44476 CC.pdf; 44476 NOA.pdf
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To:

Subject:
Attachments:

.
/4•
D T ~ \\-'
~

FILED NOTICE OF APPEAL - TRANSCRIPTS REQUESTED - SEE ALL ATTACHMENTS. Please review
the CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL and notify the Court of any errors. **SET DUE DATE TRANSCRIPTS (Reporter's lodging date is 10-21-16) AND CLERK'S RECORD DUE 11-25-16**

Samuel J Davis
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

{
{
{

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent

{
{
Samuel J. Davis
{
- -~D~c~fe~n~
d a~n~t/~A-P-.P~el~la=n~t_ _ _ _ _ j

Vs.

1--4 4 7 '3

SUPREME COURT NO
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL

,_,

CJ

~
0--

Appeal From:

,,,,

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, KOOTENAI COUNTY
HONORABLE JUDGE, Cynthia K.C. Meyer, Presiding.

.,

;·
-0

I

,,.J

Court Case CR 20 I 5-6054

.

:

'-9

The Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on July 14, 2016
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Attorney for Appellant: Chris A. Bugbee
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden Office Attorney General
Appeal By: Samuel J. Davis
Appeal Against: State ofldaho
Notice of Appeal Filed 8-25-16
Notice of Cross Appeal Filed: NIA
Appellant Fee Paid: NIA
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? Yes
Name of R · porter: Diane Bolan
DATE: Augu_st .
JIM BRA . . O~- .
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Samuel J Davis
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ram : Chri5 Bugbaa

Fu: (509) 327-7768

• , : Kooten1i Cieri!

Fu: +1 (208) 4461188
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' of 5 08/2512016 9 :24 AM
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1

Chris A. Bugbee
Bugbee Law Offices, P.S.

2

1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA 9920 I
(509) 327-7277
(509) 327-7768 - facsimile
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IN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

9

Supreme Court No. 44-t 7"

STATE OF IDAHO,

10

NO. CR-2015-6054
Plaintiff,

11

12

vs.

13

SAMUEL DAVIS,
Defendant.

]4
15

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY,

16

.JF.nF.nlAH .Th.MF.S WHITAKER, AND THE CLERK OF THF. AROVF,ENTITLED COURT.

17

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

18

21

The above named appellant, SAMUEL DA VIS, by and through his attorney,
Chris A. Bugbee of Bugbee Law Office, P .S., appeals against lhc above-named
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the .final judgment of conviction for
on count of ROBBERY, entered in the above-entitJed action on lhe 14•h day o f
July, 2016, the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer presiding, from the trial court's
denial of his pretrial motions, and from errors oflaw committed by the Honorable

22

on his Motion to Suppress and his Sentencing.

1.

19
20

23

Cynthia K.C. Meyer and the prosecuting attorney during the course of his hearing
2.

The defendant/appeJ!ant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under
and pursuant to Rule 1 l(c)(l) and (6).

3.

That the defendant/appellant anticipates raising issues including but not limited
to:
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

24
25

Notice of Appeal

- 2 20IE

Page 1 of 4
Samuel J Davis

1312 N . Monroe
Spoknuc, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
h'(. (509)327- 7768
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IS._

Fax: +1 (201) 4461188

Fu: (509) 327-7768

om: Cliris Bugbee

P19• " of S 08125/2016 9:24 AM

1
(a)

Whether the district court erred in denying the defendant's motion to
suppress his alleged confession and the evidence obtained from an illegal
search which was fruit of the poisonous tree from the illegally obtained
confession.

(b)

Any other issues that may become apparent following appellate counsc.l 's
review of the file, records and trial transcripts.

2

3

4
5
6

4.

No orders have been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

7

5.

A reporter's transcript is requested. The defendant/appellant requests the

8

preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(c),
I.A.R., supplemented by the following:

9

(a)

The April 28, 2016, hearing on the defendant's motion to suppress
evidence;

(c)

The July 14, 2016, sentencing bearing.

10
11

12

6.

The appellant requests the following documents to be inc.luded in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 2&(b)(2), I.A.R.

13
(a)

NA.

14
15

7.

I certify~
(a)

l6

(b)

17

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.
That the defendant/appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
transcript fee because be is indigent (A financial affidavit and motion to

declare th.e defendant indigent will follow).

18
(c)

19

That the defendant/appellant is exempt ·from paying the estimated fee for

preparation of the record because be is indigent.

20
(d)

21

indigent.

22

23

24
25

That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because he is

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20.

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill

B111bee Law Ofme, P.S.
1312N.Monroc
Spokane, WA99201

Notice of Appeal

Pl\one (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768

Page2of4
Samuel J Davis
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·om: Chris Bugb~•

I

FIX: (S09) 327-7788

8.

-: Kootenai Clerk

Fu: +1 (208) 4481188

Par

,...

" of 5 0B/25/2016 9:24 AM

That the appeal is taken upon all matters of Jaw and fact.

2
_ _ day of August. 2016.

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20

21

22
23

24
25
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768

Notice of Appeal
Page 3 of 4
Samuel J Davis
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=rom: Chris Bu bea

Fax: (509) 327-7768

To: Kootenai Clari

4
5

4 of 5 08/25/2016 9:24 AM

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

I HEREBY CERTIFY than on the _ _ day of August, 2016, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Kootenai County Clerk
324 W Garden Ave.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[ x]

Facsimile to: 208-446-1188

Jedediah James Whitaker
Kootenai County Prosecutor
501 N Government Way
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[x ]

Facsimile to: 208-446-2168

Samuel Davis

[x ]

Via US Postal Service
Postage prepaid

13

Diane Bolan

[x ]

14

Court Reporter
324 W Garden Ave.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Via US Postal Service
Postage prepaid

6

7
8

9
10
1]

12

15

16
Chris A. Bugbee
Attorney for Defendant

17

18
19

20
21
ST I, TE OF IDAHO
} SS
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

22
23

24
25
Bu£bee Law Office, P.S.

13 l2 N. Mooroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768

Notice of Appeal
Page 4 of 4
Samuel J Davis
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Dian.c M. Bol~t~TE Of" toA.HO
OFF1c1AL C o uRT R.EPoRTER -

}
'i:
m c~~-T<\'l~FK0OTENAI ss
• P.O. Ef>!UiDO
• I

324 West Garden Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Phone: (208) 481-2009 • Fax (208)'1Wtl~
Email: realtimercporter@hotma~.\!Mti ;)tr

;
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

J

}

Plaintiff/Respondent,

)
)

vs.

)
)

SAMUEL DAVIS

~

.

Case No. Y,2015-6054

)
)

Defendant/Appellant.

)

NOTICE OF LODGING

Please hP- ~rlvis~rl that the transcript entitled
"Sentencing," held July 14, 2016, and the transcript
entitled "Motion to Suppress," held April 28,

2016,

before The Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer in the
above-entitled matter has been prepared and filed with
the Clerk of the Kootenai County District Court.

Date: 9-30-16
Diane Bolan
Official Court Reporter

Samuel J Davis
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To Judge Meyer Law Clerks,

I'm writing to you because I have not received any mail or gotten a copy of any order since 14
July 2016. I need a copy of the Burglary charges being dropped, Order Re: Transcript Payment, and
Notice of Appeal Due Date from Supreme Court to be mailed to the address listed below by USPS or
emailed to davisdan65S82@gmail.com in PDF format. Questions or concerns, please feel free to call MF Central Standard Time, 5pm-7pm or email me at davisclan65582@gmail.com for a faster response.

v/r

Samuel J. Davis
PO Box 553
Vienna, MO 65582

/()' 3 -/ ~

~ dLri s _g<-'-8/oeL

~

Samuel J Davis
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Full Name of Party Filing Document

Qo Bo,.., ..5~ 3
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box)

City, State and Zip Code

Telephone

Email Address (if any)

.::l__ JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE _ _

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

\-<G.c. fe.,..~:

Case No. G~-)01 ..5- ooo'-o.J'--1
Plaintiff,

MOTION

vs.

5A-c.,c.l-

:f. 0Av$' S

Defendant.

The D Plaintiff ~ Defendant requests the court
reasonforyourrequest)

,\-c,

Date:

.re. e r:~ }t..""' ~

(write what you want the judge to order and the

+o c...ppo.·,,,..t t"-i-c '5AP0) St"''-c..
+~-4,- .,., «I-J. ....... *

Gpp4t-l

Py~l,c:... :A~.J-'-.,.JlR..

9._/
, J. ?/).Of(,,

PAGE 1

MOTION
CAO CvPi 4-1x 07/01/2016
Samuel J Davis
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on (date)

9/ ~R/2:0/ I,,

I served a copy to: (name all parties in the case other than

yourself)

~ By United States mail

(Name)

D
D

Po t>ox C/ooo

By personal delivery
By fax (number) _ _ _ __

_

(Street or Post Office Address)

l

0~.J(" (}-'

-r: 0

/f-f rt.A(...

(City, State, and Zip Code)

b 35li>-,OC,0

1

D
D
D

(Name)

(Street or Post Office Address)

By United States mail
By personal delivery
By fax (number) _ _ _ _ __

(City, State, and Zip Code)

Signature

Typed/printed name

PAGE2

MOTION
CAO CvPi 4-1x 07/01/2016
Samuel J Davis
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From: Chris

Burra

Fax: (509) 327-7768

To : Kootenai Clark

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

P~qe 1 of 6 10/05/2016 5:50 PM

~TAlE Cf I
COUNTY OF KOOTENt\l
1
2

3

Chris A. Bugbee

Fl.ID

Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

~&JIJO

2016 OCT -6 AH , 'J

1312 N. Momoe
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327~7277
(509) 327-7768 - facsimile

4

5
6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE Of' IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI.

7

8
9

STATE OF IDAHO,

vs.

11
12

NO. CR~2015-0006054
Plaintiff,

IO

MOTION FOR ATTORNEY
WITHDRAW AL AND J.'OR
APPOINTMENT O:F COUNSEL
AT PUBLIC EXPENSE ON
APPEAL

SAMUEL J. DAVIS,

13

Defendant.

14

15
16

17

DEFENDANT, SAMUEL J. DAVIS, having previously been found Indigent by Order of
this Court on August 30, 2016, does now Motion for and request that Attorney Chris A. Bugbee be
permitted to withdraw and that an attorney be appointed to represent him on appeal at public

18

expense in substitution of Chris A. Bugbee. This motion is based on the tile and record to date,

19

including the previously filed Motion and Order for lndigency, and on the Affidavit of Chris A.

20

Bugbee, attached hereto.

21
22

Da~

23
24
25

CHRIS A. BUGBEE
Attorney for Defendant
ISBA# 6731

Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277

Fax (509)327-7768
Samuel J Davis

STIPULA TfON TO CONTINUE· 1

}ss
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From: Chris Bug ee

1

'ge 2 of 6 10/0512016 5:50 PM

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: (509) 327-7768

AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS A. BUGBEE

2
3

4

Chris A. Bugbee hereby declares, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho,
that the following is true and correct to 1he best of is knowledge and belief.
I was privately retained by the Defendant's family to represent him in the trial court

1.

5
6

on this matter. As such, I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein.
Defendant changed his plea to a plea of guilty to a single count of robbery on May

2.

19; 2016. He retained the right to appeal the denial of his motion to suppress

7

evidence held and decided on April 28, 2016.

8

The Court sentenced the defendant on July 28, 2016.
9

10

4.

A time]y notice of appeal was filed on August 25, 2016.

5.

The Court signed an order finding the defendant Indigent and exempt from paying

11

the estimated transcript foe, the estimated fee for preparation of the record and the

12

appellate fiiing tee on August 30, 2016.

13

Defendant has communicated to counsel that he and his family are unable to pay to

6.

hire counsel to prosecute this appeal on his behalf. As such, he requests that current

14

counsel withdraw and that the Court appoint an attorney at public expense to

15 ,

represent defendant on the appeal of this matter.

16
17

Attorney for Defendant

18

ISBA#6731

19
20

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

0( ti:•b"t74:

2016.

N'ANIE:_)·rro=rd

,,

,_

22

24

day of

-- ··-···-··-. ... J~ . ./1

21

23

L/fl-i

.) TIFl=ANV PEREZ
NQTARY·PUBUC'
.,-~ll OF WASNINGTQN
~EXPIRES

'

• •• l t

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at Spokane
My commission expires:

7J. /<YJ/-i_,.,,

I

·QecatBEfte. 2Gtl

25
Bugbee Law Office~ .P.S.

Samuel J Davis

STIPULATION TO CONTINUE - 2

44476

1312 N. Monme
Spokane, WA99201
Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509)327-7768135

From: Chris Bugbee

Fax: (509) 327-7768

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: +1 (208) 4461188

P~qe 3 of 6 10/05/2016 5:50 PM

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
2
3

4

I HEREBY CERTIFY than on the __)_/~,____ _ day of

be.~ ,2016, r

caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to the
following:

5
Via Fax 208-446-2168

KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR
6 · KOOTENAI COUNTY COURT CLERK
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.

1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA9920'I
Phone (509)327· 7277
Samuel J Davis

STlPULATION TO CONTINUE -3

44476

Fax (509)327-7768
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From : Chris

~ugbee

1

2
3

4

Fax : (509) 327- 7768

Fax : +1 (208) 4461188

To: Kootenai Clerk

P~ge 4 of 6 10/05/2016 5:50 PM

~JCJ~~r~g~~l
}ss '
/J.,,. J ;;}.- I

Chris A. Bugbee ·
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-7277
(509) _327-7768 - facsimile

FILED:

-=:-~~~='O'CLOCK.£...M

T l~iruvRT

5
6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT O:F THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER

7
8
9

STATE OF IDAHO,

-NO. CR-2015-0006054
Plaintiff,

10

11

vs.

12

SAMUEL J. DAVIS,

13

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY
WITHDRAWAL AND
APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC
DEFENDER FOR APPEAL

Defendant.

14
15
16

I.

BASIS

The Defendant moved the court for an order permitting the withdrawal of the Attorney Chris

1-7 · A Bugbee and appointing an attorney at public expense to represent the defendant on his appeal.
II.

18
19

20

FINDING

After reviewing the case record to date, and the basjs for the motions, the court fmds GOOD

CAUSE to grant the above motions.
As such,

21

III. ORDER

22

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Attorney Chris A. Bugbee's motion to withdraw is Granted;

23

additionally, the defendant's motion to appoint an attorney at pubHc expense to represent him on his

24

appeal is Granted. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

25
Bugbee Law Oftic~ P.S.

13 12 N~ Monroe
Spokane, WA9920 I
Phone (509)327- n11
Samuel J Davis

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR ATTORNEY
WITHDRAWAL & A.PPOJNTMENT OF PUBLIC
ORF'ENDRR ON APPEAL -1

44476

Fax. (509)327-7768
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From: Chris

Bugbee

To: Kootenai Clerk

Fax: (509) 327- 7768

Fax: +1 (208)4461188

P21ge 5 of 6 10/05/2016 5:50 PM

1

2
3
4

C (l tS, l,65¥

5

DATED this

/2 ";yof_...0-----...

6

7

8
9

10
11

/D - I 1-(~

12

K-of~r~"15 o fC..C.tJov-U-S
f J.. f-..tJL a, K-,~(Jv ,U--S
a~ lea- <:;o'i - 3J-, - 71~ g'

13
14

15

&0---

16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
Bugbee Law Office, P.S.
1312 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA99201
Samuel J Davis

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR ATIORNEY
WITHDRAWAL & APPOlNTMENr OF PUBLIC
nPRJ:1'1\JnJ:11? (')'l\T A'PPPAT..?

44476

Phone (509)327-7277
Fax (509}327-7768
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CASE NO. CR-2015-0006051

PUBLIC DEFENDER APPT. COVER SHEET
[~mailed to Public Defender pdfax@J<cgov .us

[ ] Faxed to Public Defender 446-1701

[ ] Faxed to Prosecutor Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR (208) 446-2168
[ ~ailed to Prosecutor kcpareports@kcgov.us

BEFORE JUDGMENT
[ ] Citation/Comp./Amended Complaint [ ] Information/Amended Information
[ ] Notice of Hearing
[ ] Other_________
[ ] Notice of Hearing
[ ] Request to Modify/Terminate
NCO [ ] NCO

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
[ ] Citation/Complaint/Amended Complaint - if not appointed pre-judgment
[ ] Judgment

[ ] Affidavit(s) of non-compliance

[ ] Motion for Order to Show Cause

[ ] Order to Show Cause

[ ] Nolice of Hearing

PROBATION VIOLATION
[ ] Newest Judgment for each charge [ ] Report of Violation
[ ] Notice of Hearing

CIVIL CASES
[ ] Order appointing

[ ] Notice of Hearing

[ ] Documents RE: Contempt Issues
[ ] Decree and any subsequent modification/order

Samuel J Davis

DENICE LARSEN
Deputy
44476 Clerk

10/12/ 2016 - 04:16 PM
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent

vs.
Samuel Davis
Defendant/Appellant

}
}
}
}
}
}
}

}
}
}

SUPREME COURT 44476
CASE CR 2015-6054

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

}
}

}

I, Taylor Kipp, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to
each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows:

Ms. Sara B. Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
3647 Lake Harbor Ln
Boise, ID 83706

Attorney for Appellant

Mr. Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General State of
700 W. Jefferson # 210
Boise ID 83720-0010

Attorney for Respondent

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
Court this 31st day of October 2016.

Jim Brannon
Clerk of District Court

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent

vs.
Samuel J Davis
Defendant/Appellant

)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT
44476
CASE NUMBER
CR 2015-6054

)
)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, Taylor Kipp, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in
this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete
Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28.
I further certify that the following will be submitted as PSI to this Record on Appeal:
Addendum To Presentence Report Filed 7/6/16

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this day October 28, 2016
CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT
JIM BRANNON

;; .i(n
Taylor Kipp
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Samuel J Davis

44476
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent

vs.
Samuel J Davis
Defendant/Appellant

)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT
44476
CASE NUMBER
CR 2015-6054

)
)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, Taylor Kipp Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in
this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete
Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28.
I further certify that the following will be submitted as Exhibits to this Record on Appeal:
Defendant's Exhibit A Filed 4/28/16
Plaintiffs Exhibits 1-2 (2 is CD) filed 4/28/16
Plaintiffs Exhibits 1-8 (1 is CD) filed 7/14/16

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this day October 28, 2016
CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT
JIMB
NON

Taylor Kipp
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Samuel J Davis

44476
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